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THE BUS I NESS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF THADDEUS STEVENS 
· I. THE EARLIEST YEARS OF HIS LIFE. 
The first section cf this Thesis will be~ development of the 
early life of young Thaddeus Stevens to try t@ d~termine wh@t ~ffect 
this early stage of his life had on his later life as a Businessman 
and Member of Congress and important 1 eader ··; n the hi story of our 
great country. 
-· In the Spring of 1786, a tra;n of covered wagons and men and 
boys on horseback wound its way through the hill country of North-
eastern \!ermonto The wagons were f i 11 ed with women, ch.i 1 dren and 
househ@1 d ge©Jr, for these i~ere .... mi grr©!nts frcm Essex County, Massachu-
.. 
· setts, come to Vermont with the intenti@~ @f sett]i~® in C@1ed@nia 
County, near the tewn of Danville. A young married couple, Jos~ua 
and Sa··rah Stevens, were members of this migrating party. Joshua was 
a powerfully built man·who prided himself in his prowess as a wrestler, 
but liked hard liquor better than hard work. He was not ill-equipped 
to make a living, being a surveyor as well as a shoemaker, and handy 
with hammer and saw, but he preferred fishing, hunting, and carousing 
, 
to any @ther occupation. Sarah, whose maiden name was Mori 11, was 
quite ©1 differe1i1t sort. She was smal 1 of statures, neatD industrious, 
a devout Baptist, and a capable nurse as well as a g@od housekeeper.1 
The father of Thaddeus St~~~ns does not appear to have had the 
lRalph Korngold--Thaddeu~ Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New Y~~k,,,,1955,--~.,,-Y.~ 
., -._ --- --------
"' 
·.i. 
.. 
, 
,, 
thtifty and enterprising qualities necessary to achieve success in 
the wilderness 9 ~1th@Ygh h~ was we11 versed in the science of sur-
• l~. "' 
veying, so useful to.the p1oneer, and which in the settlement of 
this country had often brought to its p~ssessor not mer~1y good 
\ 
wages, but also large tracts of land gained by surveying on the 
1·ha res. He re-surveyed the 1 i nes of the town of Danvi 11 e in 1790, 
and his measurements are the legal ones to this day. He was a shoe-
maker also, and his son, Thaddeus, learned enough of the trade to 
make shoes f~r the family. Joshua enjoyed a wide reputation as an 
athlete, especially i~ wrestling, and was, like Abraham Lincoln, 
able to throw any man in his neighborhood. 
-
The accounts concerning the early life of the Joshua Stevens• 
family are uniform in attributing to them great poverty, although 
they disagree as to the method of his final escape from this extreme 
poverty. One version has -it that he ran away from his family a few 
years after settling in Danville, and was never heard from again; 
another that he was killed in the War of 1812; while yet another has 
it th~t h~ died at home while his children were young. This much 
appears c~rt@i fnl_p th€lt the m@ther was 1 eft ··in extreme penury with 
four children, all boys, to support and educate. 1 
1samue1 McCall--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Houghton Mifflin & Co., Boston & New York, 1899, P. 2, 3.~ 
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there takes its name from the Passumpsic; but a few miles further 
south merges into the Connecticut, is beautiful in the extreme. The 
'( land rises rapidly towards the west from St. Johns&urg, ten miles 
distant, and in general level it attains an altitude in Danville of 
about 2000 feet above sea level. The principal peaks of the White 
and Franc@~ia Mountains in New Hampshire are distinctly visible, and 
in the other direction the Green Mountains make a jagged horizon, 
a with their summits uplifted against the sky. Pleasing as are the out-
lines of the mountains and the be~uty @f the valleys and lesser hills, 
they form by no means the most attractive features of the scenery. No 
verdure has a brighter green ifl the springtime, or a more brilliant 
variety of coloring in the autumn than the maple forest in that por-
ti.on of Vermont. One would not know where to find a more gorgeous 
p;cture than can be seen from one of the hills in that region upon a 
clear September or October day.\ 
The start of Thaddeus Stevens in life was lowly enough, but not 
on that account uncompromising. It is true, as has been said, that 
h;s family was even desperately poor; but the rude state of the 
society about him p~esented slight inequalities of condition, and 
interposed few obstacles between him and nature, with whcm he was in-
vited to struggle to win what she had to yield. The wild freedom of 
the life about him, the rigor of the climate, the great natural beauty 
of the surroundings, and the strong and law-abiding qualities of the s, 
I. 
~ .. 
! 
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>. 
community in which he lived, formed a series of happy circumstances./ 
Th~ si>cial and political influences to which he was subjected 
were intensely democratic·. The stirring events of the Revolution 
were fresh in the rni~ds @f men, and the heroes of that struggle, still 
in their prime, could be f@und in every considerable town. The system 
of government established by the Constitution had just gone into 
operation, and, while it imposed checks upon hasty popular action, it 
was admirably designed to secure, in the conditions then existing, 
the enactment into law of the sober second thought of the people, and 
was thus, in the best sense, a democratic government. 
There were also special facts in the history of Vermont which 
powerfully tended to develop in a bright and studious boy the qual-
ities of individuality and independence. The territory of that state 
had been claimed by Great Britain, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and 
New York, and also by the govern~ent of the Confederation. While her 
soldiers contributed greatly by t~eir valor to win the victory of the 
colonies over the common enemy, the State, in the sounding language 
of Ethan Allen, acknowledged no allegiance but to the King of Kings. 
For years she successfully asserted her independence of all other 
powers, maintiining her own army, coined her own money and exercised 
such other attributes of sovereignity as she chose to assume. At 
length she accomplished her desire and was admitted as a state w;th 
,;./ equal terms t~ same as New York, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, 
\ 
~ ' /. \ 
/ \ 
/ 
./ 
/ 
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each of whom had previously alleged ownership of her. 
Among such people and at such a time an aristocracy of wealth 
and of birth he still had to develop a very strong character. The 
work to be done required men, and the exacting difficulties in the 
way of society u~covered merit and used it wherever it might be found. 
The possession of property, of which indeed very little existed, gave 
no unfair advantage, and the lack of it caused no inconvenience, save 
the necessity for more strenuous exertion. If the settler did not 
have a horse it was necessary for him to walk and to carry his wood 
or other load upon his back; and while the man with P!operty might 
supply his wants with less labor, for anything like real luxury was 
11 
' unknown; he gained no prestige over his poorest neighbor. The con-
ditions with which Stevens was surrounded were thus admirable to im-
plant and powerf~11y strengthen the hatred of privilege and the idea 
of democratic equality, which so strongly characterized him in later 
years of his life. 
There was much gossip about the real father of Thaddeus Stevens. 
Stevens, having been born with a clubfoot, and it having been dis-
• covered that clubfooted Charles Maurice Talleyrand de Perigold, French 
diplomat and statesman, visited America in the early 1790 1 s, the·rumor. 
spre&d that he was the father of Thad Stevens. It·had since been es-
' 
. ) 
I tablished that Talleyrand did not visit American until at least twe 
. :'. 
·~' ~ - ·_, , ,, 
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years after Thad's b;rth. 1 
Like every other crippled child, Thaddeus Stevens had to learn 
to live with his deformity, and face up to the cruelty of his fellows. 
<'· 
An old neighbor reported that Thad was still and quiet and different 
from the rest of the boys. The boys 
limp. They prob~b1y didn't really 
Thad was very sensitive and 
uld laugh at him and mimic his 
any har·m by their anti cs but 
have been one of the reasons why 
in later years he would never return to his homestead. 
That Stevens was never really reconciled to his lameness if 
suggested in a story by his friend, William Hall. He was sitting in 
the Pennsylvania Legislature, Hall said, "with his distorted foot on 
{) ... 
the edge o\ the desk, an attitude in which he seemed to like to place 
>"·--::.<;:::·· 
himself,~~~ i~ito obtrude the deformity upon the vision of others, 
·< .! 
perhaps from a feeling that it would not be manly to conceal the de-
fect, whe~ a bright little boy in the innocence and bravery of child-
hood, advanced near to and 1 ooked intently at it••. With a scowling 
~ 
expression of countenance, Stevens thrust his foot close to the little 
f e 11 ow I s face and fr i g ht en e d hi Iii by t e 1 1 i ng hi m to 1 ook and t ha t '' i t 
wouldn't bite, for it wasn't a snake".2 
The widespread superstition that there was something sinister 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harc@urt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 4. 
2fawn Mo '3r@die--1ih©lddeus Stevens Scour e of· the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 19 5, P. 25. 
t, 
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about cripples seems to have haunted Stevens all his life. Late in 
life, he said to two youths who were riding in his carriage, ''You 
have heard that I am one of the devil's children and that this club-
foot of mine is proof of my parentage••. 1 
As if it was ,not enough to have the devil for a parent, Stevens 
suffered to@ from the rumor th~t he was actually the bastard son of 
County Talleyrand. This rumor p1~s the f~ct of the deformity that he 
had suffered rested very heavily on the life of the y@ung Thad Stevens. 
Stevens suffered many accusations in silence, whether they were 
true or false, including this one about the accusation concerning the 
rumor that he was an illegitimate child. But often, choosing his own 
time and battlefield, he would hurl his javelins with great ferocity, 
directing against them the faults and sins that had in the past been 
laid at his own door. That the taint of bastardy rankled him is 
suggested by his own infrequent use of the epithet himself. 
-With the aid of her sons S~r~h tilled the rocky farm ~nd added 
to her income by nursing the sick, though much of the latter she did 
gratuitously. There was no school at Danville, but she taught the 
' G---boys reading from the Bible. Thad, whose infirmity made a special 
claim upon her affection,prove~ so apt a pupil that she began 
, . 
.. 
cherishing the hope that he might become a Baptist Minister. \flen 
--..... _, 1 Fawn Mo Brodi e--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South,· W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1955, P. 25. 
/ 
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he was 12 she took him on a visit to relatives in Massachusetts • 
Amont the places they visited was Beston, hardly a metropolis at that 
time, but possessing some fine reside~ces and public buildings that 
may well have impressed the boy and roused his ambition~ 
Thad was 13 when an epidemic of spotted fever swept Vermont. 
Many people in Danville and the surrounding countryside wer~ con-
tracting the disease and Sarah was busy day and night with her nursing. 
Thad expressed the desire to help, and since he wa·s not much use on 
the farm, she consented. He proved so capable and conscientious that 
she would often leave him in charge of one patient while she went to 
( look after another. In later life he never idealized the poor, but 
he developed a profund sympathy for want and suffer·i ng which did not 
remain unnoticed by his most discerning critics. 1 
Stevens was most fortunate in his mother. All accounts agree that 
she was re'Darkable for character and strength of mind. She made a 
heroic struggle to overcome the disadvantages of poverty·: and to give 
her ~hildren a good education. The other boys, however, were by no 
means neglected, and each of them afterwards achieved distinction in 
his chosen pursuit. Sarah decided very early in the life of Thad 
that she would endeavor to send him for a college education. 
He could never sufficiently acknowledge his indebtedness to his 
Mther. Long years after, he said of her, 11 1 really think the greatest 
1Ralph Kcrngold--Thaddeus Stevens, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 4. ''\ 
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pleasure of my life resulted from my ability to give my mother a farm 
of 250 acres, and a dairy of 14 cows, and an occasional gold piece, 
which she loved to deposit in the contril,utor 1 s box at the B©1ptist 
Church which she attended. This always gave·her much pleasure and me 
much satisfaction. Hy moth,er was a very extraordinary woman. I have \. 
. met very few women like her. ,:t· ' Hy father was not a well-to-do man, and 
the support and education of the family depended upon my mother. She 
worked night and day to educate me. I was feeble and lame in youth, 
and as I could not work on the farm, she concluded to give me an edu-
cation. I tried to repay her afterwards, but the debt of a child to 
his mother, you know, is one of the debts we can never repay". He 
gratefully cherished her memory to the last, and by his will established 
a fund, the income of which was forever to be used to plant each spring-
time ''roses and other cheerful f 1 owers 11 upon her grave. 1 
A~though there were three other children, each was normal physi-
cally. Only the baby, blemished with a clubfoot, was a cripple. There 
is nothing in the entire record to indicate that Thad was of an intell-
\ 
i igence superior to his brothers or of more inviting personality, but 
nevertheless the mother early determined to educate him and send him to 
college if she could. T.be mother's life, from the earliest, p@ifnlted to-
ward advancement in 1 i fe ·'for 1 i ttl e Thad and he"· shows in 1 etters her con-
centrated interest in him. Because this dispropo~tionate division of 
lsamuel W. HcCall--Thaddeus Stevens, 
, Houghton Mifflin & Co., Boston & New York, 1899, P. 8, 9. 
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l 
affection was apparent from the time Thad was tiny, there were two 
reasonable bases for it. Either it was because Thad was her youngest, 
or because he was crippled, or both. 
A careful study of her writings leaves no doubt that the over-
shadowing ·reason for the outpouring 'of her love on the baby was the 
realization of his physical handicapo Maternal love is the strongest 
one, but when it is added to a mother's compassion for undeserved 
torment which her child must inevitably endure, the emotion is magni-
fied to dimensions that only a mother so affected can measure. Life, 
as Stevens was born to it, was hard enough for a normal person; for a 
sensitive cripple and no on~ understood better than she how exceedingly 
tender the boy really was, the wise parent knew the direst of hardship 
must lie ahead. 
The clubfoot began to take its toll as soon as the boy could 
walko Because of the deformity, he could not run and play 
as other children @f his age did~ but w~s c@mpe11ed t~ stand 
asideo Crippled~ he W@S ~@t enc@Yr~ged t@ j@in i~ their 
games 9 @nd his in~ere~t ~@desty prevented him fr@m i~jecting 
himself~ ~e w~s~ ~ve~ @t th@t e~~1y age, extremely delicate 
of feelings and easily hurt, and his playmates' snubs cut 
the little fellow to his heart.1 
In spite of his reputation in later ye~s for being a grim, 
determined and cold-hearted man, Stevens was intrinsically an un-
usually sensitive being, sentimentally sympathetic with all unfor-
tunates, and prodigally charit~ble. His appearance of hardness was 
1Thomas Frederick Woodley--Thaddeus Stevens, 
The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, Pa., 1934, P. 10. 
,{ 
:... 
' ·1. .. / 
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but an acqu;red veneer, product of a determine~ Spartan discipline 
of himself. 
The physical deformity not only made him a hobbling cripple, 
its charge was ,;nfinitely more. Had he been able to accept it for 
merely what it showed~ his life might have been larger and fuller. 
But bef@re he was @1d en@~gh t@ @~pr~ise it at its proper weight, it 
had eaten into the very vitals of his ego, upset a normal emotional 
balance, and done irreparable damage. It certainly created a modified 
inferiority complex, and his reaction to that deep-grounded and life-
long infliction showed in all the ambitions that motivated him. In 
his case, the natural adjustments early in life crystallized into an 
exalted humanitarian attitude which made him the Equalitarian. 
His incapacity to mingle unhampered and play with children forced 
retreat t@ his motherws company. He became her const~nt companion, 
went regu1aF1y to church with her, ~nd @t times they together visited 
the sick of the neighborhood. But going to church and visiting could 
only fill part of his play time. Finding him constantly in her com-
pany, his mother was quick to take advantage of her precious opportun-
ity. Books and learn;ng he would have. when but a tot she taught 
him to read and, devout Baptist that she was, naturally used the Bible 
for most of her teaching. She wanted him to become a minister but ad-
monished him not to attempt to preach until he had first become a 
'• 
-12-
"thorough Christian". This part of her sincere wish for her crippled 
son was never fulfilled and he turned from the church altogether in 
his 1 ater years. 
In later years, he seemed relu~ant to discuss this phase of his 
early life. On an occasion in Gettysburg, when his superior knowledge 
of the ~ible ~ttracted the attention of one to whom he was speaking, 
his listener asked if he had not at one time prepared for the ministry, 
Stevens• noncommittal answer was that he had read the Books. 
At any rate reading was sYbstituted for play, and this fitted 
satisfactorily into the mother's plan to train his mind. Slowly and 
patiently she encouraged him along lines of thought and lear.ning. Not 
only did he placate himself through his idle hours by reading as a 
pasttime, but we find him early developing a real interest in books. 
On that little clubfoot he frequently hobbled for miles to borrow one, 
for his modest h@me had little besides the Bible and a few volumes of 
connentaries upon it. 
,ca.:: 
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II. THE EDUCATION OF THADDEUS STEVENS. 
The m~ns of educ@tion at the disposal of young Stevens were not 
f'I' 
of so limited a characte~ as might be supposed. That portion of Ver-
mont had not only j~st.been sett1~d at the time of his birth, yet the 
ti de of illilli grati on set in so s trorng 1 y that when he was 12 years old, \ 
i\ 
his native town was nearly as populous as it is today. The first sounds 
of the ax had hardly broken the silence of the wilderness when, true 
to the instincts of his race from which they sprang,_the settlers es-
··-, 
. ,,,/ '\ / 
-, 
-- '1 ~- - --~ -tablished a court for the peaceable settlement of their disputes, and 
a school for the education of their children. It was agreed that Dan-
vi11e should be the shire town and have the court house, and that the 
academy should be established in the adjoining town of Peacham. A 
charter was obtained in 1795, and the academy now in existence in the 
latter town began its long and honorable career. The academy appealed 
strongly to Mrs. Stevens and she moved to Peacham where she might edu-
cate her sons. 
The school at Peacham was si·mpl y bui 1 t as far as its architecture 
was concerned. It had no large endo\'.fflent, no long list of learned 
teachers, and no imposing buildings to· strike the imagination; but its 
rude walls were thronged by eager pupils ready to acquire knowledge, 
and they made the most of the means at their conmand. In fact, they 
seemed willing to improve the ordinary facilities of the school, to 
introduce more modern methods than the Board of Trustees were willing 
to sanction. The rules provided that there should be each year an 
---· 
' 
-
'I J 
., 
• /, ...... 
"t;µ,i.J . . •. 
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r 
exhibition, in which the male scholars shall be the only players and 
that the pieces t~be sp@ke~ sh@11 be selected by the preceptor and 
submitted to the inspection of the pr~de~tia1 committee. This rule 
apparently did not secure a sufficiently somber program, @nd its de-
fects were repaired by 2 amendments, one of which provided "that there 
be no performance by candle light'', and the other that the exhibition 
"be regulated so as to exclude tragedies, comedies,.and other the"-
' tr i ca 1 performances". 1 
At this point Stevens energes into,the full light of history, 
and in view of his subsequent anathemas, it is remarkable to note 
that his first appearance should have been in the role of a rebel, 
whatever good deeds Thad may have done seem to have eluded the his-
torian but there are many details of his violations of many rules of 
the School. 
Stevens appears to have been stage struck, and also to have pre-
ferred the glare of the candle to the daylight. On October 7, 1811, 
we find the trustees passing a vote, naming thirteen students, of whom· 
Stevens was one~ and res@1ving that their course: 
In refusing c~ the d~y @f public exhibition, in the day time while the B@~rd were W@iting to see their performance, was conduct high]y reprehensible~ and th~t their proceeding to exhibit in the evening of the said day contrary to the known rules and orders of the School, and the express prohibition of the preceptor, was a gross violation of the rules and by-
-~lsamuel w. McCall--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Houghton Mifflin & Co., Boston• New York, 1899, P. 11 • 
• 
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laws of the institution, tending to subvert all order and subordination in s~id School, and to disturb the peace of the society~ @nd thit th~y be reqYired to subscribe the fo11@wing s~bmissi@n °We the sYbscribers 9 stYde~ts in the Academy @t Pe~ch~m 9 h@Vi~g be~n co~cer~~d i~ the exhibition or ~rt tr~~~dy @n the e~~~i~g @f S~pta~ber 49 1811p c@~-trary t@ the known rules of the B@ard @f Trustees 9 on re-flecti@~ ~re c@~vi~ced th~t w~ h~ve d@~e wr~~g i~ ~ot paying a sYit@b1~ respect t@ the ~Yth@rity @f the ~©@rd 9 ~~d hereby promise th~t 9 ~s ]©ng @S we co~ti~ue stude~ts ~t this Acade~y 9 we wi11 @bserve such ru]es ~s the B@@rd m~y pre-scribe0o Stevens app~rent]y sig~ed the p~per with great reluct~~ce ~~d bec@use he c@Y1d d@ ~@t~ing e]se 9 ~nd that he the~ c@mp]eted his prep®r@ti®~ f@r c@11ege bYt he never forg@t the ch~gri~ th@t this @cc~si@~ c~usedo He ~y havt!I' signed the p~per, bYt pr©b@bly ~@t f@r the puFpos~ @f going b@Ck t@ the Ac~demy, f@r his preparation was already finished and he entered Dartmouth College during the Fall of 1811 as a sophomore.1 
In later ,years, after he became very famous, the Peacham head-
masters repeatedly invited him back to make a speech, but he always 
refused. He did, however, in his will generously endow the school 
Juvenile Library Society, which he had founded as a student. 
Stevens was remembered at the Academy as a wilful, headstrong 
youth with an ••overmastering buri ng desire to secure an education••. 
Once his books and hat were destroyed in a school fire. Coming down 
the hill afterward, bareheaded ~nd desolate, he met John Mattocks, 
who later became his law teacher. John Mattocks gave him ten dollars 
for some new books and he said Thad could go to College without a hat. 
" There is a lack of very definite information as to his career in 
p 
1samue1 W. McCall--Thaddeus Stevens, Houghton Mifflin & Co., Boston & New York, 1899, P. 11, 12 • 
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College. The canaonly accepted version that he entered the Uni-
versity of Vermont and while a student witnessed the Battle of , 
Lake Champlain, and that afterwards, he went to Dartmouth, is 
incorrect. The Battle occurred on September 11, 1814, and he 
graduated from D@rtmouth in the summer of that year. The records 
of the 2 colleges make it clear that he took his entire colleg~ 
course at Dartmouth, excepting the latter part of the college year 
of 1812-181 3. 
When Stevens entered Dartmouth more than 40 years had elapsed 
since Eleazar Wheelock had planted the College in the wilderness at 
Hanover. It remained for many years the only college in Northern 
New England and the rapid settlement of that region gave it great 
prosperity. During his connection with the College, the college 
usually numbered about 140 and had a faculty of 8 instructors besides 
the President. 
The course of study of Dartmouth College in 181,1 was very simi-
lar to that of the other colleges of that dayD Timothy Dwi;ht, who 
was at the time President of Yale College, has given in his many 
volumes of travel in New England an exact statement of the require-
ments for admission and the course of study at Yale, and he adds that 
the recital would be substaniially true for all the New England Col-
leges. A Candidate for the Freshman Class was examined Vin Virgil, 
Cicero, and in the Greek New Testament and in Arithmetic. The course 
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-
of study ;ncluded a little Greek and a lliOderate amount of h;gher 
mathematics and c@~sider~b1e Latin. Both Paley and Locke were not 
neglected et a time when the pr@fessors were chosen quite as much 
for the soundness of their theological views 1s for their learning. 
The course contained no foreign languages, which, indeed, appear 
to have been little in demand in this country at the time, for so 
f late as 1813 in Boston where George Ticknor attempted to study German, 
he had gre~t difficulty in procuring the necessary books. The course, 
then @f the ~ew England College of that time was most meager compared 
with the modern college @f today; but the New England College was full 
of strong discipline and it was possi~1e f@r the sincere, earnest stu-
dent to acquire the fundamentals of a s@und ed~c~tion. The libraries 
were not large, but they contained the best b@@ks., wh;ch were doubtles.s 
... 
read with great care by students who were willing to make such sacri-
f;ces to secure an education; and some of the scholars who were d;sci-
plined in those schools were able afterwards to contribute new models 
to the E~g1ish Tongue. 
Stevens gr@duated from Dartmouth College in 18.14. Most biographies 
have erroneously st~ted th~t he was once expelled, their evidence being 
an undated and misfiled letter in the Stevens 8 papers in the Library of 
Congress. Actually this lette~ was written by St~vens 8 nephew, also 
named Thaddeus, who was in fact expelled from Dart~uth four times. 
Stevens• official record at Dartmouth was good. He_ did get in-
•. 
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volved in a scandal at Burl;ngton College, where ~e attended two terms when the Dartmout~ buildings were requisitioned by the government for troops during the War of 1812. 
The Burlington campYs was small but unfenced, and the local farmers used it quite fre~uent1y ~s a pasture for their cows. Stude~t se~time~t ~g~inst i~e r@sM]ting piles of m~n~re ran high @~d the c@w$ @ec®me the t@rget @f ~~ch ~isehie~ ®~~ng the st~de~t ~@dyo After@~~ i~ide~~ tJhe~ th~ C@WS were . hidde~ i~ the cel]~r @~d the f~r~e~s it@~ed the c@l1ege bui1di~~ 9 Steve~~ ~~d ~ fe1]@~i st~d~~t b@rr@wed @~@~from one of th~ m@s t p i@Y~ s 'fso.Adeinttl i fill thee c@ i 1 eg~ ©1fi'\1d ~t 111 ed one C®Wo S@@n @fter St~ve~$ C@~fessed t~e CFi~@ t@ the farmer @~d t~e f@r~er w0~ very c@~$ider@tev dr@pp~d @11 charges 9 @~d pub]ic1y b1~~ed the c@w 8 s de~t~ @~ s@ldiers who h~d P@SS®d thr@Ygh the t©W~o Stev@~S9 wh@ 1@t~~ told the ~t@~y hi~s~~f~ eve~t~~11y se~t the f~r~er ® 8 dr~ft for the pr i (:e @if th~ bes it C@lrt @fnl th~ mro~ rf{~'tt 9 @ c~~?!iup@ Wll i ~dl by a , fine g@Hd W@tch a~d ch~i~ by way @f interest 0 , which the farmer silently acknowledged by sending Stevens a hogshead ,-of cider.1 
This episode cannot be , r-
K1111n9'~ c~~ith an ax is 
dismissed as an ordinary college prank. 
·,\ 
an act of extreme bruta 1 i ty and we have to note the fact that the you:thful Stevens was capable of it. It is .,_ 
significant that he avoided public confession at the time but in later years paid for the damages in full and freely told the story. Many 
crimes were laid at Stevens• door, including fornicat;on, bastardy, ''""'" adultery, and even murder. Rarely did he choose to answer the charges publicly at t~e time. He might counterattack with a libel suit, or delay many years, and then, when there seemed no rea 1 need to discuss the matter at all, make an oblique denial in print. 
\ 
lfawn M. Brod;e--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton S Co., Inc., New York, 19S5, P. 27, 28. 
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Apparently Stevens was a hard-working student, and was sensible and 
' apprec;ative of the sacrifice of h;s. mother for education; and there 
can be little doubt that he took away from those ''cloisters of the· 
hi11=girt p1aiin°1 all they had to offer him. His style of speech shows 
the res~]t @f study in a degr®e @f ~ccuricy unusual among our public 
leaders. In the last years of his life, when he had attained the 
distinction of being one of the greatest parliamentary leaders in our 
history, he delighted in showing a contempt for literary ferm; but at 
the same time his own speech was faultless and Hr. Blaine, who served 
the Congress with him, had borne witness t-hat rarely did a sentence 
fall from his lips that could not bear the test ef grannatical and 
rhetorical criticism.1 
There is n@ evidence that Stevens at Dartmouth was in any kind of 
rebellion ag~i~st his conservative anti=Jeffers@n professors or their 
ideas. But there is one remarkable letter written by his ro~te, 
Joseph Tracy that reveals much about his incapacity to live easily 
w;th his fellow students. Tracy was asked to write an Obituary for 
The Dartmouth when Stevens died. He refused, saying in part, 11 I could 
not honestly write such a sketch as it would be expedient, at present, 
t~ publish in the paper. Perhaps I knew him as well as any person who 
was in College with him •••• He was then inordinately ambitious, 
,,_ 
lsamuel W. HcCall--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Beston & New York, 1899, P. 16, 17. 
( 
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bitterly env;ous of all who outranked him as scholars, and utterly 
unprincipled. He showed no u~cQM.J~@n mental power, except in extem-
poraneous debate. He was tolerable atte~tive in college exercises. 
He indulged in no expensive vices, because he could not aff@Fd them 
and because his ambition so absorbed him, that he had little taste 
for anything that did not promise to gratify it. He was not popular 
' 
enough with the class to get into Phi Beta Kappa, or even to be 
nomin~ted for membership. There was a great source of vexation to 
him, t~@~gh he was very careful not to express his vexation. Yet 
,,_.,. J 
it burst out once in our r@@m in ~n Ynguarded moment. It seems proper 
that the Dartmouth should take notice of him, and that notice should 
be prepared by some one who never knew him so thoroughly as I have 
done". 1 
It can be seen that Stevens, like several other celebrated 
cr;pples, including Alexander Pope, whose poetry he·read and admired, 
I 
chose to be quarrelsome with those he envied or feared. He seems to 
have decided early with advance attack and deliberate alienation were 
less degr~di~g than servility or silence. Perhaps he felt that it was 
better to be despised for being nasty than for not being whole. Per-
haps this sharp, critical attitude on the part of Stevens is one of 
the reasons why he is treated so harshly and ctitically by many bio-
graphers. 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens-Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 19SS, P. 28, 29 • 
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·' 
His wit was a for•idable weapon, and lillhat he lacked in physical 
dexterity he more than made up for in verbal skill. He used his 
,ongue ii~e the hunchback philosopher, Soren Kierkengaard, who de-
scribed himself in his Jou~nat in words that could equally well be 
L"· 
used to deicribe the youthful Stevens: "Delicate, slender, and weak, 
deprived of almost every condition for holding his own with other boys; 
melancholy, sick in soul, in many ways pr@f@undly unfortunate one thitlg'' 1 
I had; an eminently shrewd wit, given me presumably in order that I 
might not be defenseless 11 .l 
The fact that Stevens was not elected to Phi Beta Kappa left a 
raw wound. In a letter to a friend, written in anger when he learned 
of the election of another student into the fraternity, Stevens said, 
"Charles Leverett has entered into the service of the aristocracy, in 
the capacity of scullion; and it is expected as a reward for hisser-
vice, he will be knighted, elected Phi Betian. Those fawning parasites, 
who are grasping at unmerited honors seem f@r once to have blundered 
into the truth; that they must flatter the nobility, or remain in 
obscurity that they must degrade themselves by sycophany, or others 
wi 11 not exa 1 t them''. 2 
The youthful Thad would bludgeon but never flatter, and in this 
1Fawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, 
w. w. Norton & Co., Inc., New ~rk, 19~, P. 28, 29. 
2zbid., P. 29. 
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1, 
regard remained unchanged as a man. He would1_ give freely of h;s 
money, his profe,ssi@rn©ll aid and his affection,~ but only to those below 
him in power or status. He co~1d not curry favor with men who had 
something he wanted, and as a politician this was to prove a lifelong 
handicap. 
Stevens was a man about whom few people could remain neutral. 
He was either greatly liked or fiercely disliked. James Albert Wood-
. burn, who at the beginning of the 20th century, made ex,ensive in-
quiries ab@Mt him among his fellow townsmen in Lancaster, has written, 
11Few men were more gelller©111y beloved by their friends and neighbors 
than Thaddeus Stevens". Indeed, it appears that he was more popular 
in Lancaster than Lincoln was in Spri~gfielda At the time of his 
death Congressman Oliver Dickey, of Pennsy1varri©J 9 wrote, 11No man ever 
died more deep 1 y mourned by his cons ti tuents than Thaddeus Stevens••. 
Yet James Blaine may have been right when he wrote, ••towards his own 
race he seemed of ten to be mi santhrop; c••. Two notes found among his 
papers serve to corroborate this. One reads'1 ''Learn to rely on your 
own efforts. Trust not the professions of)friendship which will every-
where greet you so long ~s y@u do net need them, but whose hollow 
~ 
sycophanies will be apparent in your first hour of adversity". And 
the other, ''When you have passed through the r©IMnti c period of your 
C> ' existence, and found your warm and.ardent hope a11 chilled and blasted, 
and the milk of human kindness which flows -in your brllst is in danger 
~.· 
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of ,,being curdled by the cold ;ngratitude of those upon whom you have 
.. ' 
continually bestowed nothing but benefactions, you will learn to 
appreci~te the truth of the remark •that he is a happy man who has 
one true friend, and he is more happy ~o ne~er had need of a friend~·. 1 
The commencement address si~~e~s delivered at Dartmouth has 
luckily been preserved. Here one may find germinal ideas that grew 
' 
to form part of his philosophy of government. Paradoxically this 
youth, who in his old age was to be denounced as a revolutionary and 
~ Jacobin, and who was to be called even by his friends the great leveler 
began his career with a defense of luxury and wealth. ''Luxury••, he 
said, 00cons i de red as the effect of improvement in the arts of con-
venience and comf@rt$ @f ]ife, is more entitled to applause than cen-
sure". Man's capacity for invention ilfnld imrupr@vement, he ;nsisted, 
would never have been developed unaided by m@)tives of p1e~sure and 
profit and the combination had ''bani shed barbarism, despotism, and 
superstition from ,a great portion of the globe11 .2 
His speech was not merely the defense of a poverty-stricken but 
,,-...,,, .. ,, 
I / pious youth ambitious to be rich; it was an attempt to express the 
Calvinist cGmpromise between love of God and love of money, the 
sanctification of the pursuit of wealth. The New England virtues of 
1Ralph Korngo1d--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 19SS, P. 8, 9. 
2Ibid., P. 9. 
I ' 
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thrift, sobriety, and pertinacity had become .. in the eighteenth century 
-guarantees of both a house on Beacon Street and the Kingdom of Heaven; 
and the students of Dartmouth College were taught to expect that one 
would inevitably accompany the other. 
The C~1vi~ist cmnprmmise need not be dismissed as mere hypocrisy, 
nor the men t1h@ s~bscri ~ed t@ it jeered at as crafty and covetous. 
Stevens, who was considered in the days of his gre~test p@wer a kind 
of caricature of the New England conscience, would never be troubled 
by a suspicion that wealth was sin. For him poverty was sin, ignorance 
and slavery--and none of these three were likely to be ban;shed by men 
who were contemptuous of .gold or power. Already at 22 he had an in-
eradicable respect for American capitalism. And when he fina11y1 em-
__ /' 
braced the cause of revolution, it was not a revolution against property 
and we~1th 9 but against ~n agrarian aristocracy battening on the irre-
vocab 1 e i nequa 1 i ti es of s 1 a very. '· 
When Stevens graduated from Dartmouth, he was 22 years of age, 
well educated for thos~ days and wholly dependent upon his own resources. 
He determined to study law, a profession which, under the circumstances 
surrounding him, offered the shortest road to fame and to a livelihood, 
·\.· if not to fortune. In order to support hi11self.1~while studying law, he 
• 
,•,!, 
taught school. His native State d;d not offer the opportunities wh;ch 
he desired 9 and the year after graduation, he moved to Pennsylvania 
' 
where he secured a position @S instructor in the academy which a few 
years previously had been established in the town of York. By this 
'· 
. . 
'•t/ ., . 
( ' .... 
' 
-2S- ., 
" 
move from Veraont to Pennsylvania, he gained a broader field for the 
pursuit ef his profession. 
= 
He exchanged a location near the northern frontier' of the country 
for one which wells then very near the center of our civilization and 
upon the 1ine which, beginning at the Atlantic and stretching to the 
western frontier, formed the b®ttle 1ine along which was to be fought 
·the great contest for freedom. The county @f York, and that of Adams, 
to which he short1 y moved, were bounded upon the S@Yt~ by the s1 ave 
/ 
I 
territory of the State. of Nary1and. Me thus took his phice and doubt-
1ess without any intention upon his part, in the thick of that c@nflict 
in which he was destined to win the victory which has inmortalized his 
name. 
It is certain that whi1e in York he applied himself to his 1aw 
studies with unceasing industry • .Amos Gilbert, a famous Quaker teacher, 
" 
was closely associated with him at that time and speaks of him as a 
very modest young man, and a very diligeRt student. After he had read 
the scanty amount of law then required for admission to the bar, he 
crossed the line to Hary1and, and took the examination in a court which 
was being held in a neighboring county ef that State. The reason for 
this proceeding is somewhat obscure. According to one report, which 
rests l!lp@n doubtful authority, a specia 1 ru1 e was made in York County 
to app1y particu1~r1y in St~vens• case, requiring a certain time to be 
I 
t 
I 
1 
devoted who11y to the study @flaw. The ru1e itse1f was a good and 
reasonable one, a.nd it may be questi@Wled whether persona) hostility to 
\ I 
Stevens was responsible for its existence, for at that time he was most 
• • 
' ( 
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retiring in bis habits, wholly given to his work as a teacher and a 
student. 
But whatever was the provocation, it is evident that he took the 
examination in Maryland in order to obtain a more speedy admission to 
the Pennsylvania Bar, which he could have as a matter of courtesy by 
virtue of his certificate of admission in another state. 
The career of Stevens as a Lawyer was now to begin and at this 
point I will break off the discussion of his Early Training in the 
Academy, Dartmouth, and his study of Law. 
-i , 
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III. HIS LAW PRACTICE PRIOR TO HIS GOING TO WASHINGTON. 
The career of Steve~s ®s@ ]at1'}'er in Maryland was very brief in-
deed, and then after visiting l~~c©lster ©llfild Y@rk to begin practice, he 
finally decided, after careful investig@ti@n 9 t@ begin his practice in 
Gettysburg, the capital of the adjacent county of Ad©l~S
9 
and since made 
famous by one of the greatest and most dramatic of Battles. He had a 
good deal of leisure time and no doubt spent much of that time by 
.. supplementing his meager preparation by further reading. His expenses 
· were so small and so was his income, and his capital was next to nothing. 
He had no acquai nt©Jnce in the county and no opportunity to show his 
ability, but before long his neighbors began to come to him for help 
and opportunities for him to practice were soon very many. 
After coming to Gettysburg, the first months were very hard, and 
Stevens found it very difficult to build a substantial law pr~ctice • 
He took lodging at the McClellan House on the square, and rented a 
small brick building adjoining the hostelry to serve as an office. It 
( 
' of;, 
was cust~ry for a lawyer seeking admittance to practice at a local 
bar to get a cc11eague to sponsor him, but he ignored this practice and 
hiaself made application. 
Clients were slow in 'coming. The few that came had smal 1 col 1 ection 
cases which the established lawyers refused t@ h.;indle and referr:ed to 
Stevens with the words that probably the lame Stevens would attend to 
their cases. 
When winter came he had to econo11ize on firewood and sat sbiveripg 
. ) 
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, . 
. ' 
in his office, reading what books he had or was able to borrow. Ne 
fel] behind in his office rent, andlhad a lot of trouble paying his 
beard b;11. Ther~ c0me ~ tim~ i,men he told an acquaintance that he 
had to seek a. new 1 ocation. And then suddenly Stevens had f:ame fortune 
smile graciously upon him. 
In the SWIiier of 1817, a murder case brought Stevens some local 
,,•~· One of his clients, James Hunter, was a feebleminded man, who 
\.;,,-<, 
f 
had\been jailed for debt. I After his release he attacked and killed 
with a scythe the constable who had jailed him. The countryside was 
in a fur@r @ver the slaying, and for a time it was feared that public 
hatred was s@ stro~g th@t HYnter might even be lynched. 
Stevens defended James ~~~ter before an im1nense, hostile crowd 
with the plea that he was insane. Though an u~c@fill'im@n defe~se for the 
time, it did not serve to convince the jury and Hunter was h~~ged. 
Nevertheless, Stevens won for himself a reputation for audac;ty and 
talent, and never thereafter lacked for clients. Later, with mockery 
he sometimes affected when talking about justice, he po;nted out that 
he had handled about 20 murder cases and used insan;ty for a plea and 
only one W@S h~~g~d and only onerwas really insane. 
-·-
Eventua11y 9 Stevens bec~me the leading lawyer of the State, w;nning 
9 out of the first 10 cases in which he ~ppeared before the Pennsylv~nia 
Supreme Court. A year after Hunter's trial he was ©1b]ce t@ buy a :house 
/ 
on fashionable Chambersburg Street and to acquire a fine saddle horse. 
It was rather obvious at this early stage of his career as businessman 
f 
. ,J.· 
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that he was a very successful lawyer· or he would not have made the 
fin~ncia1 strides as rapidly as he did in these early days ;n Gettys-
burg as his i~w practice began to grow by leaps and bounds. 
During succeedi~g v~~rs he ~~P~@red in practically every important 
case in Gettysburg and was occasionally called t~ @Ssist in cases tried 
in York and Lancaster. N;ne years after he had opened his law office, 
he was the largest individual holder of real estate in the county. That 
his legal ability was extraordinary has been attested by so bitter a 
politician as Jeremiah Black, who said that Stevens "had no equal as 
a lawyer at the American Bar••. Alexander K. McClure, famous publicist 
and 1alf!)?er 9 h©1s t"lritten to Stevens: ''I have known many of our great 
lawyers who were gre~t ~dvoc~tes or great in the skillful direction of 
a case, but he ;s the only man I can reca11 who was eminent in al 1 the 
attributes of a great lawyer. H;s success was as great before the 
higher courts as i t was before juries••. 1 
The combativeness he had acquired as a boy was at times in evi-
dence in the courtroom as it was later in the Legislature and in the 
<l, 
Congress. U~~ally it took the form of biting sarcasm. 
I 
He was a lucky lawyer, who managed to get through a case with him wit~@Mt being laughed at. Judges were not imnune. Once 
a j~dge w~rn@d him that he was running the risk @f being 
arraigrra~d f@tr ~~fi'Dife~tin1g c@rutemrupic @f c@urt.9 he rep,] i ed: 
•Manifesting c@~tempt 9 sir 9 X @ffi d@i~g ~ best t@ co~ceal it. 
1Th;s c@mb~tiv~~®ss ~ppe~rs to h~v~ bee~ @cc~si@~~1 ~@ther 
than habitual. McClure, .who saw him in action i~ c@urt more 
often than any man who has written about him,has testified: 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace&, Co., New York, 1955, P. 16, 17. 
' ------------------~,, ..... , .. •·' 
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•he was one of the most courteous men at the bar whether associate or opponent. He was espec;ally generous in h;s kind~ess t@ y@~~g meumbers @f the b~r 9 u~less they under-took to flap th~ir fiedg]i~~ wi~@®9 t-1~@~ they were certain to suffer speedy @~d h~mili~ti~g disc@~fitMr~ 0 01 
Stevens had at last established hi~se1f 9 ~nd not merely had re-l 
ceived a very substantial fee, $1500, but at once h~d t~~~~ his natural 
place at the head of the Gettysburg Bar. His fame soon extended i~to 
the adjoining count;es, and he was employed upon one side or the other 
of nearly every important case tried in the vicinity. Some of these 
cases ~nd their fees were not so large, as judged by-today's standards. 
Large c~mbi~~ti@ns of capital and private corporations, which contribute 
so much to the success @f l~t~ers today, were almost unknown in the 
\ first qaar-,er of the century. \But the principles involved were not less 
important, their application was not so sordid, and the work of Stevens 
the bar had a broadening influence upon him. 
Stevens had reached his middle 30 1 s. An attack of typhoid fever 
had left him completely bald, a deficiency he tried to remedy by wearing 
a reddish-brown wig. It must have served him rather well, for when he 
was a mewu~~r of Congress, a feminine adm;rer was deceived to the extent 
of asking him for a lock of hair, with his usual cynicism, he removed. 
the wig and invited her to help herse1fe A portrait of him painted.by 
\fl Jacob Ei chol tz, when/he was about 40, shows a 1 ong-headed, ful 1 cheeked., 
t 
' ' 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
. ';.. Harcourt Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 17. 
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J 
pleasant faced man, with a ruddy complexion, aquiline nose, hazel 
eyes, and well-formed mouth and chin. He was nearly 6 feet tall, 
broad shouldered and deep-chested. He dressed well, in the somewhat 
florid fashion of the day, and wt,; 1 e he walked with a cane, his friend, 
Neri 11, ©lssures us that he was "only a 1 i ttl e 1 ame". 
·' 
He h~d pr@sp~red ~nd @wned houses and lands. t Some 15 mi 1 es from 
Gettysburg, near South M~~~t~in, in partnership with James Paxton, an 
iron and charcoal business, named, Mari~ fu~nace 9 @ft~r P~~ton•s wife, 
was one of Stevens• business interests and investments. Two other mem-
bers of the firm had very wisely withdrawn, for the furnace never paid 
and was finally abandoned. A much larger furnace, known as Caledonia 
Furnace or Caledonia Iron Works, was constructed in the meant;me but 
many years passed before ;t ever became profitable. Stevens was not 
devoid of business sense but he had too many irons in the f;re. With 
his law practice ~~d politics occupying a11 his time, he had to leave 
the management of the business to his fP~rtner, who ~,as incompetent. 
t Stevens referred to the Iron Works as his ''sinking fund'' by way on 
saying he sank into it most of the money he made as a lawyer • 
When Stevens• will was opened, it was found to contain this clause, 
''I bought John Sherz 1s (Schultz) property at sheriff's sale at much 
below its value; I want only my own. All except $300, the proceeds and 
interest I direct shall be returned to the estate••. He apparently 
wished to make restitution of something not justly come by. This gives 
I \ 
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• 
color to the charge that in private as well as in public life he 
occasionally deviated from a strict code of ethics. 
A charge 111de by those who prefer to believe the worst of him 
concerns a certain James Dobbin, a superannuated lawyer who had ruined 
himself financially and in other ways by dissipation, and whose pro-
perty, including a law library, was sold by the sheriff. It has been 
claimed th~t ~ prospective purchaser came to consult Stevens regarding 
the advisabi1ity of offering two thousand dollars for the property. 
Stevens is said to have advised ag@i~st it, mentioning liens and other 
encumbrances, only to buy the property himsel'f at an auction for six 
hundred dollars. That Stevens was sued by Dobbins for hivi~g made 
Dobbins the victim of t•1ega1 fraud'' and won the case before the jury 
is true, but it is likewise true that the state supreme court reversed 
the finding and exonerated Stevens. Stevensi friends have claimed that 
after the court's decision he offered to turn the property over to 
Dobbin for \"Jh©lt it had cosl: him if the old lawyer could find a buyer 
I wi 11 ing to pay more. 
It has been further charged that Stevens--9y now President of the 
Borough Council and attorney for the Directors of the P@©r~-became 
angered when he heard tillat Dobbin went about saying he had been defrauded, 
and had been cOD111itted to the almshouse, where the poor fellow died. 
Stevens• friends bave denounced this as a particularly cruel libel~ 
They have claimed that Dobbins had become a derelict, and that Stevens, 
~-
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1. 
taki ~g pity on him proposed to the Di rector.s of the Poor -~hat he be 
L) 
allowed to resign and O@b~in be app@i~ted i~ his p1~cee He would 
continue to de the work, but Dobbin was to draw the salaryo His pro-
posal was accepted and the old lawyer was given an office and living 
quarters in the almshouse. Stevent had the law 1 ibrary formerly be-
.. longing to Dobbin moved to the office. The o·ld man went about boast-
ing that he had displaced Stevens and continued to charge that he had 
been defrauded. When told of this Stevens merely shrugged and said 
that D@bltJiun l1Jas •0a half-lunatic, who fancies a thousand things that 
have no exi s tence11 • 
That Stevens was unc0111110nly charitable, especially toward the 
old, admits of no doubt. When years later he moved to Lanc~ster he 
bought, at sheriff's sale, a two-family house w;th the intention of 
using it for office as well as residential purposes. When, however, 
the octogenarian former owner begged him to be allowed to remain living 
in the house with his wife and daughter until the end of his days, and 
,_. Steye~s did not h~ve the heart to refuse him. ·::when ten years later the 
0 
old man died thew@~~~ cl@imed the right of occupancy. This was more 
than Stevens had bargained for. Not wishi~g to institute proceedings 
himself, he wrote to his friend, John B. McPherson~ president @f the 
Gettysburg Bank to do so on his beha 1 f. He wrote to McPherson» 00He 
and his wife and daughter did occupy the mail house up to last spring, 
' 
.when the old man being dead, I desired to take possession. The She 
Devils now claim to live there during the woman's· life who was 20 years 
;;.: 
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younger t-~an her husband. I get often such return for the ki ndn,ss I 
extend to others' and it serves me <ID~@Mt ~i ght81 • 1 
An old German whom he furnished with a home for life was more 
apprec;ativ~ wrote effusively: ''In the ver Hen. Mr. Stevens are con-
cealed all the qual"ifications that can constitute a noble gentleman--
a good man, and a father. I have experienced him. Oh! that I were 
;n pers@n before him, the Hon. Sir, I would press that kind of hand 
of him, into my h@irud 9 @Yt cf excessive affection, 1 ike a son••. 
Stevens was especi@11y kind to th@se 1abor;ng under a phys;cal \ ' 
handicap. When late in life he hired a priv~te secretary, he chose 
one lame, like himself, ••He is crippled, but SM@lrt 9 he used to say. 
Dr. Henry Carpenter, of Lancaster had testified that Steve~s paid him 
••a haqdsome fee•• for curing t~e son of a poor Quaker woman of a disease \ \ 
', ,J 
~, . ,, 
of the knee joint, and told him, "Now, doctor, if you come across any 
poor b@y that is deformed and d;aabled, in his limbs, in any manner, take 
him in h©lnd ~nd relieve him and I wi 11 pay you wel 1 '' • 
Mi sfortu~e @f ©1way k i Bld t@uched a sympathetic chord within him. 
Walking one day down Pennsy1v@~i~ Avenue in Washington with a fr;end, 
he saw an old weman weeping. He stopped ©11rud ~sf(®d what ailed her. She 
told him that she had lost her market money--seventy='fiv~ ceffiltse 11We11, 
exclaimed Stevens, It so happens that I have just found a five d@11ar 
bi 11 • You might as we 11 ~ave i t 1•. So saying, he took a bi 11 from his 
1 Ralph Korngol d--••Thaddeus Stevens••--
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 19S5, P. 20. 
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pocket, stuffed ;t into the old woman's hand and walked aw,y. 
Congressm~fl7} G@d1©ve So Orth, of Indiana, reared and edu-
cated i~ ~~ttys~~r~~ s~id @~ the floor. of Congress after S teve011s O d~® thp 00~® tt~s the ©11 flml@fi'i)eli @f GettysbOJrg dYr i ng 
my r ®~ i de~ce th~r cao,0 o E o ~ o «:~ ~ 1 ~~d®r 9 S te\?efro$ 0 e~ r] i est b1Cgr@jp>~ef' 9 h@l$ t~Jr'Dttellll 1G~at wrruerrn ~Ofs~® C@Jf~@cru~r di~d 9 they f@und aD@ng his effects bills ~nd n@tes~t® the ex-
tent @f ® h~~dr~d th@~s~~d d@]1~rs 9 whic~ ~i ~®~~r ~ressed for pcTilywnMerru t 9 !<WD@trJi fi1g tlhi@ t t~® UITt~f,er-s fi1e<edced lrut@W\)~y m~r e 
than h<e38 o 001Hle ttJ©J s f@fiid @f y@ltJJfnJ~ BESfn1.v i fr1Vi ted i::h@i r ~@ci ety, 
enc@~f'~g®d a~d ge~er@~s]r ®ided th~~o OOe w~s easily moved by the distress of @thersc He was kind, charitable, lavish 
.· with his money in the re 1 i ef of poverty''. 1 
Even a rebuke contained in a letter found among his papers bears 
testimony to his reputation for generosity. It reads: ''I must say 
from y@ur Feputed ge~erous nature I expected more prompt attention on 
beha 1 f of the wi dow''. 
Stevens seldom went visiting. The comfortable class of Gettys-
burg, especially those with marriageable daughters, would have been 
glad to receive him, but his baldness, added to his lameness, made h;m 
shun women who might have matrimonial designs. He apparently believed 
that any woman who might want to marry him would do so for reasons 
other than love. He hunted the fox and deer in company with other 
leading.~,'.citizens and spent many an evening at the Indian Q.ueen, playiag 
euchre, whist, or p@f<ero He played to pass the time, indifferent to 
gain or loss, but so habitually that he ~cquired the reput~tion of 
being an inveterate gambler. His inherent kindness manifested itself 
1Ralph Korngold--''Thaddeus Stevens'' 
Harcourt, Brace i Co., New York, 1955, P. 20, 21 
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even at·tpe gaming table. One evening a young Irishman, who was about ,.,/' 
./ j,," 
, to be marr;ed, and had saved five hundred dollars for a honeymoon 
journey9 insisted on playing with h··;m and lost h;s savings. The follow-
;ng eve~i~~ th~ 1Yck1ess man called on his betrother to tell her about 
the misadve~t~reo She c@~s@1ed him by telling him she had sufficient 
money to pay all expenses. Later she told him that Stevens had come 
to her house and returned the money with the stipu1~ti©~ not to tell 
her betrothed unti 1 a 1 ater date so that this would teach him an fm-
portant 1 es son. 
He was never a heavy drinker, but kept a well-stocked wine cellar 
for the entertainment of his friends. One bitterly cold winter even-
ing when he entertained several of his old cronies, wine and other 
spirits f1@wed free1yo The cashier of the Gettysburg Bank, a parti-
cular friend of his, became so ~ef~dd1ed that it was necessary for two 
to support him when he left. They left him in the vestibule ot his home. 
Here, in the morning, he was found dead. 
When the news reached Stevens he was deeply affected. He sat for 
a while thinking, then, armed with a hatchet, he went down into the 
wine cellar. The startled Negro servants heard the splintering of wood 
> 
and the crash of glass and earthenware as their employer smashed every 
cask 9 @Uild @Glrtherrni'1are container. He did not touch strong drink aga;n 
until in his old age the doctor prescribed small doses of wine. When 
war broke out he offered prizes to officers of companies organized in 
... 
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the country who would sign a pledge to abstain fr .. intoxicating 
liquors while in the army. 
It was from necessity that Stevens had as yet refrained froa 
gratifying his natural passion for politics. The Federalist Party, 
to which1he belonged, had disappeared, and there was n@ p€lrty for him 
to join excepting the one to whose principles he was opposed. In 
1827 he was on the same side of a lawsuit with James Buchanan, then 
entering upon a political career destined to become very distinguished 
and destined to 1e~d him to the White House in Washington. Buchanan 
advised Stevens to support Jackson but Stevens did not take the advice 
very seriously, or at least he did ft@t follow it. He did not believe 
in the political principles represented by Jackson, but, on the con-
\,.,,... 
trary, was ready to unite with any organization opp@sed to him, which 
had any chance 'of success. With the exception of occasiona11y ser'ving 
on the Gettysburg Town Council he appeared to have taken no part in 
politics in the early days of his law practice. 
One of the unhappy occurences in the life of Thaddeus Stevens was 
the Gettysburg fragedy which occurred in the fall of 1824. The follow-
; ng notice appeared in the Adams .c«?urat:t Sentinel of September 29, 1824, 
a small negro woman, a serv~nt @f Mr. Hersh, of this place, was found 
dead in a sma 11 pond, or rather we 11 of Well ter C@b@ut 3 @i; 4 feet) near 
:/1 
1) 
the Presbyterian Church- -where i t i s Supposed she had 1 a in a 11 night". 
A coroner's inquest was called, and this reported that she had come to 
t 
'· 
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death by drowning., but· in a manner unknown to the jury. Every c; r-cum-
stance is in contradiction to the idea of its being accidental; and 
the generally received opinion is, that violent ~~nds were laid on 
her. There was but one mark of violence, which was ne~r the right 
,,e, and when opened, a considerable amount of extravasated blood was 
found there. This leads to the s,uspicion that if she· had been murdered, 
a blow was given to the temple, and a.lie was inmediately thrown into the 
water, where she was drowned, before she could recover her senses. 
A series of anonymous 1ette~s that appeared in the Gettysburg Com-
piler fr@~ 1824 t@ 1831, ~~d s@me scribbled notes, unfortunately undated 
and unsigned, which were recent]y f@u~d ~m@~g the correspondence of a 
lawyer, Moses McClean, who opposed Stevens in a libel suit ~risi~g out 
of the murder mystery, suggest that Gettysburg was seething with rumors. 
Same believed that Dinah, the servant girl, was pregnant with Thaddeus 
Stevens~ ch;ld, and that on the day of the drowning she adm;tted ;t with 
pride to at least one friend. The woman was found dead near the Presby-
terian Church--since torn down--wh;ch was around the corner from Stevens• 
law officeo Suspicion of murder seems to have fallen upon a colored 
man, Black Peter, a serv@~t in the Joh~ Bo McPherson home, and also upon 
Thaddeus Stevens, who, it was said had @ite~ded the c@r@ner 0s i~quest 
.. 
and strongly urged the opinion that the woman had conaitted suicide. 
Unfortunately the coroner's records were not preserved, and no 
evidence has come to light that an autopsy was ever actually performed. 
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Because of the extreme aversion in which autops1es were held at that 
time, it is unlikely that it would have been performed,,-in a'ny case. 
examined the· dead woman and ha 1a 
.r=· 
sta·ted that the child had been fathered by a wh;te man, but without 
,, 
' 
l 
the evidence of an autopsy he could only have been echoing local gossip. 
What the coroner Dro David Horner, stated as the cause of the death is 
not t(n@t~e We h@~e @nljt thie fida~ Sentinel account, reporting that the 
coroner's jury returned the verdict @f de~th by drowning 80 in a manner 
unknown••. It ;s most important to scrutinize the sources @f these 
ntaerous rumors with an eye to the chronological order of their 
.,, 
appearance, and to remember that the stories were never subjected to 
any examination in a court of law. 
Ten weeks after the death notice in the Adams Sentinel, an · . -·nonymeus 
1 etter was pub 1 i shed in the Gettysbu~rg Compi 1 er. It was signed ••Phi 1 an-
thropi s t19 aW!ld ccmp1©1ined that n@ action had been taken since the colored 
~ woman's death~ th@ugh su~piei@~ clearly rested on one person. The letter 
concluded that the girl was preg~~~t withi~ ~ few d~ys @f her delivery 
of a child which the respectable Physician who attended the coroner's 
inquest has said was begotten by a white man. 
This was the first in a series of unsigned letters that continued 
to appear for almost seven years. The second letter, signed "Caesar'' 
and published on December 29, 1824, mentioned that the suspicion of 
murder str@ng1y p@inted to one man and urged that his name be revealed. 
On February 2~ 1825, the letter took the form of a.conversation between 
t 
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a Countryman and a Townsman noting that the g; rl was pregnant to a 
white man and that susp;cion rests with~ c@1@red man. The Townsman 
replied that the colored man was guilty of nothing but making an 
~ lt appointment f.or the white man to see the murdered gi r 1, a thi rrog it is 
believed that he had often done before. And he went on to hint that 
the colored man had been given a good deal of money to silence him. 
Another ~n@~ymous letter on March 9,1825, scouted the notion that 
the girl had C@Mnmitted s~icide noting, that the evening of her death, 
,;:.o 
before her departure from her ~~ster•s house, she was more than usually 
cheerful., and,Jabout nine o'clock, when she 1tJent out, told her fellow 
servants not to bar the door against her, for she woY1d return soon. 
·.'\...:re 
She did not appear to be cast down, or in the least concer~ed, as 
respected by her character, about her situation of pregnancy; but rather 
<!_-•• ., 
seemed pleased to value herself upon it. 
Even the children of Gettysburg talked freely of the scan~al. This 
letter further said: ''for, one day, when the person suspected passed 
when a number of them were at play, one of them, in a low voice, says 
to his companion, 1 I don't see ~~y b1o@d on that fellow's hands, as 
Mother said there was. Oh., yes, says the other, you see he ~eeps his 
hands in his pocket: I suppose that is the one that is bloody•. A 
third child said, that when he passed him he thought he saw something 
like black wool sticking between his fingers. 1 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc • ., New York, 1955, P. 36. 
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On March 25, 182S~ another letter urged an ;nvestigation so 
that the suspected man may' be either •washed c1 ealrn from the 
foul imruptr~€lti@ro 0 @r 08 $lvnffer th@ ~en=n@lty t"Jlroich tt~e ]@HtJS @f, 
- God ~~d ~~ h~ve ~ffi~ed t@ s~c~ crimes 0 o The si~th @~pe~red 
on t~y ]89 i82So ah~ i~tt~r letter S@idg 0SYpp@se ~ m~~ to 
have d~str@y~d the ]ife @f ~ c@]@red femm&1~@ 9 w~i]~ i~@ state 
of p~eg~@~cv by ~i~g s~~~@~~ ~i~ t® ~~ MOu.~~rri@dp wh@ 9 in 
his criminal tnterccurse9 with the @pp@site sex9 m~kes mis-
tressp m~i] 9 ~~d c@]@red fe~~]es~ t~~ i~discri~i~@te @bjects 
ef his $ed~cti~e pr@ctic~s: SYpp@se t@~D th@t he is a 
gamb]er 9 wh@ ~~s ~sse~ti@11y c~ntri~~ied t~ r~i~ several 
men, wh@ w~r~ d@i~g g@od busi~ess f@r the supp@rt cf them-
selves i~d f@mi]ie~ @~d s~pp@se@ peFs@~ @f the ~b@ve de-
scriptio~ t@ be c©~~te~~~ced ~y ~ few ~en 9 wh@se situ~tion 
might ~ff@rd them@~ @pp@rt~~ity @f assisti~g t@ givi~g a 
tone t@ the ~@r~]s of the s@ciety i~ their ~ei~~b@rh@@d; 
Cou1~ 9 @r @~ght, sYch ~ ~t~te of things t@ e~istJ ift the 
present Sfate of Society, without our special wonder and 
surprise? 
0.P-"'January 3, 1827, the anonymous letter reported in a new letter 
that a subscription amounting to $300 had been signed,by various Gettys-
burg citizens and offered a reward for information. 
' We0 know from what happened later, although none of the letters up 
to this point mentioned Stevens by name, they were undeniably aimed at 
him. From other sources·we know that during the years these letters 
appeared Stevens was becom;ng a successful lawyer in Gettysburg politics. 
Ira t~y~ 18223 Steve·ns had been elected to the Bor@ugh Council, and 
w' .· 
by unanimo~s ch@ice he had bee~ ~~med Preside~t of the C@uncil. In 
1824-25, critical years so far as the murder rumors were concerned, he 
was returned to the Borough·Council again. He had been steadily accu-
lfa\\91 N. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens Scour e of the South, 
W.W. Norton, Co., Inc., New York, 1955, P. 3, 3 . 
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mulat;ng property. In 
1823 he owned three hou
ses, two lots, and two 
other pieces of land as
sessed at $49060. By 1827 th
e assessed value 
of his Borough property
 hed jumped to $8,325 and by 18
29 according to 
the tax records in Getty
sb~rg he would be the w
ealthiest~~~ in the 
town. These figures se
em very meager as judged by t©
d@yos standards 
but they are SltJ1tre1 y lar
ge figures and large am
0>tnn·rts of property owned
 
when one considers the 
period in which Stevens
 was living and accu-
mulating his property. 
,, 
It seems only fa;r to a
ssume that at this poin
t in the Thesis te 
say that Thaddeus Steve
ns acc~m~U@t~d much of 
his early wealth from 
his very successful law
 practice in Gettysburg
 and in surrounding 
counties and courts. W
e will continue to trac
e the growth of his 
wealth but it is surpri
sing that even during t
he period \Jien criticism
 
_, 
was leveled so strongly
 against him in this m
urder accusation that he
 
continued apparently to
 be a very respected ~n
, judging from his 
popu1~rity as far as th
e Borough Council w~s c
oncerned and also froa 
the fact that at this p
oint he was c@~sidered 
to be perhaps the 
wealthiest man in the t
own of Gettysburg. / 
After the anonymous Je
tter of January 3,1827, no 
others appeared 
for over three years. 
It is possible that the
 murder rumors w@uld 
have ceased altogether 
and that the Gettysburg
~nera1 public would hav
e 
forgotten th~t the susp
icion of murder had eve
r bee~ directed at the 
President of their Boro
ugh Council and leading
 lawyer. Another murde
r 
• 
\ 
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by drowning, which had taken p1ace several hundred miles northeast 
-
of Gettysburg, reactivated the local mystery and c@~tinued to direct 
the suspicion of murder against Thaddeus Stevens but nothing of any 
consequence developed from this s;tuation. 
On a September night in 1826, in Batavia, New York, five masked 
• men sinashed th~ d@@r of a printer's shop, clubbed the owner and set 
' 
fire to the proofs of a new b@ok @n his presses, an expos, of the 
secret rites and oaths of the Freem~sons, written by a local author, 
William Horgan. Several days later Morgan himself was kidnapped, 
carried to Canandaigua for a secret Hasonic trial, aftd then taken to 
Fort Niagara on the Canadian border. There he disappe@red, and the 
., i 
' ....... i \ 
evidence seemed to_ indicate that his abfuctors, a handful' of fanatical .......... ...,., 
Masons, had taken him out on Lake Ontario, and had drowned him. 
Five pr@minent citizens of Canandaigua were tried for murder; and 
although the evidence was damning, three were acquitted, and the re--
11aining two received sentei11ces of less than one year. The Judge, a 
0 
Mason, was denounced in the press 9 and deepcseated but hitherto quiet 
resentment 
country, 
against the 
11 
i 
i Other ,..sons 
order flamed into shrill protest all over the 
were brought to court for collusion in.the kid-
napping, and their trials were dragged on during the year of 1828. By 
' 
the time they, too, were acquitted, the American public was in the 
throes of one of its great periodic witchhunts. Masonry was charged 
with being rn~ra1iy and politically sinisier, and lodges everywhere were 
melting away in mass resianations. •, 
,. 
I' 
'· 
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The United States has since witnessed the growth of a secret society 
\) 
that for a while threatened the overthrow of denITt©cr@tic i~stitMtions. 
The pri ncip,~s of Freemasonry bear ne resemblance to those of that 
i 11-f a11ed organi za ti on, but unscrupq,J~ous and designing men pervert the 
noblest of causes. Such men appear to have ••; nsi nuated11 themselves at 
that time_into places of power in the Masonic order. As neither the 
Rep~blic~n nor the Democratic Party cared to take:up the issue, it is 
not surprising th~t th~ A~ti=M~sonic Party should have spread rapidly 
from state to state and have obt©1in1ed the siuppor_ .. ; of such 1 uminari es 
as John Quincy Adams, John Marshall, William Henry Se~~Fdj Amasa Walker, 
Richard Rush, and a host of others, including Thaddeus Stevens. 
In the Fall of 1829 Stevens called a meeting of opponents of 
. secret societies at the Gettysburg Courthouse. It was well attended 
and resulted in the organization of the Anti-Masonic Party of Adams 
Countye The keepers of the Federalist S~ptinal in the c;ounty were 
'i. 
chagrined t@ see their fo11@wers in the county desert to Stevens. He 
solidified his influence by launching a weekly Anti-Masonic Star • • •• ff-·...... .. C:::·. -~-- --
0which appeared regularly until years 1~ter whe~ he moved to Lancaster. 
Soon Democratic Sentinel was referring to him as the 00gre©ltest 1~inary 
of Antimasonry in Adams County, within whose orbits all lesser p1~~ets 
of the new system revolve and reflect the light he dispenses''· That 
fall Joseph R;tner, a former speaker of the Legislature, stood for 
Governor on the Anti-Masonic ticket, and Stevens carried Adams County 
,·~. 
' 
- j_ 
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for him. When ;n February of the follewing year the anti-Nason;c state 
.. 
convention met in the state Capit:©11 9 c1 ~3®.rri ~Yli!9J newspaper referred to 
Stevens• presence as ••an event of great signific€l1n1ce in Pennsylvania••. 
In the Fa11 ef 1830, the party po11ed S4,000 votes «r! the state, electing 
six congressmen, four state senators, and 27 state representativeso Al-
though holding-no political office Stevens had become a power in the 
pol;tic~1 life of the State. 
In June, 1831, Stevens was invited to speak at an Anti-Masonic 
Rally in Hagerstown, Haryl~ndo He went on horseback and made a fight-
ing $peech. What he said at this ra11y was not as important as the 
result of the speech back in Gettysburg. When Jacob Lefever, publisher 
and editor of the Gettysburg Compiler and a leading Fre~son, rece;ved 
an account of Stevens• speech from the Hagerstown corresp@~de~t 9 he 
published it without revision, although it contained the following 
1 i be 1 ous c001ment: 11Any man ~~ a-ttempts to change our ceurse, must 
come to Ys t-ifth\pure be©lrts and clean hands. It they talk to us of -, -, ""- >\ ---,_~_ 
'--- \ ,.,.,.,/ ,, 
'---- -- ____/ crime/and murderJ} ~19e must know that they have no blood on their skirts. 
If a change in pelitics or religion be their object, we must have \' ,J 
assurance that they are honest. Those mMst ~@t come, in whose wake 
is heard the wail of the widow and the orphan, or rioting in the spoils 
. -
of the unfortunate''. 1 
Two months after the appearance of the libel, Lefever was sentenced 
to three months in jail and a fine of fifty dollars. Governor Wolfe, a 
1Fawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scour9e of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1955, P~ 41. '• 
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member of the order, promptly pardoned him. A civil suit followed, 
' 
• which was launched by Stevens, and it dragged on until 1834, when ~e 
was awarded damages of $1500. He obtained judgment for the amount, 
but offered to vacate it if Lefever would furnish the name of the author 
of the libe] ~nd w@u1d testify ag~inst him. The editor manfully re-
fused a~d his pr@perty was s@]d by t~e sheriffo The buyer was Stevens, 
but after buying the property he returned it to the former owner and 
assigned the unsatisfied portion of the judgment to Lefever•s wife. 
J 
,·.' Most of Gettysburg's citizens, however, seem to have agreed with 
Frederick Watts that Stevens was innocent and that the murder rumors 
had steaned from the vicious pen of one or two personal enemies, per-
haps men who blamed Stevens for their financial ruin--who happened 
also to be Freemasons. The townspeople showed their confidence by .. 
electi~g Steva~s to the State Legislature in 1833 and sending him 
back six times to the assen1bly in the nextte~ ye@rs. The faculty and 
administration of Gettysburg College honored him by making him a trustee, 
a post he was to hold for 34 years. 
The McPherson family, who employed Black Pe~er, and were probably 
in a position to know the true facts of the story, remained on friendly 
terms with Stevens until his death. Edward McPherson became his law 
I 
student and prctege. Later as Clerk of the House and unofficial h;s-
toria~ f@r ~~® Republican Party he planned to write Stevens• a;ography, 
though he did no more th~~ ~ssemb1e the mass of Stevens• papers found 
in the Library of Congress today. 
•'·, 
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The murder rumors died away and were not revived, as they might 
well have been 9 in the numerous political campaigns, when Stevens was 
running f®r C@ngresso Neverthe1ess 9 Steve~s k~ew th~t there were men 
; n GettysbYrg who continued to be 1 i eve in 11; s gOJi 1 t. ·· When a y~Q.ang 
abolitionist preacher, Jonathan Blanchard, sought out Stevens in Harris-
t, 
burg in 1836, hoping to enlist him formally in the abolitionist move-
ment, he was told ••by people near him that be was a blasphemer of God, 
' the father of an illegitimate child or children, a gambler, and that 
he was open and fearless in his vices as in the advocacy of his prin-
ciples••. When B1arachard was critized for enlisting aid from a man with 
Stevens• repOJ1t~ti@rfll.v h® wrote him ©l fr@lffilk.9 ingelflltUJous note: "Dear sir; 
As you cannot help supposing th~t X kn@w what vices and sins your 
enemies and others impute to you, you must think me a strange Chr;stian 
if I am indifferent to them. • • I sougbt your acquaintance as that of 
a wicked man of influence in favor of a good cause11 .1 
Te this statement of Pastor Blanchard, Stevens replied that 
Probably between us and our God we are all somewhat deficient; 
I know that I am deplorably so, but I feel certain that no 
living cre~ture is the w@rse @ff from ~e 9 and theref@re my 
habi! t@ disr~,~~d.thi~~s sa;d to my prejudice, as either in-
tent1@~@i @r rn~d1e1@~S0 
Blanch~rd~ 1ater President<of Wheaton Col liege, Illinois, became 
Stevens' good friend and stout defender, though he never ceased being· 
, . ....._ ·. 
• .. ~,_, 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, 
W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1955, P. 46. 
21b;d., P. 46. 
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dismayed at Stevens• lack of religious enthusiasm, and at what he 
ca 11 ed the 00pr@ 1 @u1ged pers@na 1 s int•., of Stevens I persona 1 1; fe. Some 
weeks before Stevens• death, he visited ~im i~ W~shington, with the 
hope of~winning him to confession and baptis~o He reported that Ste-
vens said to hiin: ''I have tried to deal justly with my fe1 !@w=mIBen; I 
think--well, I will say, I know that I have wronged and defrauded no 
~. 
. 
person who lives or has lived on earth! Yet I do not trust to that 
fact, and have no right to, for my salvation, any more than any cOlll'IIOn 
sinner®~ the street88 • 1 
It is possi@le that Thaddeus Stevens was the father of Dinah's 
child, but absolutely innocent @f her death. It is possible that 
Black Peter was a jealous suitor and the actual murderer, or that the 
death was in fact entirely accidental. It was ~ls@ p@ssib1e th~t Ste-
vens was guilty of murder~ and that he won the libel suits simply be-
.• cause no man had sufficient evidence to bring against him in the Gettys-
burg Law Court. One could even speculate that his bludgeoning of others 
might be subtle evidence not of a grievance but of a need for denial of 
his guilt, ~~don a deeper level a need of self-punishment. 
.... But if Stevens did have a reputation for seducing mistress, ma;d 
and colored females, as one letter t@ the .~<e~~ys~urg Compiler said, 
why should he have been induced to murder @ne @f the~? There was no 
special penalty for cohabiting with Negro wGA1en this close to the 
1 Fawn M. Brodi e-- 11Thaddeus Stevens" 
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.·, New York, 1959, P. 46 
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• 
Mason-Dixon line. Carl Schulz reported that the Stevens• Pennsylvan;a 
. ' L ,, 
1.: neigh~@ff"5 did not indeed revere him as a model of virtue; but of the 
occasional 1~pses of his bachelor-like life from correct moral standards, 
which seemed to be well known and freely talked about, they spoke~ with 
affectionate lenity of judgment. 
One can, in fact, imagine_a motive for murder. A child, were it 
really his, might be clubfooted, which would make his paternity apparent 
to all. Against this possibility is the fact that Stevens apparently 
took the risk of siring a bastard child quite frequently. Gossip was 
circy]~ti~g in the Gettysburg area in 1832 that he might be the father 
in the case @f @n ~~m~rried pregnant w@Mln, the daughter of a widow, 
living near the ••Forge00 • Later., as we shall see, he was named in a 
paternity suit involving the daughter of a good friend 9 though here 
again, there was no real evidence to substantiate the charge. What-
ever may have been his actual behavior, his reputation for be;ng a 
rake was well established. 
It is a fact that the local insinuations of murder died with the 
libel suit which ended in 1835. From this time forward Stevens was a 
power in Pe~nsy]v~~i~ p@1itics, and after 18S9 a national figure of 
ever-increasing st~tu~~o ~is own li~C@ster district so respected him 
that it sent him to Congress with no seri@us opp@siti@~ frcm the be-
ginning of the Civil War to his death. And although many in his own 
1 
/ 
" 
state hated hi• with an intensity accorded few statesmen in American 
History, they did not revive the charge to incl~de murder among the 
' 
• 
. ....... 
··~ 
' . 
' 
-so-
many crimes laid at his feet. 
When Thaddeus Stevens went to the Legislature he was very active 
\· in the field of Free Public Education and also the 111atter of the Banks. 
He was one of the key leaders in the charter;ng of the National Bank in 
1836 for a period of 30 years when the origin charter expired. 
( l It had for a long time been Stevens• ambition to ~onnect Gettys-
burg with the outside world by mai~s of a railway. The amb;tion was 
,. 
not devoid of self-interest. A railway p~ssi~g Mari~ F~rnace would 
lower the cost of transportation for that unprofitable enterprise and 
augment the value of Stevens' real estate holdings in the vicinity of 
·,. 
the iron works. Gettysburg, however, was ringed in by mountains making 
, 
the construction of a railway difficult and very costly. Private 
capital had shied away from the project. In the Bank Bill Stevens had 
earmarked $200 9 000 for the construction of the Gettysburg Railway. 
Some @f the Whigs had j@ined the Democrats in protest, but Governor 
Ritner had made ;t clear that he .would not sign the bill ·if any change 
.;·• 
I 
were made in the appropriations. ~ 
~-
' -Stevens saw to it that work on the project began with the least 
possible delay. A survey of orders, and at the cost of a considerable 
f 
detour, the railway was made to pass closs to Maria Furnace. Winding 
in and out among the mountains the road turned on itself four times. 
From Gettysburg to Waynesboro by turnpike was 22 miles. · If and when 
the rali ~ ~JGJ}? began f unc ti oni ng it wou l"Q be 35 mi 1 es by ra i 1 • S teveqs • 
political enemies managed to obtain a copy of the survey, labeled it 
'·"-
, 
... 
1 
-~ 
f 
/ 
-Sl-
I'' ~ \ .. : 
.·_ : \ _.,2_ - -~- - __ ,-=-:----_, 
-' Stevens• ••tapeworm'', and_used it as a campa;gn document in·the fall 
election of 1836, which turned out badly for Stevens and his f@11owers. 
The Democrats regained control of the House and Stevens himself lost 
his seat, though only by 14 votes. 
Determi~ed to demonstrate that his defeat had been due to over-
confidence, Stevens, a month after his defeat, became a candidate for 
delegate to the ConstitGJti@n©.11 C@~vention, which was to meet ;n Harris-
burg the following year to revise the state constitution. He dec;ded 
to take no chances. Jhere were two hundred ~e~ ~t work on the railway. 
Few of them were permanent residents of the county or even of the 
State, but by taking advantage of a technicality of the election law, 
Stevens had them qualify as voters. The contractors assisting, al 1 -,\ 
voted f@r him. He was elected delegate to the convention by a sub-
stantia 1 majority. 
When the new Legislature convened, the Democr~ts pounced upon the 
Gettysburg Railway project with gusto. A committee was appointed to . 
visit Gettysburg and investigate the matter. Stevens, who was in Harris-
burg at the time, wrote to John B. McPherson, of the Gettysburg Bank, 
"Let no foolish engine,rs of the neighborhood be talking" 0 V@u know 
how to drug the cornmi ttee••. McPherson did his best but to no ava i 1. 
The comnuittee .reported that they found ''an isolated work ••• beginning 
in the w@@ds and ending nowhere, and passing through a barren waste 
without ferti1ity 9 presenting the general features of an American (~·· 
Sahara". They recomnaended tha\ all operations by suspended inned;ately. 
\ . . , -S2-
·,;, 
·•. 
-~ By skit I fut maneuvering, Stevens managed to keep 'the wrk going for ( 
another y~~r 9 ~nd in October, 1837, was reelected to the Legislature. 
Finally, h@wev~r 9 t~~ w@rk ©~ the railway was discontinued. The 
last shovelful was dug, the last workman de~©rtedo Nature set to work 
repairing the ravages man had made. Several narrow clefts dug in the 
• hills were, however, obliterated. A quarter of a century later one of 
these became a death trap for a detachment of the Confederate army 
during the Battle of GettJsburg • 
• 
In 1842 the state advertis~d the unfinished railway for sale. 
The Harri~~~rg Keynote newspaper exulted,~'Bargain! Ho! Bargain! The 
' ? tapeworm for s~1e. The~m@r~i and p@1itica1 career of its illustrious 
patron is not more full of twisti~~s 9 ~i~di~gs, and constructions than 
is this most extraord;nary of all projects, ancient ~~d ~@dern. 
In Thaddeus Stevens, more than ;n most men, the entanglement of 
.. good and bad lay on the surface for all to see. He could not h;de be-
hind a facade of urbanity either h;s affection or h;s hatred, his 
,i 
charity or his cruelty. F;rst one and then the other was visible, 1;ke 
the faces @fa coine In his Gettysburg years a kind of Jekyll and Hyde 
characi@~ c~~ ~® s®en in his business dealings, h;s law practice, his 
relations w;th h;s servants 9 his ~ttitMd~ t@w~rd ire1igion, and his 
crusades against Freemasonry and in fav@r @f free sch@@lso He seemed 
. ) . 
always to have had two reputations, one black and one white. 
As Stevens grew rich·, his private charities multiplied, until he 
r became, as Hood expressed it, ••almost one of the necessities of his n, 
'~-: 
·.;· 
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No one ever approached hi• for aid, Hood continued, 11whe d;d 
not obtain it, wh~~ he w~s p@ssessed of the means. His money was 
given freely and without stint, whe~ he had it. And with this unbounded 
liberality was associated a strong feeling @f pride, which but few of 
his ·IIIOst intimate friends ever suspected to exist. He trJ@u1d rrnewer con-
fess to a want of money, no matter how straitened his circMrn$t~~ces. 
he preferred to have the reputation of harshness and cruelty, rather 
• • 
j than t@ be suspected of even occasional poverty. Beggars of all grades, 
high and 1@w0 are very quick in finding out the weak points of those 
on whom they intend to operate; and Mr. Stev\...s was always, but more 
particularly, when he was~ c~ndid~te, more unmercifully fleeced". 1 
Stevens loved making the ••magic gestiure••. He gave recklessly 
without regard to merit or necessity, perhaps offering the kind of 
benevolence to others as a child he had fondly dreamed might be offered 
to him. One Lancaster lawyer told of riding home with him and coming 
upon a sheriff's sale where a widow was about to lose her farm, Stevens 
joined the bidding, and won the farm for $1600, the actual debt due. 
He wrote @~t t~~ check, ordered the sher;ff to make the deed to the 
widow, and continued on his way. This kind of story became c011110n-
place. In a speech in 1839 he said terse1y, ••Croesus is remembered 
on 1 y to be despi sed11 • 
> 
Mr. Stevens was far too observant, far too gooq a judge of men's 
lfawn M. Brodie--•1Thaddeus Stevens••, W.W. Norton• co:, New York, 19S9, P. SO, S1 
.. , 
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motives••. Hood remarks not to know that he was almost universally 
imposed upon. This knowledge Ted. him to believe that nearly all men 
were corrupt and unfit to be trusted. As he grew olde( this feeling 
(~ecallle stronger, and he came to regard the great bu1k of mankind as 
mercenary creatures, only fit ~.o be the tools of those who were strong 
enough, rich enough, and skillful enough to use for their own advan-
tage••. 1 
Nevertheless, Stevens• charities-.·continued all h;s life. When he 
died, there were found among his papers small notes totaling a hundred 
thousand dollars, which he had never pressed piy~ent. Such compulsive 
... 
giving is one measure of Stevens• hunger. As Eric Hoffer has aptly put 
it, ••craving, not giving, is the mother of a reckless. giving of one-
. .! 
se 1 f'' · 2 
~ ......... 
But disillusionment was inevitable. Perhaps because of a certain 
ambivalence in his own feelings about giving, the gifts seldom seem to 
,.\.J 
have brought him the satisfaction for which he hungered. Even his 
gift of a dairy f@rm t@ his mother, in which he had taken obvious plea-
sure, turned out in the end to be a ki DilQ @f p@i son for him. ••Poor wo-
man, he said i 1the very thing I did ·to gratify her m@st hastened her 
death••. She w;is very proud of her dairy and fond of her cows, and one 
.. 
1Fawn'·M. Brodie-Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W. W. Norton S. Co., Inc., New York, 19SS, P. S1. 
2Ibid., P. SI 
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night goifig to look after them, she fel 1 and injured herself, so that 
she soon died. Still, Stevens• mother at her death was about 80 years 
old, and it is singular that her son should have felt guilty for an 
accident t~~t was~@~~ @f his doing. 
In the 1830 6 s Stevens w~s @n active member of the Legislature of 
the State of Pennsylvania. He was a~ arde~t s~pp@rter of the anti-
slavery movement and in many ways his views on Slavery were very similar 
to those of Abraham L;ncoln. 
The devotion of Stevens to politics~had been attended with the 
neglect of his private affairs. Through the operations of a partner 
. in the iron business he found himself at fifty years of age in debt 
to the am@Y~t @f MOre th~n two hundred thousand dollars. His temporary 
retirement from politics h~d become imperatively necessary, and to se-
cure a wider field for his professional practice he removed from Gettys-
burg to Lancaster • 
Alexander Hood, who was a law student in Stevens• office, and for 
many years an intimate friend, is authority for the statement that in 
1843 his debts amounted to $217,000. It is certain that when he es-
tablished himself in Lancaster, he was in deeper poverty than when, a 
~ penniU~ss y@IYng Hrulln, he began his practice in Gettysburg, a quarter of 
/ 
a century before. Bl11Jt he had a reputatlf on as a 1 awyer and a pub 1 i c 
man, which preceded him, and he h©d the necessary business talents to 
stra;ghten out his tangled affairs.of his ;ron busi~ess, and to s 
extent# retrieve his disaster. In six years, according to Hood, he 
·11: 
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succeeded in reducing his indebtedness to $30,000. ., I I (\ 
), \ He began practice in.Lancaster in 1842. The bar of that co~nty 
numbered among its ablest lawyers of Pennsylvania. Although @lready 
• known on account of his prominence in politics and his standing as a~ 
lawyer, he was again compelled to produce his passports, and to prove 
by actual contest his right to preeminence. The test soon was to come. 
He was retained in an important civil suit against Benjamin Champneys, 
the acknowledged leade~ @f the bar. Stevens• mastery of his,case and 
his method of presenting it so 
that he~ once stepped into a 
·-
clearly established his superiority I . 
position of ackn@w1edged leadership, a 
position which he held unchall~ged at the Lancaster Bar until the 
day of his death. The rapid growth of his practice may be inferred 
\ from the fact that at the first session of the Supreme Court held in 
Harrisburg, after he settled in Lancaster, he was counsel in four of 
.·~· 
the si,x cases which came up from his county. In the next year he ',i~ 
appeared in six of eight cases, in addition to pleading cases from 
other countries. His practice brought him an income/lof from $12,000 
to $15,000 a year, which may be esteemed an extraordinary amount when 
the ti me and 1 oca ti on··· 1were considered. 
•/ 
'•! 
His success was at_tested, with which he was flattered by his 
fellow members. When he went to the Lancaster bar its advocates were 
in ~he habit of making interminable addresses to ihe court and jofy,, 
' I . I 
the force of h'i s e~~ 
' 
·-
/ / 
, but Stevens sdon cured them of this practice by 
ample. His speeches were b~ief, condens(d, and straight to the polnt, ... v" 
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•,r 
and they were usually success·ful. Me would unerr;ngly detect the vital 
questi©~v ~~d he n~ver wasted time upon side issues and trifles. H;s 
example was soon followed by his professional brethren • 
. It was not Stevens• habit to take notes, but ~o portion of the 4t • ..-. 
evi·dence escaped his marvelous memory, and, disregarding the ch©tff, 
he fixed ;n the minds of the jurymen that which was important to his 
side of the case, and demolished with his ridicule the testimony 
which would tell against him. While he.had the choice of the cases 
at the bar, he did not confine himself to those which paid large fees, 
and especia11y whe~ pr@ceedings were h.ad for the.return of fugitive 
slaves, he was almost alw~ys fou~d contributing his services to the 
defense of the negro. His speeches in the fugitive slave cases were 
the most eloquent and usually the most successful that he ever made 
in court. The evidences against the black man for whom he spoke had 
to be concil:usive beyond al 1 controversy whatever, or the white, claima-nt 
~had no chance to prevail. 
In the election of 1844 Stevens was an ardent Whig, and a strong 
supporter ~nd stump spe~ker for Henry Clay. Clay was defeated after 
a very close c@~test 9 ~~d the ~spir~ti@ns of Stevens for a seat ;n the 
cabinet remained then and ever ~fterward ~~s@tisfiedo He sought con-
sol~tion again in his law practice, to which he g~v~ his undivided 
~ 
. attention. His qual itiesi'lnade him the ida,1 of young men, and a place 
as a student in his offtee was greatly coveted. 1 · · ·1 .. I , 
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• Kis prestige as a.lawyer, as well as his good nature, may be in-
ferred from the fact that he had as many as nine law students in his 
office @tone time. His contact with clients, witnesses, and jurymen 
rapidly wide~ed his circle of icquai~tances and by attending strictly 
to his profession~1 work he was f~st ~cq~iring popularity and a more 
solid basis of political trength than w@u1d ever have come from the 
political maneuvering in which he had sometimes indulged. 
A half century ago, in a large and self-centered town, such as 
Lancaster, a brilliant and successful lawyer like Stevens, would al-
most certainly become the popular hero. The courtroom was a common· 
resort f@r all classes and in the courtroom in Lancaste.- County, Ste-
vens Feig~ed supreme ever since the day when he had .shown his mettle 
against Benjamin Champneys. When the time came for the retirement of \., 
the member of Congress, who then repres~nted that district, Stevens 
became the natural candidate. He still had the hostility of the men 
!it 
of his party who exercised the potent force which lay in the p~rty 
1111chine. The leading party newspapers were against him. But the 
people had come under his spell, and in spite of the hostile party 1 
press and "machine••, he was nominated as the Whig Candidate for Con-
gress by the narrowest of majorities. He showed his popularity with 
the voters by polling 9565 votes against 5464 for his Democratic 
antagonist. 
When Stevens moved to Lancaster the town had some 8000 inhabitants, 
and was growing apace. Its factories produced a variety of objects, ·(' 
l 
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large and small locomot;ves and railrGA.._~ .. cars, plows and threshing 
mach; nes, carriages e11rrod it~g@ns, umb.rre 11 as and combs, stoves and hats, 
r;fles al')_d distilled 1;quors. A canal a1nd fID railroad served to carry 
these products to Philadelphia and Baltimore, and thence t@ m@ny places 
at home and abroad. The Courthouse, on Courthouse Square~ W@S sii~~ted 
on an elevation over which arched, at right angles,·: the town's two 
principal streets, King and Queen •. Both were paved and were lined 
with neat, red-brick, white-shut.tered houses. Surrounding the town 
were rich farm i~~ds where wheat, barley, corn,buckwheat, and potatoes 
j' 
., 
~. grew in abundance. 
His law practice was a very prosperous one almost from the very 
beginning. Bankers, manufacturers, and merchants were eager to secure 
his services. His colleagues in the profession had a high @pinion of 
his legal talents. When a case had to be appealed it was seldom that 
the lawyer in_charge did not advise his client to engage Stevens as an 
associ~te counsel. His professional standing may be judged from the 
fact th€lt ~mera Chief Justice John B. Gibson, of the state supreme court 
died, Stevens w~s ch@se~ t@ deliver the obituary before the court, not-
withstanding the fact that the deceased had been a Democrat and a Free-
mason. 
Stevens employed a housekeeper an~ one or two maids. In Lancaster I > 
he had a succession of housekeepers, white and colored, none of wh©m 
p·roved very satisfactory. In 1848, a colored 
Lydia Hamilton Smith, was reconaended to him. 
widow of th~rty-five, 
/ ( 
She 1 ived i~ Hard sburg 
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and was the mother of 2 boys, Wi11;am, aged 12, and Isaac, a·ged 5. Her 
husband, a c~r~e~t@r 9 h0d died so@n after the birth of her second chi,ld. 
Stevens remembered having k~@w~ lydi~ i~ ~~ttysburg, before her marriag~, 
and to have been favorably impressed. He .ccsmmtorrnicit~d t'1i th her and 
engaged her. She went to 1;ve with her' boys in a small building behind 
-Stevens• house, bringing her furniture w;th her. When William grew 
older she was assigned a bedroom in the house. She remained with Ste-
vens until his death. 
Lydia was a light mulatto with comeli features and stra;ght hair. 
She is said to hav® be<e!n) ©f Cre@ie origin and was a devout Catholic. 
f. She was of small stature, well-formed, extraordinarily neat, modest, 
and courteous at all times. Stevens found her to be the ideal house-
keeper, loyal, honest, and capable. 
The editor of the Union Springs Times, an Alabama newspaper, who 
during the Reconstruction came to Lancaster to interview Stevens, de-
scribed her as •0a neat, tidy housekeeper, who appears to be as polite 
;. 
as we11 trained Negroes generally are••. Ste.vens add·ressect her as Mrs.· 
Smith and sh@wed her the consideration as a.white woman in her situation 
would have considered her due.q When he grew ol~ and infirm and she 
undertook the task of nursing him in addition to her other dut;es, he 
I 
' ' left it largely to her judgment ·wha·t callers should be §!Gulilitted. 
There exists a letter written by Lydia io Stevens• nephew, Thaddeus, 
ftJen Stevens was on his deathbed, in which she addresses the young lawyer 
~- . / 
- "-.___/' 
as ''Dear Thad''· One of Stevens·• biographers considers this a degree 
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familiarity unusual even today between a mere servant and an· adult 
member of the household. Lydia, however, was not a ••mere servant••, 
but a trusted housekeeper and nurse, who had known the young man since 
boyhoodo Had she been white her manner of addressing him would under 
the circumst~~ces ~ot have been considered unusual. Since Stevens 
tolerated no racial disti~cti@n in his household it is difficult to 
·· see why this form of address for his young nephew should be cons;deted 
undue familiarity. There does not seem to ha~e been anything really 
wrong with the situation within the Stevens home but there have been 
many who have tried to discredit Thad Stevens in this way. Stevens had 
the greatest admiration for Lydia Smith but there seems to have been 
nothing very wrong with the relationship • 
In his will Stevens gave Lydia the cho;ce of a cash payment of 
.. 
five thousand do11~rs or an annuity of five hundred per year for life. 
She was to be allowed to remain in the house at Lancaster for one year 
_, 
after his death, and as several pieces @f furniture belonging to her 
had been placed in the main dwelling, her word was to be taken ''with-
out proof'' as to which -were hers. Lydia outlived her employer by 16 
years, dying in 188l+, at the age of 71. She lies buried beside her 
two sons in St. Mary's Catholic Church Cemetery i~ Lancaster. An in-
scripti@n on her tombstone informs the visitor that she was for many 
years the trusted h@usekeeper of Honer•b 1 e Thaddeus Stevens. Many • I 
have tried to prove that lydi~ was Stevens• mistress as well as house-
keeper. There exists no reliable· evidence justifying the assumption '~~ 
/ ,1 
1) d .. -·~ .. , . . 
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that she was h;s 11istress as well as his .houaekeeper. \ 
In February, 1850» the l©1_rnc~s tri ani 9 a Demccrati c newsp1aper, 
hinted that Stevens• sympathy with the Negr@ r©lC® was due to "what 
had been whispered by the tongue of scanda 111 • It may t'\?e] 1 have been 
the tongue of Democratic politicians, for Carl Schurz and James Al-
bert Woodburg, who interviews many of Stevens• acquaintances and 
neighbors, failed to~ecord any such insinuations. {n June, 1867, 
the editor of the Alabama newspaper, whose interview with Stevens was 
reprinted in the New York World s,ys: 
'\ 
Radicals h~ve@ g@@d de~1 t@ say about the close relation-ship s@me @f ~~e f@r~~r $l@~es had with their masters. They te]1 the S@Yth®r~ pe@p1e th~t ~Y~~rs @ffl@~g the ser-vile class ~re t@@ y~l]@w t@ b~ white @~d t@@ white to be blacko It is h@rrib1y ~~ki~d t@ t~eir gre~t le~der ~~d 
rnastero !~ t~~ city @f l@~C~St~r~ ~igh Yp@~ t~e gre@t 
city of Phi~@de1phi@p 1h~dcl~M5 Steve~~ h@s for ye~rs ~ived in ope~ ~d~ltery with@ 8~1~tt@ w@~~~ whom he s®d~c~d frGm h®r h~S~@lijd$) ©) fy~,~=b1@@ded rraegr@o •• I @fl)ly mroeration the f~ct th~t th~ Y]tr@S@~cti~@~i@~s saints @f t~e African asce~d@~cy ~y ~~t the @eam cut @f their own eles before they g@~~e ~erciiessly at the motes ef others. 
/ 
Grafit~cl t~~i this was actionable, is the fact that Stevens failed 
to bring suit proof of the existence of an irregular relationship. He 
could easily have pr@v~d the f~isity of the accusation that he had se-
duc•d Lydia from her husband 9 while his accuser had been hard put to 
prove that she was his mistress, assuming the ch~rge t@ have been true. 
,,, 
\ 
~' A favorable vertict would however 6 not have conv;nced those who--;f~ed 
1 1Ralph Korngold--11Thaddeus Stevens••, 
.. Harcourt, Brace g. Co., New York, 19SS, P. 73, 74 •. 
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I 
to believe the worst of him, and the trial would have given the charges 
nationwide publicityC) !For Lydia 8 s sake as welf as h;s own he did well 
• 
., 'l 1n ignoring the attack. 
The article ;n the Union Times was followed a month later, July, 
1867, byan attack in the Lancaster Intellige_~~~~ .. o Stevens agreed to 
purchase a lot in a local cemetery, but canceled the agreement on 
learning that Negroes were refused burial there. He subsequently ac-
quired a lot on Martin Schreiner•s Cemetery, where no such regulation I 
, 
" 
exist~do The Lanc~ster .E.xe~ess c-ented that tr\is was proof of the 
sincerity of Stevens 0 convictionse The Jnt!11igencer replied editorially: 
Nobody d@Ybts that lh~ddeus Steve~$ h@s ~lways been in favor of negr@ ~~~@1ity 9 @~d ~~re, wher~ his d@m~siic arrangements ares@ we]! k~@w~ his pr@ctic@1 r~c@g~iti@~ @f his pet the@ry is p~rfect1y wel] u~derst@@do o o There @re few ~en who have give~ t@ the w@r1d s~c~ @pe~ @~d n@t@ri@~s evid~~ce cf be 1 i ef i ~ u1egr@ etqtLll©l] i ty @ s if~@dd<aus S tevelfls o A per~@lrl©1ge., 1 
not @f his @w~ F@Cep ~ f~]e @f disky hYej d@i1y w~iks the 
s treei$ @f l@l!iOC©JSter t"J~teliil ~1r O StevefrOS i ~ @11C h@m<ao She had presid~d @Ver his h@~s~ f@r y~~rso Eve~ by his @w~ p~rty 
. 
I. friend~~ s~e is C@~st~~tly S~@ke~ @f ~s MF$o SteV@fiSv though we f~ncy th~t n@ rite of M@ther Church ever gave her right to ito It is natur~1 f@r men to sleep their last with those 
-1:•_w.;.l!r,..-'1, they l@ved in 1ifeo If Thaddeus Stevens insists on being --· buried si d~ by ~i de ~;2i th t~~ t:;f@m~~ he is stnpp@sed t@ have taken i@ ~is b@s©~9 it is ~~tirely@ ffi@tter @f t~steo But why did he ~@t p~rc~~se@ i@t i~ @U1 Afric~~ b~ri~i gr@und at 
onceo ih~rr® ~@ ~tJhi tee ~n ° s b@files ttJ@lV11 d ·. h~rve just 1 ed hi s own, and she has long since been his most i~ti~te @SS@Ci@t~ might 1 have been gathered to his side without exciting public sc~ndal. 
On September 14, 1867, in a letter of general denial to his friend, 
W. B. Mellins, Stevens stated: 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace S Co.,~New York, 195S, P. 7S. 
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In he course of my 1 i fe, I have received .. a very large 
...nlDbe of such attacks. Perhaps no man in the State h-as 
. . 
recei . ed mrn@r ~ , s 1 ©101derr s @r beerr, (:h©l rged wi th ULW>r e vices, 
or ~Uig~a~t cri~~s th~~ I ~~V~o Et~~$ ~e®~ ~y ~is~ 
fort~~® f@r f@rty Y~@r~ ~@ b@ t~e bitt®r @bj~ci @f ~~tack 
by vi@le~t ~@]itici~~So I ~®~e s~]d@~ ~@ticed the~ 0 =never 
contr~dicted t~~==~~1e~s th~y @ffected ~y ~@r®~ c~~r~cter 
aside ?r©m p@liticsp @r w~~ r®~~i~ed br the i~te~est @f 
others o V ~ta i~.l] mm~ t~® t t~ i $ lilli!@lV i &ilf] M®tnJ~e }?@!1:flfF roe~ t 
electiono ~e~ce~ K ~@tic~ ito X h~ve @lr~~dy ~~~ied it 
in part@~ ~pp]ic@ti@~ fr@~@ dist~~~ st~t~o ihe r~de 
doctri~es ~scri@@d t@ me by th® fel1@w ~sh@ wr@~e thetruil I 
pass @~~r wi~~ a@~~@~~] d®~i~] @f th~ir ~CCMr@cro As to 
the d@~@stic ~i$~@ry 9 X h~ve @~]y t~i~ t@ s~vD t~@t the 
wh@t ~ i $ ~@t@1 u] v t"J'Il th@ttJJ'lh 1@~61Jd@ii@~9 ~ltc~ptt: s@ f@r iS 
fo11@wsg fr@~ t~® ii~~ K ~e~@~ @~~i~e~s (f@rty @dd years 
ago) K huv~ ke~t h@~se 9 t~r@Mg~ the @g~~cy @f hi~ed ser-
vants9 ~@~e lrshi te.9 S@Jffile b 1 ©1Cf(.9 @il:~ers @f i ln1ierfli1iledi ©Jte 
colorso My i~q~iry W@~ @~]y i~t@ t~ei~ ~©~esty @~d 
capacityo Th~y h@ve r®sided wit~~~ f@r V@ri@~s periods, 
from©~® m@~th t@ 15 ye~rs~ ~~~er@]~y ~@r~ t~@~ @~eat a 
timep i~d~ed I ~e]ieve @lw~vs s®~ X be]i~ve X C@~ Sif 
that fill@ c&ui 1 d ~J©lS ever r@li sed 9 ®Ii, s@ 'f@r ©lS X f{1ru@i-J$} be-
gotte~ M~d@r my r@@fo S@Jlrueti~®S h~Sb@~d @~d wif~ hive 
workedo fhe @~~ f@r ~ep ~~d t~e @ther f@r t~e @~~®F 9 
gener~]ly at the same time cehabiti~g @~ S@~~rd@y ~ight. 
But I believe none of these ever bec@me pre@~@~t @t that 
time. 
This is a longer disclosure th~~ X be]ieve X h~ve 
ever made before of my priv~te aff@irso r~~se C@]Y~~ies 
and w@rse~ ~~ve be~~ freq~®~t1y ~~~1is~~~ @11 ~r@~~d me 
~.~,by fe] 1@c1¥S 1ivi&1g tt,rit~i1n1 sig~t @1 my d@@rro I k~@w @f no 
one w~@ h@s be1ie~ed @~® @f t~cemru~ @r SC@ree]y p~ete~ded 
to be1i®Ve th~~o ~~Vi~g ~@ @~~iti@~ t@ @ffic~~ ~@ iS-
·pirati@~S f@r fame, X h~ve ~ot f@und it p1easa~t t@ turn 
aside to enc@unter the offensive odor of diseased dog 
secreti@lnlso1 
. -
Few me~ who choose to remain bachelors are ascetics. We can take 
for granted that in his yo~nger days Stevens had intimate relations 
with women, for Lydia, a devout Catholic, with whose confessor he ~s 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace• Co., New York, 1955, P. 75, 76. 
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on the best of terms, was one of these, appears improbable. Unless 
his considerable treatment of her a~d his failure t@ bring sYit for 
s 1 ander are regarded as proof, the·re is nothing on which to base the 
accusation. 
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'l"'· IV. POL·I-TICAL CAREER OF THADDEUS STEVENS IN WASH.INGTON. 
' . 
\ , 
This fourth section of the paper will deal with the activities in 
Congress by Thaddeus Stevens, his interests in the financing of the 
C}v-i 1 ·'war 9 his simi l@ri ti es ind di ffererDces i rn the programs @f ~econ-
struction of both Lincoln and Johnson. I feel that this has s~~e im-
portant bearing on the earlier business activities and experiences of 
Stevens and certainly s'ome"·of his views while in Washington were 
strongly flavored by his early successes and failures in the business 
world. 
When Stevens received the nomination to the Congress, the Lancaster 
Inte1.1i-:9encer had commented: "We have ascribed the nomination of Mr. 
Stevens t~ the homage @W~rded to commanding intellect, but ••• yet 
more patent reason exists at the bottom. He is the Sworn Enemy of the 
South--avowedly selected as a champion able and willing to worry the 
representatives from beyond Mason's and Dixon's line. 1 
' The statement was true only if one identified the South with the 
slaveholding oligarchy, composed, according to the census of 1850, of 
fewer than 200,000 slaveholders. President Eisenhower's secretary of 
Defense is reported to have said, ''What is good for General Motors. is 
good for the coualtry08 , but no historian would be so rash as to claim 
that wh~t w~s g@od for the s1@veholders W@S ~@@d for the c@mrrmon people 
of the South. Slave states are places for oor white people to remove 
1 Ra 1 ph Kor ngo 1 d-- 11Thaddeus Stevens'', 
~arcourt, Brace• Co., New York, 1955, P. 79. 
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from, not to remove to. New Free States are t~e places for poor people 
to .90 to and better their condition. The question at issue between the 
,. 
Nor th and,, the South was whether s 1 avery shou 1 d be permi t ted to expand 
to free terr~i-tory. The poor Whites of the South needed a place ••te go 
and better their condition'', even more than the poor wh;te people of 
'<,~he North., who had no slave labor to compete with. 1 
At this particular time slaveholders considered their interests 
~ greatly e~d~~ger~do They h~d co~fident1y expected that the territory 
ceded by Mexico could be opened to s1avery 9 @F th~t, at the very least, 
the filissouri Compromise line would be extended to the Pacific. But now 
C~lifornia, whose population had grown by leaps and bounds following 
the discovery of gold, was applying for statehood with a c~nstitution 
excl~ding srr:y. What made the situation particularly alarming to 
"----- -
the slaveholders was that antislavery sentiment was growing in the 
' 
North and was affecting both major political parties. In\ 1846 a 
~ '-' Norther~ D~@crat, David Wi1m@t of Pennsylvania, had introduced in 
# 
the House a bi 11 which b~ce1me koa@~J~ as the ~Ji 1m©lt Proviso, barring 
'~ 
slaver~ from all territory ceded by Mexico. A House in which Demo-
~, 
crats predominated had passed the Proviso,which however had been de-
feated in the Senate. In 1848 antislavery Whigs and Democrats had 
combined with Liberty Party men in a Free-Soil Party, which in the 
I' 
fall of that year had polled nearly three hundred thousand votes for 
1Ra1ph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1955, New York, P. lo. 
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it~ pres~ial candidates, and had sen't two senators and thirteen 
I 
. { 
repre$efrf~@1tives· to Congre~s. Their platform not only demanded the 
exclusi@~ @f sl©Jvery fr@m territorices t~her~ it had never existed or 
. had ceased to exist,bMt ~1so th~ ~r@hi~iti®~ @f the interstate slave 
• 
trade. State after state in the North was, mor®@ver 9 ~~@cti~g personal 
liberty laws, making it increasingly difficult to reclaim fugitive 
slaves. In short, the slaveholders felt grievously put upon, and the 
'\ 
word secession, which their representatives had been wont to utter at 
the slightest provocation, took on a grave and sinister significance. 
It was at this critical period that Thaddeus Stevens was elected to 
his first term in Congress. 
White Stevens was in Washington he fought many key issues, some 
of which greatly affected his own .. pers@frl©li interestse When an im-
portant revenue bill came up for discussion, he did his besl to raise 
the naiional revenue. Among the measures he favored was a direct tax i 
on real estate. He deserves some credit for this, for not only wa·s 
most of h;s capital invested in that form of property, but he repre-
sented @ne of the richest farming districts in the country and knew 
that his c@~stitYents would be displeased. Representatives from farm-
ing districts p~t ups@ determi~ed an opposition that he was obliged 
to make important concessic~s 9 which greatly reduced the revenue he 
had hoped to raise by this means. 
' 
Stevens acquired the nickname of the ''Great Conmoner", a name 
which people gave to hi11 on the supposition that they bet i'eved him to 
1 
\ 
• 
• 
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be champt;on of the c01111110n man; the farmer, the me~hanic, the laborer, 
·· the soldier, the sailor, the small bus;nessman and the slave. They 
apparently thought so when they learned the provisions of his Legal .. _ 
Tender Bill. They hailed the method of rejoicing. Here at last was 
a prop@sa1 to establish a national currency, backed by the credits and 
resourc~s @f the country. 
Much could be said about the opinions of Stevens on the question 
of slavery. His problems and d;sagreements with Lincoln could be 
discussed in great detail but this phase does not come within the scope 
of the purpese of this Thesis so I will ~skip this important issue. 
Stevens has often been cast in the role of a capitalist tyrant 
whose chief ambition was to destroy the whole agrarian economy of the 
South and make the whole area an economic colony of eastern capital. 
business interests, deliberately promoted the Civil War with this end 
in view. It is dangerous to generalize about the motives of any 
economic group in America. Where the degree of mobil;ty and inter-
fusion among classes has been extraordinarily high, and it is parti-
cularly hazardous to imply that a lust for economic power was the 
dominating motive in the life of Thaddeus Stevens. 
Stevens was a radical first and a businessman last, and ·the 
story of his econ@mic life and fin~nci~1 activity is one of contra-
completely old line Whig. In Railroad his record was mixed--he 
.. 
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. favored Railroad expansion but dismayed his-Railroad friends by ;n-
s;sting on federal controls, and on matters of confiscation and war 
finance he was an absolute heretic. Stevens wanted to wreck the 
'·!. 
political oligar.chy of the South after the war and he never lost his 
conviction that the only decisive way to break up this oligarchy was 
He fought against the soldier's draft provision that exempted 
anyone who could pay $300 to the Treasury for a sYbstitYte, calling 
it a ''rich man I s bi 11 '', made for him only who could raise his $300 
and against him who cannot raise that sum. He failed to eliminate 
.. /' 
the $300 exemption (whjch proved to be one of the most unpopular of 
all war measures) and he failed too in all his efforts to prevent the 
bankers from benefitting from the war at the expense of the rest of 
the popy]~ticn. Yet he rem~ined blind to the fact that his tar;ff on 
iron resulted in the S@me kind of preferential discrimination he tried 
to block in the fiscal field. 
After Stevens failed in his efforts to have gold completely 
d'emonetized, there was a fever of speculation in gold on the New York 
Stock Exchange. Soon there were three other stock markets, including 
the Gold Room where the copperhead ''bul 1 s•• chanted ''di xi e••, when was 
news was being reported, and the 11bears11 competed with 11Johrt 'town• s 
r 
Body••. The vo1 ume of transaction in gold became enormous, as many 
physicians, lawyers, c1 er,gymen 9 and smal 1 merchants, as wel 1 as bankers 
and small businessmen now became speculators. It was theoreti./c.11y 
I 
em,:: 
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possible for a group of speculcttOrs to corner the g:{d market temporarily 
and this was attempted frequently·-when importers needed gold to pay 
·~ -- . 
tariff duties and the government was about to pay the semi-~nnual 
.. 
interest o~ its loans. The ~ise in the price of gold was temporary 
and demoralizing to government officials. 
,. 
. 
Stevens pointed out angrily that gold-holders could clear 30% on 
their capit@] in a single oper©1~ion. Stevens was so angry at""the 
Speculation in gold that in December, 1862, he introduced @I bill pro-
viding for a return to his original idea of making the interest on 
. goverrvnent loans payable in.greenbacks. Tltl! bill raised a furor in 
financial circles. Stevens was ,ccused of advocating repudiation and 
it was voted down. Throughout the war he made repealed but futile 
• 
' 
efforts to revive the issue. 
Stevens was disturbed by the inf1ation and ·sensiti·ve to the general 
criticism that it had res~lting from issuing the greenbacks. For a 
. 
. 
while he blamed the inflati@n ©~ the e~pansi@n of currency in the state 
banks and proposed unsuccessfully a tax of 50% on all the circulation 
medium beyond one~half of their capital. Actually the expansion in 
state banks was moderate and seem to have contributed little to the 
problem. 
As the war wore on, the gold market became an increasing political 
scandal. Although actually the rise in the price of gold was not out 
of line with the rise in other key commodities and for the most part 
simply reflected the general inflation. It seemed to many men in the 
4. 
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government that ·the speculation were out to swindle the treasury • 
.) ,'1,' 
Stevens came known as an unpred;ctable heretic. Th-is was es-
pecially true in the role of chief legislative spokesman on the proper 
way to finance the war. In the bank issue, Stevens acted chiefly to 
serve the financial interests of the businessmen of his party. Per-
haps because he had been on the brink of financial ruin twice and knew 
what it means to beg for credit, Stevens disliked bankers. When his 
ironworks were destr@yed in a conf®derate raid in 1863, his fortune 
was wiped out again, and he had tog@ deeply in debt to rebuild it. 
So he carried over into the complicated problems of war finance the 
debtors' point of view. This, plus his consistent bent toward 
radicalism, so molded his ideas on was inflation that at times he 
-
seemed to stand outsidel.his party altogether. 
Lincoln, on coming to power, had inherited an empty treasury, 
and a $100 million debt, contracted during the regime of his buniling 
predecessoro The government financing system was primitive; less than 
25% of federal revenue came from t@~@ti@~ 9 ~@st @f the remainder came 
from the sale of public lands and hand to mouth borr@wi~g. The public 
did its b~iness with gold and silver coin, a variety of treasury 
notes, and an appa 11 i n·g conglomeration of notes issued by 1600 i ndi -
vidual banks. The country's credit system was unstable and capricious, 
subject to the slightest fluctuation in the nation's business. The 
coming of war brought a great financial crisis. Secretary of the 
__ , 
Treasury Chase had been selected because of his political status • 
•.. .i 
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Th~ cr;sf,s called for ;magination and audacity, qualities which Chase 
,.,~~~ 
-:~,--" 
asking for a stiff tax program, he recoanended that the regular taxes 
f 
be used to pay .the ordinary expenses of the government, and that was 
expenditures be met by new loans. The Trent Crisis laid bare the 
fragile structure of the Chase ·financial system. The news of the 
Trent Affair caused a panic on the New York stock market. ,'f Banks were 
beseiged, with runs on their gold supply, and, within a fortnight, 
_,,,-- '· 
suspended specie payment a The country was 1 ef t to do bQj·si ness with 
its fant~stica11y ~ixed paper ~@~ey 9 which neither the issuing b~nks 
nor the federa1 treasury would redeem in coin. The government had to 
take the final installment, $SO million, on the first was loan in 
currency, and soon found itself unable to negotiate a loan at any 
sat;sfactory price. 
' 
Stevens was Chairman of the Conaittee that bore the triple burden 
~f appropriations, tariff and taxes and came forth with an audacious 
program for ending the crisis and financing the war. He had been 
hard at work with a committee dr~fti~~ ~ pF@gr~m based@~ t~~~tion 
. 
plus ~~ti@~~] c~rrency secured by g@v®~~ffie~t b@~ds. This Currency 
bill, later to be blamed for 90% of the economic ills accompanied the 
war, deserves a brief examinat;on. The Bill provided for an issue of 
$100 million in legal tender United States Notes--the nation's f;rst 
greenbacks. 
. rt"! 
Unlike previous issues of Treasury notes, these were to 
bear no ;nterest, and could not be redeemed in coin, but they were to 
s:>: 
" 
' 
• 
.,. 
.f 
:11. 
,. 
.·• 
,1 
· .. '"" 
. ii,. 
' . 
- <i 
' 
be ipterchangeable for 6%-20 year bonds, of which the Secretary of 
~ 
the Tre~sMry was ~Yth@ri~~d to issue $500 mi11;on. What this b;l 1 
ii, 
meant was that tt]<S ~@V®ll"lftl~e&it: was for the first ti_me creating a 
• 
genuine nationa·l currency and moreover, one not i01nediately redeem-
able in gold. 
• Stevens felt that if currency co1n 
must be used by the government, it had,better issue its own notes, it 
would be more secure than the state banks. It is clear that he ex-
. . pec·ted a return· to ''ha·rd money•• within 20 year bonds wou 1 d be redeemed 
. in go1d 9 but this was not stipulated in the Bill. But he hoped to 
.!'• 
,demonetize g@1d CQmp1ete1y for the war period, and he provided that 
· th~ interest on these bends be paid in paper money. 1 
Stevens• faith in the triumph of the Union was as solid as the 
' . Pennsylvania mountains, and had it been shared by the whole North, the 
,,, greenback problem would never have become so perplexing. He believed 
<:,,. 
-~ ·::;~"- "J ··, ./· 
that it was possible to eliminate gold, at least temporarily, as a 
medium of exchange in the national domestic ~conomy, and that the true 
--basis of the government's credit,.lay in the productive capacity of th~ 
people pius the tax powers He made no pretence to being an econom;st, 
'i: but unlike his co11e©lgues 9 he ditd mike some efforts to study the measures 
Great Britain had used in financing-the Napoleonic wars--when specie 
lcon9ressional Globe,~ Conft., ~ Session, Feb.2~, 1865, P. 1202. 
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payments had been su,pended and the nation used the Bank of England 
notes for currenc y--and drew many of his arguments from the speeches 
of the Brit; s&u e:i i"'t ti .. bul 1 i oni sts of that per; od. 
During the w-~ r and for years afterttJa rd., Stevens was bitter 1 y 
blamed for the vJa rtime inflation that f@] ] @wed the greenback issues. 
But in recent yea rs with the experience of two world wars behind us, 
some economists have come to believe that a moderate amount of in-
·----f 1 at ion during a ~c,ar is not a pernicious evi 1 in itself but an accept-
ab 1 e and probab 1 y necessary way of helping to pay for i t, cons ti tut ;·ng 
as it does ~n ~ 1 ternative and supplement to taxation. We have had 
some inf 1 at ion i Bl every war, and that in the Civil War was no more 
serious relatively speaking than in the first or second World Wars. 
The strugg 1 e between Stevens and the banker.s crysta 11 i zed in 
the matter of interest payments. The bankelis wanted to buy the bonds 
at their market va 1 ue with interest paid in 
the cost of the government would be ruinous 
I got d. Stevens be 1 i eved 
\ 
and wanted to si~ 11 the 
government bonds at ~ar an~e the interest payable ;n currency. 1 
The Senate Fina nee , Conmi t tee was convi need however, that the bankers 
simply w@uld net buy the 1 oans at,par value with this condition an~ 
sent Stevens I bi 1 1 back to the House with the amendment that the 
\ i nt er est on the government ·1 de~ of ~;oo mi 1 1 i on be paid i n go 1 d • 
1congress;ona 1 GlC*e-2 Session, Feb. 9, 1862, P. 689. 
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• 
~tevens blamed the amendnlent upon the\ nsi s te~t· 1 obbyi n.g of the 
''bankers and brokers•• and ~s f i 11 ed with anguish. Gold was not rein-, 
i ntrodOJced i rrot@ the m@netary system with the result, as he saw ; t, .. , 
that there was n~t"J tt.1@ cl asses of money, one for the ba-nkers and brokers 
and another for the people. Already in 1862., a hundred dollars in 
- ~ 
~ paper 110ney was worth ninety-seven on the gold exchange. So the sold;er 
was being paid in depreciated money, and the banker who loaned to the 
governanent was paid in coin, but the Senate remained inflexible. 
Since the government now had to secure gold to pay the interest 
on its loans, Stevens insisted that all duties be paid in specie. This 
had the ultimate effect of raising the tariff by about 30%, an outcome 
he T~oked upon with satisfaction. Once he had wrung his concession 
• he acquiesced in the hated Senate amendment. He never ceased laboring 
the Senate for mangling his bill and came to look upon the amendment • 
as the chief cause for all the financial probleins th~t followed. 
i 
The fact is that Stevens had his way and had,__,th~ i nteres~ on the 
ff government loans been paid in currency rather than gold, the bankers 
., 
almost certainly would have refused to buy the bonds at par. There 
really was no way the government could prevent the bankers from acting 
·~ 
1 i ke bankers o It was a profess i ona 1 ob 1 i ga ti en, _as. we 11 as in their 
interest, to provide themselves a hedge against the certain inflat;on 
• ~ -;,·J' that would follow the issuing of greenbacks and the econ0111ic dis-
locations normal to a war period • 
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When it came to the tariff ·issue, however, Stevens was wholly 
against Southern ;nterests. As chief legislator for the Pennsylvania 
•) 
_-:~ 
Iron Industry, he wanted as high a tariff as possible. The American 
~ 
. . ~ Iron IrudoJs try was s ti 11 sma 11; British competition appeared of ten to 
. be threatening to ruin it; though actually it needed very little pro-
tee ti on to survive and expand. Stevens a 1 ways 1 o@!<ed upon Amer·i can 
~ iron manufacturing as weak (an important factor in his championship) 
.. 
and dreamed of eliminating British iron competition. He did not count 
it i11110ral that his own private foundries benefitted from the high 
prices; nor did it trouble him that it was the American public that 
.. 
paid. .. 
During the war tariff duties soared, with particularly heavy 
-<l •.• / ••.• 
_,... 
/ 
( 
• 
·• 
.. 
additions to the duty on ~ritish iron. Still the tariff did not go -~ ~ ! 
as h;gh as he wanted and he failed to push through the tariff bill of 
1863. ~ Many Repub·1 i cans had" been Defnocra ts unti 1 1856 ali1d 1858, and 
,. 
they carried their free-trad~~,entiments into the new party. Not 
unti 1 after the war did many of them s 1 i p back to ~_}lei r of_d party 
·~ , ... 
allegiance; then the R~publicans were completely unified on the tariff 
issue, and the SouttJ was severely punished by their uncompromising • .. 
protectionist policies. I 
' 
.... 
\ 
Stevens tariff policy·was.not good economfc policy,when measured 
') 
in terms of the n~ti<TJ>na1 interest @Ver a ]1°Cng period. But his 
,. l 
Pennsylvania constituents believed the tariff necessary to accelerate 
\ 
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the deve I opment of their cherished industry; They considered hi II a , 
· ,~. tough P©l rt i sG1i 011 
not be 1 i eve i t 
,, 
~~d f~ithful representative of his state. They did 
to be p>©Jitically immoral for a Congressman t~gis-
. late en the tariff even though his @w~ pers~nal fortune was involved; 
only once did Stevens oppose a raise in the duty @n any.article, and 
• 
this was a tariff on the importation of rice. He spo;t~d it at once 
as a discriminatory measure aimed.at the California Chinese, and ex-
• 
posed it as such in a very sharp speech. 
This is another p 1 ace in the1 1 if e of Thaddeus Stevens when he 
was criticized ~ery sharply for his actions in Congress when his own 
persona 1 interests amid his @\tJn persona 1 fortune were at stake. Ste-
vens seemed at all times to feel that there was nothing wrong attached 
to his intense interest in financial meaisures even though they had 
some bearing on his own personal items. 
The late sU11111er and fall of 1864 saw substantial victories for 
the Union armies, which greatly strengthened the government credit, 
and sent the price of .gold down again.( But Stevens never lost his 
., 
conviction that the gold speculators were somehow responsible for ·\. 
the continttahng genera) inflation. "I have llo knowledge which would 
j us ti fy me in theo~i zi li"llg in f i nanci a 1 mat ters 11 , he admitted frank 1 y, 
and 11 I have not much faith in theories ag@i fi'l!S t f acts 0•. But it be-
I 
·caae almost an obsession with him that· ''the gold 9©lMb1ers have de-
. :t uded \.s. • • we have not sense enough to confound th~. 1 
1
Cong. Globe, ~ Co1119. l Session, March 16, 1864,· P·. I 14~. 
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In December, 1864, Stevens introduced a bill trying to equalize !Jf' 
. 
the value of greenbacks and gold by making it~ criminal offense for 
anyone rto exchange paper dollars for anything but ~nJqY©J1 number of 
dollars in gold. B the found no support in his own partyo His 
friend, James G. 81 ine, attacked the bi 11 as ''absurd and monstrousn. 
"You cannot••, he said, "make a gold dollar less than it is, or a paper 
dollar more than it is, by Congressional declaration11 .' 1 
,. 
And he added that it was like trying to make the mercury in a 
thermometer regulate the weather. Charles Francis Adams wrote con-
·-... 
temptuously to his father: •• .••• your @\ld friend, Thad Stevens, as 
soon as_he has fixe~ our currency, is going to regul@te by law the . 
rising of the sun, so that the days shall be of equal length all t~e 
year around''• 2 
• 
Rumor· had it that the mere announcement of the bill sent the price 
' 
of gold up 12% and it was decisively beaten. Stevens was s ti 11 1 eader 
• 
• 
of the House~ but @n matters of finance, when he introduced a resolution 
' asking for power to investigate conspiracies among the speculators, he ~ 
was forced to withdraw it at @nee. In conceding d~feat he said rue-
fully:· 11 I would not willingly again throw my excellent friend from 
1Fawn M. Brodie-Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 19S9, P. 178. 
2 Cong. GloliYe, ~Cong.~ Session, Jan. 5, 1865, P. 117. 
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Maine, Nr; Blaine, into convulsions, or the House into epileptic fits11 • 1 
• It was unfortunate the Stevens' fixation on the "Traffickers in ,. 
.. . gold 11 9 ccst him the-fl~pect of so many Republicans •• For some of ~is 
.: 
cri ti ci sms cf the g@vernm<awnt O s financia1 policy were sounder than. tho1e .... ~ ·. : r....--, ~ V 
·~, ., 
of his co l-1 eague~ •··· ·1 The specu1 a ti on in go 1 d w~ s <, a scanda 1 ous po 1 i ti ca 1 
• liability for the government, which was entirely av@ided in World War 
II. Stevens• continued insistence on the need for a national currency 
brought a desperately needel- reform in .1.863, but he failed to get the · 
gre~nbacks "accepted for this purpose. So great was Congressi ona 1 
\ 
suspicion of federal money that the National Banking Act provided only '" 
that a naiti@o1a1·-.,currency be issued. through state banks belonging to a - _/ 
naticna] b@~~i~9 system. The degree of federal control was mild, and 
-1 
Stevens was greatly disappoint.ed in the act•s provisions. No serious 
..• 
attempt was made to eliminate any other of the multitudinous banking 
evils, though Stevens had~peatedly urged regu1~t@ry c@~tF@ls. He 
. ( 
. 
thought that in a few years the people would have been brought \o 
' I 
. \. general bankruptcy by the b(,rJker.s• unregulated enterprise, and that . f 
he would at least have the personal satisfaction that he made every 
j ; 
known attempt to "prevent ~his/ from happening. 
,--
.-
¥ 
\ 
'J Afterr the war, when 1the greenback issue became a political foot-
bal 11 the gulf between Stevens and his party on this matter became a) 
'· 
chasm·. If we step ahead in our narrative long enough to finish Steve·ns• 
1Fawn H .. B odie-Thaddeus Stevens Scour e of the So~th, W. W. Nor :t.on & Co. , Inc. , New ork, 1959, P • 1 • 
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re1atifns to the greenback controve.rsy, we w; 11 see that though he was,. 
"'--01 d ·and i 11 , .\ He ·sp-ent more of his time on reconstruction, he never i .. 
who11 y abandoned the probl1em. 
w;th the end of the fifhting, the whole monetary,activity of the 
government was expected· to go into reverse. Specie payments were to 
"l 
be resumed, and the $450~000p000 work of greenbacks taken out of cir-
culati~no Hugh Mcty]]@ch, the Secretary°'' the Treasury, was an un-
, 
compromising ''hard money•• man • • I> He urged t~~t ~11 the obligations of 
the government bonds be withdrawn as soon as possible . 
• 
A good portion of the bonds had been purchased for 40 cents on ( 
the dollar. Gr·eenbacks had by no m~ns depreciated to par, and the 
men who held the bonds and greenbacks formed a small but highly in-
f 1 u,enti a 1 group contro 11 i ng the. bu 1 k of the nation I s newspaper s--whi ch 
"' 
they did not he~itate to use. l11111ediate contraction of the currency 
and resumption of payments in gold would make·some of these- creditors I 
millionaifes cver~ight. 
.,-, 
Stevens saw no justice now in making haste, when haste meant'~--,_./ 
' 
milking the public treasury. The North was prosperous; business and 
agriculture were flourishing; therefore he saw nq reason,· why, with 
.the end of government borrowing, the currency would not appreciate to 
par and inflation taper off. There had been,·· in faGt a previpitous 
"-
.~ . 
. decline in prices after January, 1865. Stevens, along with radicals 
Benjaw~ri-n Butler and 01iverNo~ton, preferred to defer any l~rge-scale 
I 
I 
. I I 
• • 
which would certainly have further and probably cy contract1on, a 
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disastrous deflat;onary impact. 
One often wonders how it was that Thad had the tremendous influence 
,.... 
~hat he did in the Congress but one needs always to keep in mind that 
he was Chairm~n ~f the Ways.and Means Conmittee and this was of course JJ -· 
a very import©lrrot ~nd influenti©11 p@siti_OQ. One often marvels at the 
fact that he.guide~ financial iegis1ation through the House even though 
<>~ 
he had much opposition from members of his owrro p€1trty but surely he must 
be considered a ·very crafty man in all that he did. 1 
When the war ended, the Government's financial problem was 
i~diately transformed. At the time hostilities ceased, the nation 
was experiencing a prosperity never approached in its history. Then 
' \ 
expenditures for war measures ceased abruptly, and the army of soldiers 
-· 
rapidly retired from the Federal payroll to peac~ time pursuits. Be-
! cause of these condL,tions with heavy wartime tax levies still function-
ing, money accumulated in the Natio~1 ore~suryo The Government need 
borrow money no 1,onger. 
it had contracted. 
Its task was now to pay"'·off the huge obligations 
Stevens had taken large and conspicuous part in wartime f;nancing. 
When peace came, there was little to legislate about_ in money matters, 
and consequently, he could do very little in that field. 
But ther(! was other work of paramount importance to engage his 
failing energies. Seventy-three years of age in the month, of Le~•s 
1Thomas Frederick Woodley--Thaddeus Stevens,· The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, 1934, P. 319. 
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• 
surrender, he was ph'ys·cally worn out. ' Night and day~he had labored 
continuously for four yea ___ Disease had crept upon him, broken his 
\ 
. \ 
health, and left but a shadow of the man. 
· 
~ l 
. ) . . ' 
·· ~head lay the/~reat problem of the reconstruction of"'5outhern \ 
. 
\ 
states. To him this was as important as the war ;tself, and· unless 
I 
a firm course were pursued, he feared that all the suffering and ex-~ / 
11 
•. penditure t-hat had gone into the conflict would be wasted. But he 
. I 
) 
{ . 
-- ( ) 
i .. 
"-;_·, ( 
.. ,· 
I 
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\ 
found himself so spent physically that he just could not carry on in 
the prodi ~i @~s 1 y @1Cti.ve way he had dur i rog ~he War. Some 1 i nes of . 
his world he must yield to ct~er h~~ds. He was not long in making 
up his mind. What little energy he had left he w@uid give to con-.._,..,_ 
sdtidating and ~king p~rmanent the victory of. the.Union. Those 
opposed to his financial methods had the fiel~ to do as they would. 
Thaddeus Stevens was always an enthusiastic promoter of railroads. 
His fervor has been explained by unfriendly historians as stemming f \ 
. 
C 
from greed for profit from hi~ ironworks, which did indeed manufacture 
• 
00 
'll • p...,. ~ f f e h &.. 1 ron r©J1 us, Just <i!S ,ui s eagerness or property con i scat1 on ad ueen 
explained as revenge for the f~ct that C@nfederate raider$ burned his 
'ironworks in l~63. Both of these enp] ~rrD~ ti @U"Os are too s imp 1 e. 
The Caledon;a Ironworks were destroyed by Jubal E~r]y, who led 
--... .. 
"-
'';.. 
a Cavalry unit in advance of Lee's army in the campaign that errodad at 
·, 
~t the Battle of Gettysburg. The Confederates carried off S~evens• horses,_ 
111ul es, grain and- bar iron, and the contents of the 1 oca 1 company store, 
and then burned the furnaces, sawnill, two forges, rolling mill, office 
I~ 
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I . 
and storeroom. Early said to the foreman he was sorry Stevens was not 
·on hand 
,. 
Stevens 
to be captured too. 
to Libby Prison, Early spat out the reply., 09 No, 
. -\ 
hanJ hi II on the spot and di vi de t~ bone~ .,{n(l,,&elfd"-'tf.efll 
S ta t es as cur i o s i ti e ::',:,~,=,='=~"-~~-=-';-~""'"''"''"'"'"""'--
to the several 
------·c·T _____ ... ---·· · Stevens wrote· to his law partner, s;aon Stevens, on Ju'ly 6, 1863, 
•· 
,·
11 1 suppose my loss to be 1about $75,000. But as they were not (for the -I 
.... first time) in profitable oper~tion, I suppose the loss might well be 
called $15,000 mere. The Gov~r~m~~t d@es n~t indemnity for such losses. 
But all of this g;ves me to concern, althoYgh it was just about the 
sayings of my life, not the earnings. The rest has been lavished in 
the payment of other people's debts. As to my personal wants nature 
will soon take care of them. We must all expect to suffer by this 
wicked war. I have not felt a moment's trouble for my share of it. 
If, finally, the government shall be established over our whole terri-
tory, and not a vistage of slavery left, I shall deem it a cheap pur-
chase''. 2 I 
Simon Stevens launched a fund-rai$ing drive to remunerate the o'ld 
Congressman for his losses. Later, in discussing this ""Jith ©J reporter, 
- -.. , 
Stevens replied; ''The third time I fai 1 ed was when the rebels burned 
1Fawn M. Bredie--Thaddeus Stevens, 
W.W. Norton & Co.,' Inc., New York, 1959, P. 180. 
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· these works. My friends in Lancaster and elsewhere raised about 
$100,000 which they tenderld to me, but I declined it, and went to 
the poor ,fund, but I did not give it. I managed to get through my 
1 trouble, and have never taken advantage of a bankruptcy 1 aw •. 
·.J;(~· ... . ,_!.:· ~~~ '~ 
The New York World ~ccused Stevens of pressing for confiscation 
,. 
( of South~rn estate5 s© t~@t he c@Y1d be reimbursed by the government > 
for his own ,)osses. The truth of the mmtt~r is that Stevens was ·u·rging , . 
. /· 
i' 
confiscation two years,-.~~efore his ironworks were burnedo More@ver» he 
never put in a claim for reimbursement, and specifically instructed the 
federal agent who was investigating the damage to property in Penn-
sylvania, to ignore all of his~properties in and about Caledonia, be-
cause he was claiming no remuneration for it. 
on borrowed money. 
He rebuilt the ironworks 
/ 
Railroads t~ere "great civi 1 i zers•·•, Stevens said and their cost 
' 
~ \_ 
was inconsequential w}len weighed ©lg~inst the agricultural, mineral, and 
timber resources open to the people whenever the rails went down. He 
favored federal aid to all railroads that could not be built without 
it, and his particular interest lay 
~ 
the contineRt, the Union Pacific. 2 
,_ 
with the first railroad to bridge 
The first Pacific Railroad Bill passed in 1862. Stevens had urged 
1Fawn Ho Brodie--"Thaddeus Stevens", 
W. Wo ~l©rton & Coo, l!rOCojJ New York, 1959, P. 18J/. 
2cong. G1 obe·., 12 Cong. l Session, Apri 1 27, 1866, P. 2241. 
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it as a solution to the blockade of the 
., :t 
··'·· 
.. 
lo 
' ( 
(1 
Mississippi, as an aid to the 
thousands @f ~~em~~@y®d ref~gees from the South, and as a binding 
chain to keep the West from br~@~i~g @ff into a separate empire. He 
felt that it should be finished before the end of the War, at which 
_,. 
, .. ..--ti me the arrogant and insolent dictation of the returned Southern 
States might block reconstruction 
for the new Railroad. 1 
by insistence of a Southern route 
' 
- ~ 
The Bill provided for a grant of eleven million acres to the Union 
Pacific ©1fi1d Central ·Pacific, and $50 million in a federal loan. Its 
control rn~as~res were tight en@~gh to satisfy even th~ suspicious Wash-
__ , 
burne Brothers, Elihu and C@dw~11@der, W@tchdogs of the Treasury, who 
( 
were anti-monopoly and sensitive noses for ~ny cases of possible fraud. 
But most businessmen looked upon the Pacific as a certain invitation 
., 
to bankruptcy and little was done until 1864. Then a second bill was 
introduced in Congress almost doubling~ land grants to 
Pacific and granting another federal Joan of $27 million. 
the Union 
Cadwa 11 ader 
Washburne raged against the Bi 11 as surrendering· ••near 1 y a 11 the rights 
reserved to the peop 1 e••, and he 1 ater accused the government of gi vi.ng / 
away 1 and a 1 most twice the size of the Br i t-i:ic~h Is 1 es and near 1 y equa 1 
to the acreage of France. Worse still, he said, the government had 
relinquished its first mortgage rights by permitting the company to 
borrow an equal amount to the gover1111ent loan by selling first-mortage 
...... 
1cong. Globe, J1 Cong,, May 5, 1862, P. 1948-1959. 
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. t bonds, a provision he insisted that reduced the value of the govern-
ment bonds to 'zero. 1 
Stevens, who became Chairman of the Board on the Pacific Rail-
road, December 16, 1863, defended the Bil 1. He showed an intimate 
knowledge of the geography of the proposed route, ~nd evidence of 
I, 
having read Lewis & Clarke and many subsequent accounts. He upheld 
-'\,_ 
the land grants by pointing out tha~ without the railroad the land 
would remain worthless; with it, the products raised upon the land 
would be ultimately worth many times the values of the land itself. 
He told the House that he felt this was one of the gr~atest enter-
prises of the age. The.House laughed when the enemy of the Bill 
asked him later it he had taken care that the Union Pacific be built 
. 
of nothing but American Iron and he replted, unperturbedly, that he 
also favored the use of American Iron. This was another backhanded. 
slap at the great Thaddeus Stevens to try to disgrace him i~to the 
position that he was guarding his own personal interests and fortunes 
very wisely and very carefully buf Stevens was always able to hold 
I 
his own in these verbal exchanges. These exchanges must haye made 
some deep iA1pressions on his mind and life as they came at many 
different times in his life. 
• 
Abrahan1 Lincoln a 1 so favored the Bi 11 and told Ames, the mi 11 ion-
ai re banker trom Massachusetts and the man very much responsible for 
lcong. G~obe, Cong.£ Session, March 20, 1868, P. 2135-2137. 
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and for its d . 1 a y unt i 1 thet .members"' of· tKe~ House cou 1 d have ~ra .. _ .. , .... <·· :.=- 0 
· •• opportunity to read it; ,byt the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Hr. - - . ) Stevens) demanded the previous question. • • even the yeas and nays were refused". 1 
' 
Washburne,,accused the vice-president of t Pacific C .. pany of spending almost ha1f a million dollars ·n Washington to I 
, cure the passage of the act of 1864, and caused a sensation by intimating that many of the members of Congress had secretly bou ht 
-
stock in the company on unusually favorable term. There was no: 
. Congressional investigation, however, until five years after Ste ens~ death, when the Credit t4obi 1 i ~r scanda 1 broke in 1873. In the sequent hearings, Congressman John B. Alley, test fied that Th~s C . 
.. 
lfawn H. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.,~- N~w York, 1959, P. 182, 1~3 . 
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. ·" 
• , 
of the Uni on Pacific Company , him he had 
$80,000 • roundabout fer getting bills 
,n a way 
A 11 ey went on to insist that he had ©) 1 t.~<filys be-
lieved the charge to be false. He· stated that he felt Hr. Stevens• 
character and position forbids the belief of such an accusation, and 
he implied that Durant t:s~s ~ scotindrel who had personally embezzled 
must of the $400,000 lobbying fund turned over to him by the Union 
Pacific Executive Board. 
Oliver Ames, who had been president of the Union Pacific at the 
time, testified that the expense account showed no record of any pay-
ment t@ Thaddeus Stevens, and Thomas Durant repudiated this story 
\ 
under oath. 
. 
\ 
Stevens• name seemed to be completely cleared by Oliver' \ 
J. Dickey, the executor of the estat~ who testified that the Caledonia 
•, 
Iron Furnace had not been sold to anyone, and that Stevens• estate 
at his death included no Uni@n Pe1cific Bonds, but Dickey's account, 
though earnest and d~tailed, did riot quite clear the record, 
I Six weeks before his death, Stevens did. own Union Pacific Stock, 
and a lot cf it. Among his pr;vate papers preserved in the L;brary '\ 
of Congress is the following letter: 
\ 
Washington, D. C. 
" June 24, 1868 
Sir: In reply to your favor of the 19th 1ast,--I will I state that in the event Congress shall provide for the extE!nsi@ra @f the r@©ld of the lVJiioi@rn P©cific Rai1'71©1y Co., to the PQcific==@~d sh@11 gr@~t the ~ecess~ry ©id in· land a~d b@nds, therefore, I wi11 give you g@vernment 
,. 
or first mortgage bonds of the said company for the 
:• . 
\. 
. ,, 
. . . 
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,·-··:·····.: .. ······:··········'··.···-~-·-~~ ........ --~ ··- ... ,., , ... , .... ,,, .. ,.... .. . .... ,,. ... 
twenty-nine (29,000) thousand dollars of full paid stocks 
held by you in said Railway Co., which is an acceptance 
of your proposition. 
Very Respectfully, 
John D. Perry.1 
-How damaging is this letter in the light of what is known about 
Stevens 0 person~1 financial history? He had lost $90,000 in the 
burning @f the ir@~works in 1863, and tried for a time to sell them. 
He had rebui 1 t them ,,on borrowed money, and had been hard pressed for 
credit in 1866. Yet, by 1868.9 he @~Jned ~29,000 worth ·of fully paid 
Union Pacific stock, which never seems to have been accounted for in 
the settling of his estate. 2 
There are at least three possible explanations for disappearance 
of this stock. The first, and most likely, is that he sold it before 
\" hi s death so that the sever a 1 persona 1 bequests 1 is ted in M s wi 11 
.______,,, 
e~ s i 1 y f u 1 f i 11 ed. It i s a 1 so poss i b 1 e that the stock was 
en by his part~er, Simon Stevens, who bought and sold stock of 
11 k i n_9.s • 
.c __ , 
As early as February 5, l864, he had written to Thad on 
·, . 
the stati_onery of the u·nion Pacific Ccmp;ny request·ing "to have the 
1 ful 1 paid cdtifi cates held by you to have them trollnsferred to me on 
the Books of the Company. Wi 11 you 1 et me have them for that 
purpose••. . 
' 
3 
• • 
1Fa~ M. Brodie--Thaddeus itevens, 
.- W. W. Nortqn & Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 183. 
2 lb 1 d e 9 P • 1 84 • 
.3 Ibid., P. 184. ,.,~," 
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A third and least likely explanation might be that Stevens might 
have beer. involved in the Credit Mobi1i~r. This was a holding com-
pany organized by Oakes Ames, a multimillionaire representative from 
Massachusetts, who meshed some of its dealings with the Uni@au Pacific 
- "Company in such fashion as to conc~ntrate the profits of the railroad 
in the hands of a few leading stockholders. Using the credit obtained · 
/ by the federal loans and land grants these men mort~aged the road for 
\ 
\ 
$27 million and the land grants of $10 mill~. Then by contracting 
with themselves at three times the normal cost of the work, they 
r 
swa 11 owed up the proceeds of these m@rtga)f)es, 1 eavi ng the Uni on Paci--··_) I 
fie Company broke. To ward off a Congressional investigation expected 
• in December, 1866, Oakes Ames was given 343 sh,_~es of Credit Mobili~r 
.../_ ./ 
/ 
\ to distribute in Washington, "where'', he wrote in a 
~ H. S. McComb, "they will do the most good for us 11 • 
private letter to 
f~l{ stock he sold 
at par, though it was alr~ady two or three times par value. To those 
who could n@t pay he promised to hold the stock with the understanding 
that they could pay it out of th\ 
1
f:irst dividends. Three dividends ,,. 
were issued in 1868 before Si~ens 0 death. They were so fat, several 
' / 
red-faced Congressmen hastily returned the stock. . ...__ Others were not so . 
circu--,ct. 1 
/ ( . 
It is hard to believe that Stevens did not kn~ about Cengressman ,I 
~ 
. Oakes Ames• Credit Mobili~r deal-ings, for he had reputation-for smelling 
. out bribery, though he never was one to press charges against his /~ 
1Fawn H. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W. · W. Nor ton &, Co. , Inc. , New York, 1959, P • 1 84. · · 
/'. \ .. · .. ~.. ' \ /! . 
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colleagues. Once, when a member of his railway comm;ttee was thought 
to h~ve accepted a $10,000 bribe for going against Stevens on a rail-
\ 
way _b'i 11, Stevens exploded: ''Mr. Speafcer, l·Jhi le this House has slept• 
the enemy has sown tares among our wheat. The gigantic corporations 
of this country, who have neither bodies to be kicked nor souls to 
be damned, have stolen away from the majority of my c00111ittee the~ 
, member from Connecticut. The enemies are now in a majority of one. 
I move to incre,se the number of the comnittee to 121a. James M. · 
Scoble, who retold the story, said that the motion was granted, and 
' the "member from Connecticut fearful of Stevens' wrath, dared not show 
his face in the House for a week thereafter 11 • l 
The lengthy Credit Hobili~r investigations showed that at least 
fifteen Congressmen had been involved, but Thaddeus Stevens' name 
never appeared on anyone's list. This is rather unusual that no one 
• was able to point a finger of accusation against him in this matter 
. 
• b~cause there were so many of his colleagues who seemingly looked for 
an openi~g to attack his character and his influence in the Congress. 
The fact th~t he possessed Union Pacific Stock from the beginning 
is an issue~ There is, however, a good yardstick for measuring Ste-
vens 1 integrity regarding railroad 1egis1~tion--his voting record. An 
examination of his votes from 1862 to 1869 shows that he acted/as a 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton s·co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 165. 
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buffer, on the one hand fighting the rapacity of the railroad men and 
on the other loosening the reins that several suspicious Congressmen 
were using to curb the railroad men more than he thought was really 
advi sab 1 e. 
In 1866 he insisted on amendments to the Union Pacific Bill 
specifically providing that the railroad receive no mineral lands. 
He did not want to preserve the Union Pacific as a monopoly, but 
feverishly promoted the Northern Pacific and Southern Pacific as 
wel 1. 
The critical vote as far as Credit Hobili~r was concerned was 
the issue of whether or not the government should fix the Union 
Pacific rates. Cadwallader Washburne, who was afraid that the gi-
gantic corporation would bleed the peOQJ.e along the route, introduced 
a resolution calling for government control. To kill this resolution 
Oakes Ames handed our railroad stock with a lavish hand. It is a 
matter of record that every Congressman known to hold Credit Mobili~r 
stock voted against it. Thaddeus Stevens voted in its favor. In the 
final tally of the House, the resolution failed by seven vt,t-es. The ..... 
Ames garrJ>1e had paid off after al 1. 
f ... 
Stev~~s died just before the Credit Hobili~r issued its fourth 
I, fabulous dividendo 'lhere is no way of knowing what he would have 
done about the gigant;~ swindle had he lived. But he was clearly on 
record as voting against Credit M@bi1i~r and in\favor of government 
control of ra; 1 road rates, just as he favorecr·.-gover~~ent regulation 
,,,,---
' 
, .. •· 
.................. ._.. ........... ----------------___.._~~-~--
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of the nation's banks. This would be heresy in the Republican Party for 1111ny years. 
I Credit Mobilier did not seemingly damage Stevens• reputation. But it did destroy the popular faith in the honesty and integrity of many other Republican leaders. These men were ruined by what the editor of the Nati on had once warned against; "that most dangerous of all kinds of corruption, the corruption of men who profess to be ser-ving great mora 1 idea stt. 1 
Some attention should also be given in this Thesis of the views of Stevens as far as the Reconstruction Jof the South was concerned iwdiately following the close of the Civil War. Much of his earlier years as a businessman reflected some of his thinking and his proposals as far.,~s his reconstruction ideas were concerned as he worked with Lincoln and JJohnson in thi~_ very critical period. 
The period of the reconstruction includes the years from 186S to 1867, from the end of the Civil War to the election of President Hayes, who led by the withdrawal of the Federal troops from the Southern states left those states to govern themselves in al 1 respects like th~ other states • The Southern question the~~ceased to be the dominant is$ue in American politics 
'\ The pro~lsi of reconstruction was one of the most complete and delicate that ever confronted American statesmanship. It had· to be 
= . 
! > .{ .$Ii 1awn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 186. 
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/ 
dohe while the horrors of the War were still fresh in the minds of 
people. Unlike Union in the formative period, reunion had to be 
brought about i11111ediately after a period of internal strife that had 
aroused the bitterest feelings of hate and resentment. The conditions '~ 
and estrang~nts leading to fraticidal war had not arisen in a year; 
they could expect it would not die out in a year. The reader of our 
history in this dark period who is inclined to bewail the fact that 
reorganization and reconstruction were not brought about nt0re rationally 
•and more dispassionately should bear constantly in mind the D10111entous 
factor of the popular feeling. 1 
The first step toward Reconstruction was taken by the President 
in August, 1862, with the appointment of General George F. Shapley as 
military governor of Louisiana. The General received permission to 
order an election for members of Congress in that part of the state 
over which the Union authority extended--about one third of the State~ 
The election was to' take place in December, and toward the end of 
November 9 the President wrote to Shapley to refrain from sending 11a 
parcel of Northern men here as representatives, elected ••• at the 
~~ ') 
point of Northern bayc1mets 11 , which would be disgraceful and outrageous. 
He said that representatives from l@1.risiana were not particularly needed 
in Washington, but that it might be useful to ascertain if respectable 
Southerners would be willing to swear allegiance to the Constitution 
and become members of Congress and if other respectable Southerners 
lJames Albert Woodburn-The Life of Thaddeus Stevens, 
Bobbs-Merrill Co~, Indianapolis, 1913, P.324. · 
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would be willing to vote f r them. The election was held and 7,760 
-
votes were cast. Two Southern men, f·1 i cha e 1 t"ia h n and Benjamin Flan-
ders, were elected, and were seated by the House on February 9, 1863. 
On December 8, 1863, Lincoln issued a special procl'amation on 
political reconstruction, providing that if ten per cent of the citi-
zens i~ho had voted in 1860 would take a loyalty oath promising to 
support the Constitution and respect the edict of emancipation, they 
would be permitted to set up a government and elect representa ives 
""'-, 
to Washington. The 11Ten per cent Plan" specifically excepted all 
Confederate officials and military men above the rank of colone•. 
1 
·Stevens took a hard look at the ten per cent plan, and went be-
fore the House with mingled censure and praise. "The idea that the 
loyal citizens, though few, are the State, and in the State muncipal-
ities may overrule and govern the disloyal millions, I have not been 
able to comprehend11 , he said, 11 If ten 11en fit to save Sodom can elect 
a Governor and other State officers and against the eleven thousand 
Sodomites in Virginia 9 then the democratic doctrine that the majority 
• 
rule is discarded and danger@us1y ignored. • When the doctrine that 
the ••Q.ua 1; ty•• and not the ''Numberu of voters is to decide the right 
to govern, then we have no longer a republic, but the worst form of 
despotism•• •2 
'" 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, Harcou~t, Brace & Coo, New York, 1955, P. 234, 235. C 
2Fawn M. Brodie--Th~ddeus Stevens, Scourge of the Sou~h, W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.," New York, 1959, P. 207. 1J 
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Stevens went on to say that bas;cally he and Lincoln in their 
theory of reconstruction were not far apart at all. Lincoln's plan, 
he said, "proposes to treat the rebel territory as a conqueror alone 
would treat it. His plan is wholly outside of a.nd unknown to the 
Constitution. But it is within the legitimate province •f the laws 
' 
' 
of war .••• The President may not strike as direct a blow with a 
battering-ram against this Babel as some imperious gentlemen would 
desire; but with his usual shrewdness and caution he is picking out 
the mortar from the joints unti 1 eventually the whole tower wi 11 fal 111 .1 \ 
... 
Congress, as always, was jealous of t~e executive power, and 
counted Rec«lnstruction peculiarly its own province. Conservative and 
Radical Republicans made this clear when they passed a Bill, on July 
4, 1864, introduced by Radicals Henry Winter Davis and Ben Wade, which 
provided for a much more stringent oath than Lincoln's. No one could 
take part in the reconstruction governments, the bill said, except 
those who could swear an oath that they had not voluntarily borne arms 
aga;nst the United States nor given aid to those who had. The Bill 
prohibited slavery, disavowed Confederate debts, and barred Confederate 
officeholders f·rom holdi·ng any post in the new governments.2 
I , 
/ Stevens, who wanted a fixed blueprint for Reconstruction, had ""="'' 
. ' 1 Con9. GI obe, ~ Cong., .!. Session, Jan. 22, 1864, P: 317, 318. 
2Fawn M. Brodie--Thaddeu~ Stevens, Scourge of the South, 
W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 208. 
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• 
nothing but contempt for Lincoln's lack of policy. Though he had him-self opposed the Wade-Davis Bill because it was not harsh enough--he had hoped for a severe confiscation me~sure--he was furious at Lin-coln's veto. 
What particularly angered Stevens was that he could never get Lincoln to admit in principle what he was actually doing in practice, that is, treating Louisiana, Arkansas and Tennessee very much like ' t conquered provinces. They were in fact ruled by military governors, and Lincoln was in effect dictating the terms upon which the new state governments must be organized. But with consummate evasive skill he managed to avoid the impressionrthat he was handing down conqueror's terms. By many acts the President had acknowledged the belligerent 
I 
, status of the Confederates. Still he insisted that no state h~d actually seceded, but had only tried to. To admit that they were out of the Union, he said, would be to admit their right to secede. In his last 
• 
pub 1 i c address, he dismissed the question of ••whether the seceded states, so cal led, are in the Union or out of it'', as ••a merely pernicious abstraction••. 1 
, 
Stevens found this kind of reasoning absurd and unrealistic. 
' -
11The theory that the rebel states, for four years a separate power and without representation in Congress, were all the time here in the Union, he said later, ••was a good deal less ingenious and respectable than the 
1Fawn M. lrodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton• Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 208, 209. 
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metaphysics of Berke l.ey, wh'tch proved that neither the wor Id nor any 
hu111n being was in existence". Stevens insisted that the South had 
seceded, that the Union Government had officially acinitted it, and 
by the laws of war could exact any terms it wanted from the enemy. 
This "conquered province" theory was the base upon which he erected 
his pyramid of exactions. He saw very closely what many of his Ra-
dical Republican contemporaries di,d not, that once it was officially 
admitted as a Southern State under the protecting banner of the Con-
.. 
stitution, the federal government forfeited almost all legal rights to 
dictate anything concerning civil or economic rights or suffrage. 1 
Actua 11 y Stevens in his spec i a I fa slifon was st i 11 scrupu I ous of 
the Constitution. All through the War he had held that the government 
was acting outside the Constitution, and that any pretense at finding 
a sanction for either the war or reconstruction measures in the sacred t:, 
document was hypocrisy. When the loyal section of Virginia broke away 
from the parent state and was welcomed into the Union as West Virginia, 
and there was a strenuous effort t@ make it appear that her creation 
was strictly constitutional, Stevens laughed at his colleagues. The 
/ 
new state could come in, he said, only "in virtue of the laws of War; 
and by the laws of the nations those laws are just what we choose to 
make them so that they are not inconsistent with hwuni ty11 • 2 
1 Fawn M. Brodi e--11Thaddeus S tevens11, 
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.,. New York, 1959, P. 209. 
2
cong. Globe, 11 Cong. l Session, Dec. 9,;1862, P. SO. 
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Some of the differences of opinion concerning the Reconstruction 
between Lincoln and Stevens might have been resolved had it not been 
.... for the tragic and untimely ~ssassination of Abraham Lincoln. This 
\ 
brought into power Andrew Johnson and for some reason there was a bitter 
struggle between the personalities of Andrew Johnson and Thaddeus Stevens. 
Johnson took up the work of Reconstruction where Lincoln laid it 
, 
down. Their plans were almost identical. On March 9, 1865, the Pier-
pont government of Virginia, the shadow of a government recognized as 
the legitimate ef the State, and Lincoln's reorganization governments 
of Louisiana, Arkansas, and Tennessee, were assumed to be illegitimate 
and their authority was recognized. Johnson began the work of Recon-
struction for the other seven states on May 29, 186S. On that day he 
issued a proclamation of pardon and amnesty for all who had taken part 
in the Rebellion who were ready to take an oath to support and defend 
the Constitution. The offer did not apply to those who had already 
taken advantage of Mr. Lincoln's previous offers. :,,There were certain 
excluded classes--those who had held civil or military office under 
the C@nfederacy, or military office above the rank of Colonel; those 
'I who h~d left C@ngress or judicial stations of the United States to 
aid the Rebellion; those who had treated prisoners of the Un;ted States 
otherwise than as prisoners @f war; those who had engaged in destroying 
the con11erce ef: the United States upcrn i,,e high seas; those who had 
passed.from·the Un;ted States through the Confederate lines for the 
purpose of aiding the Rebellion; and those who had been under criminal 
,f 
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or c;vil arrest or who had failed to keep the oath previously taken. 
Johnson excepted six more classes than Lincoln, the most 
significant of the new classes being that of persons worth twenty thousand dollars or more, an exceptionD which, as had been supposed, was prompted by Johnson 9 s prejudices 
against the richer classes in the Southo These exceptions 
would have excluded almost all the men qualified by ex-perience and training for leadership 9 but there were liberal provisions for restoration and escape, since pardon and clemency t1ould comes, as a matter of course, to the leaders who made personal application to the Pre-
sident. The great body of the people were amnestied as 1 a who 1 e. · 
Stevens had contacted Johnson at the time that Johnson took office 
as President, but Johnson made a bad mistake by seemingly ignoring Ste-
vens. This certainly did not help the rift and ill-feeling that already 
had existed between the two men. 
Late in May and early in June, 1865, Johnson appointed provisional 
governors in all the Confederate States that did not already have one, 
with instructions for the calling of constitutional conventions to set 
up new state governments along the line of Lincoln's ten per cent plan. 
But the radicals noted that he differed significantly from Lincoln in 
one respect. As George Boutwell described it, 11Hr. Lincolrn dt.9rirrig his 1 \ 
), 
administration, was very careful in the provisional governments which 
he established or authorized, to act exclusively in the capacity of 
commander-in-chief of the army, and not at all as President clothed 
with civil authority. And, further, he either appointed an officer of 
... 
1 James A 1 bert Woodburn--''The Life of Thaddeus S tevepf'~. Bobbs-Meriill Co., Indianapolis, 1913, P. 331, 332 • 
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the army to be the provisional governor of a state, or if the civilians 
were appointed, they received connissions in the military service. But 
Hr. Johnson • .• exercised authority merely in his civil capacjty . .• 
he pardoned rebels • •. then appointed them Governors of these various 
1 Sta tes 11 • 
What disturbed Stevens most was that Johnson, by announcing 
minimum rather than maximum requirements for restoration ~ 
had forfeited all his political bargaining powero The two 
things the South feared in defeat were property confiscation 
and interference with the political status of the negroo On 
both Johnson had capitulated in advance without exacting 
anything in returno From Philadelphia on July 6, 1865, Ste-
vens ~1rote the President in a bltont letter~ 0Sir.9 I arn sure 
~you will pardon me for speaking to you with a candor to 
which men iro high places are seldom accustomedo Among al 1 
the 1 eadi ng men of tt1e tJorth t:Ji th i~,1hcm I l1ave had inter-
course, I do not know one who approved of your po1icyo They 
believe that ouRestoration" as announced by you tr1i11 destroy 
our party (which is of little consequence) and wi11 greatly 
injure the co~ntryo Can you not hold your hand and wait the 
action of the Congress ~nd in the me~ntime govern thafll by 
military ru]erso Profuse ~~rd@ni~g ~ls@ will gre@tly embarrass 
Congress if they should wish to ~ke the enemy pay the expense 
of the war or~ p~rt of ito With great respect, Your Obedient 
Servant, Thaddeus Steve~s 0 o 2 
Stevens peppered Charles Sumner with anguished letters through the 
summer of 1865. On August 26, he laid bare his future strategy: I am 
glad you are laboring to arrest the President's fatal p@1icy--I wish 
' 
the prospect of s~ccess were better--! have twice written him urging 
him to delay his hand until Congress meets--of course he pays no 
l-
1fawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, 
W. ,W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1959, New York, P. 226. 
2Ibid., P. 226, 227. 
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attention to it--Our editors are generally cowards and sycophants--I 
would 1111ke a speech as you suggest if a fair occasion offered. Our 
views •reconstruction and confiscation• were embodied in our reso-
lutions at Harrisburg, amidst much chaff--Negro suffrage was passed 
'.,.-
. 
' over as heavy and premature--get the rebel states into ·a territorial 
condition, and it can be easily dealt with. That I think sho~ld be 
our aim--Then Congress can manage it--We need a good comnittee on 
el ecti ons--I fear Dawes--can be brought to ri ght=c:oto exclude a'l 1 
rebel state members until final organization of all. I wish you 
. 
.. 
would sound him and let me know, as it may be proper to •reconstruct• 
that 
Special attention should be given to Stevens• Confiscation Plan 
for the Reconstruction of t~e South. When in July,1862, the second 
~ 
Confisc@tion Act was adopted by Congress, the Radicals, most moderates 
and conserv~tives were in favor of confiscation of the landed property 
of the leading rebels. Senator Sherm~~ of Ohio, one of the most con-
servative Republicans in Congress~ had s~id in the Senate on June 28, 
of that year ••Upon the question of confiscation, I have clear con-
victions that it i·s our ~ight and o~r duty to seize the property of 
all leading rebels and apply it for the use of the Government in 
suppressing the rebellion. I therefore desire by some practical pro-
" position~ to get the largest measure of confiscation ~hich the majority 
1Fawn Mo Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W. We Norton S Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 228, 229. 
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of Senate and the House is willing to extend••. We have seen that Lin-
coln, having overcome his constitutional scruples to the seizure of 
real estate, expressed his willingness to sign a bill "striking at the 
fee of rebel landh(?lders 11 • This, however, was in time of war. Even 
before the conflict was over the matter to accomplish the defeat of 
Stevens' proposal to repeal the 18 e)cplanatory resolution" that prevented 
the second Confiscation Act from functioning as originally intended. 1 
Stevens, however, felt that emancipation did not suffice to make 
the Southern States worthy members of the republic. As long as the 
land monopoly prevailed republican institutions could not flourish 
there. He believed the rebellion furnished a golden opportunity to 
put an end to the land monopoly which together with slavery was re-
''- sponsib1e for the wretched condition of the majority of the South's 
population. 
; 
In a speech delivered September 6, 1865, in Lancaster, Stevens 
thus outlined his land confiscation Plan: 
There were approximately 6 ~i11ion white freemen in the South 
and some 465 million @Cres @f 1@~do Some 70~000 former slave-holders @w~ed @Ver two h~~dred ~cres eacho Their 1@~d ~~d 
that @w~ed by the S@Yther~ St®tes tha~s~lves @CC@~~ted for 394 ~i11i@~ ~creso The r~i~i~g 7] Milli@~ ~cres be]@~ged to f@r~ers with h@1di~gs @f ]~ss t~@~ 2ij0 ~creso If the land 
of the 70 9 00@ 1@rge ~]~~ters w~re c@~fisc~t~dp nine tenths of the S@o.at1ierU'b 1©1Ui)dh@1 di UilgJS ~J@!!,D] d W'e~i rru lYJfrul:@QJJChedo f@rty 
acres sh@~ld b~ give~ t@ e@ch @d~]t ~1e freeclm~~ 9 @f whom there were @~@~t @~~ mi11i©~o This w@~]d l~@Ve 35~ ~i11ion 
acresp which sh@~1d ~e divided i~t@ f~rMs @f s~it~b1e size 
and sold. At an averige price of ten dollars per acre, it 
1Ralph Korngold-lThaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt Brace, & Co., New York, 1955, P. 281, 282. 
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would yield $3,540 Billion which should be applied as follows: Two hundred million dollars should be invested to reiRDurse 1 oya 1 is ts-Southerners as t·Je 11 as Northerner s--whose property · had been seized or dam8gedo 
Three hundred million dollars should be invested in government bonds and the interest used to increase the pen-
sions of Union sood1ers and the families of the slaino 
In reconstruction no reform can be effected in the Southern States if (as claimed) they have never left the Uniono But reforll!'..Ention cnust be effected; ti11e foundation 
of their institutions, politica1 9 municipal, and social 
must be brcken up and relaid or a11 our blood and treasure have been spent in vaino This can only be done by treating 
and holding them as a conquered peop1eo o o As c@nquered 
territo~y Congress would have fu11 power to legislate for 
them, for the Territories are n@t u~der the Co~stitution 
except so far as t,,e eJtpress pot;;er t@ govern thei1u is given by Congresso They would be held in a territorial con-dition until they are fit to form State constitutions, 
republican in fact, not in form only, and ask admission 
a s n e\:J s ta t es o 
Heretofore Southern society has had more the features 
of aristoc-r·acy than democracy. The Southern states had been desp@tismso It is imp@ssible th~t ~~y pr~ctical 
equality of rights c~n exist where~ few th@Ys~nd men 
monopolize the whole landed pr@pertyG o o o How can re-publican instituti~ns, free schools 9 free churches, free 
soci~1 intercourse exist in@ mi~gled c~JT01Jl~~ity of nabobs 
and serfs~ of owners @f 20 th@us~nd m~~©rs~ with lordly palaces and the @ccupants @f ~@rr@w hibs i~h@bited by low 
and white tr~sho If the South is ever to be m~de ~ s~fe 
republic let her hand be cultiv@ted by the t@il @fits 
owners:> @r ttie free 1@lb@r of irtte11iQJe6"ut citi2ef{]So ihis 
must ~e d@~eD eve~ t~@ugh it drive the ~@bi1ity int@ exile. If they-d@~ ~]1 the bettere Xt is e@sier ~~d m@re bene-
f i ci ©11 t© e}ti 1 e seventy thou S©luod pr@ud .9 r@1 @©i tedj) ©l h'\d, de-fiant rebels than to expatriate four million laborers, 
native to the soi 1 and 1 oya 1 to the government". 1 
Stevens• speech did not receive a friendly reception, even from 
newspapers that usually supported him. Gree1,y 1 s New York Tribune, 
• which favored the inmediate granting of political rights to the 
\ 
1Ralph Kor~old--Thaddeus S~~)\s, 
Harcourt, Brace & to., New foPk, 1955, P. 282, 283 . 
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freechen, commented that they protest 
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aga i n'sl any warfare against 
Southern property because the wealthier class of Southerners, being 
more enlightened than the ignorant and vulgar, are less inimical to 
the blacks. Since the ~ealthier class had profited by the labor of 
slaves, while the ignorant and vulgar had found it impossible to make 
a decent living in competition with slave labor, their difference f,n 
attitude is understandable. Frederick Douglass and others charged 
that the planters and their minions in office deliberately fostered 
distrust and enmity between Negroes and poor whites for fear they 
might make common cause against them. 
On February 5, 1866, Stevens offered an amendment to the Freed-
men's Bureau Bill proposing that the President be authorized to set 
aside from unoccupied lands in Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, 
Louisiana, and Arkansas, and from lands forfeited by the enemy, 
three million acres for the exclusive use of freedmen and loyal 
refugees, male or female. The land was to be divided into parcels 
not exceedi OlQ forty acres and rented to .them for not over ten cents 
per acre per year. After a term @f y~rs they would ~cquire title for 
a Sl.111 not exceeding two dollars per acre. He pointed cut th~t when 
the Czar of Russia freed 22 Million serfs he compelled the;r masters 
to give them homesteads upon the very soil which they had tilled, 
not at a ful 1 price, but at ,a nominal price; for he said, they had 
V 
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earned this, they have worked upon the land for ages, and they are 
en ti t 1 ed to i t • 1 
Stevens• most a•b;t;ous effort to make his land distribution plan 
a reality was undertaken by him in March, 1867. He introduced~ bill 
calling for inaediate enforcement of the second Confiscation Act of 
July, 1862. All public lands in the for,-er Confederate states were 
to be attached, as well as all other lands and property in excess of 
~ 
$5000 belonging to former rebels. From the attached property, a home-
stead of forty ~cres ~nd fifty dollars with which to build a dwelling 
was to be allotted to each adu1t male freedman and to each freed woman 
if she was the head of a family. Title to the h@mesteads was to be 
vested for a period of ten years in trustees appoi~ted by the secretary 
of war, which it was to be conveyed to the owners or their heirs. 2 
A fine of $500,000,000 was to be levied and proportionately 
assessed against the remains of the attached property. If the owner 
paid his assessment within 90 days his property was to be released. 
If he failed t© do so, it was to be converted into cash and the 
1 assessment deducted before restitution was made. In any case, however, 
a minimum of $5,000 worth of pr@peFty was to be 1eft to the owner, so 
that no one wuu1d have been made a beggar. 
t 
Of the fine collected $300,000 was to be invested in government 
bonds, and the interest used to increase the pensions of incapacitated 
1Ralph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, ~. 28S. 
2Ibid., P. 286. ,. 
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Union Soldiers and the families of the slain. The remaining1 $200,000,000 
II 
I 
was to be used to reimburse loyalists in the South as well as io1 the 
. 
North whose property had been seized, destroyed, or damaged during the 
war. 
On March 19, 186], Stevens spoke in defense of the bill, saying: 
I know there is a cry for the perfect invnunity of the enemy. 
It is a dangerous and unwholesome doctrineo Inflict salutary 
punishments to prevent future civil w~rs dnd to punish the 
crimin@1So o o o I have never be]ieved in bl@ody pen~1ties. 
I have l@ng since adopted the milder views of Montesquieu. 
But when X say 9 it does ~©t me~n iBIDhlunity to crimi~~1s •.•• 
This bi]1 if very m~rciful t@w~rds@ cr~e1j @~t1@wed 
belligerent, who when their armies were dispersed~ would 
gladly have compr~rnised if their lives were Sp@redo Those 
who wi11 be ~ffected by this bi11 wi11 n©t exceed 70p000 
out @f ~ p@pY1iti@n of six mi11io~ whiteso o o o The fine 
prop@sed w@Yld be but one=twentieth of their est~teso 
Were ever s~ch gre~t ~~1ef@Ct©rs so gently de~lt with. 
It wo~1d be well if ~11 their 1@rge est@tes c@uid be sub-
divided and sold in sma]1 tractso No people will ever be 
replub]ican in spirit and practice where a few own i11111ense 
manors and the masses are landless.-1 
He pleaded for the adoption of at least part of the bill that would 
give homesteads to the freedmen: "Whatever may be the fate of the rest 
of the ~ill, I must earnestly pray that this may not be defeated. Home-
steads to them are f~r M@re valuable th~~ the irrmediate right of 
suffrage •••• The guardianship @f i~e freedmen's Bureau, that bene-
volent institution, cannot be expected long to pr@tect them. 
• • • 
Hake them independent of their old masters, so that they may not.~e 
compelled to work for them upon unfair terms. 
·• ' .. .• Nothing is ·so 
1 Ra 1 ph Korngo 1 d- -''Thaddeus Stevens••, 
Harcount, Brace• Co., New York, 19S5, P. 286, 287. 
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likely to 111ke a man a good citizen as to aake him a freeholder. 1 
It should be noted that Stevens introduced his confiscation mea-
sure in March, 1867, when the Congress adopted the Reconstruction Act 
conferring the elective fr~nchise upon freedmen. To him it was an 
indispensable part of Reconstruction without which neither the civil 
or political rights of the greedmen could be maint~i~edo 
Nothing will so multiply the productions of the South as to 
di vi de it into sma 11 farms o Nothing i;1i 11 rr~ke men so in-
dus tr i ~us a~d mor~1 ~st@ let th€m feel th@t they are above 
want ~ 01 d ~ re the @~-101 er s @f the s@i 1 t·Jh i ch they t i 1 1 o I t 
will ~1sc be @f service to the white inhabitantse They will 
have c@~st@~t1y ~m@ng them industri~~s 1~b@rers 9 anxious to 
work for f ©1 i r vJ~ges o o • The-y and their ances t@r s h~ve toi 1 ed 
not for ye~rs~ but for ages~ without one farthing of recom-
penseo They have earned for their masters this very land and 
much moreo2 
Was it unreasonable for him to believe.that men who were free-
holders and taxpayers could be relied upon t@ vote for candidates for 
office who would not endanger their holdings by dishonesty ~~d waste? 
And if this part of his plan was rejected can he be blamed if the re-
c mainder turned out badly., John Stuart' Mill',·has written that those who 
pay no taxes, dispos;ng of other people's money, have every motive to 
1,,,/ 
' be lavish and none to economize. The trouble with Congressional Re-
construction was not that it went too far, but that it did not go far~ 
enough. 
1 Ra 1 ph Korngo 1 d- -"Thaddeus Stevens'', 
Harcount, Brace• Co., New York, 1955, P. 286, 287. 
2Ibid., P. 289. 
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Through 1865 and 1866, Thaddeus Stevens beat off every attempt to 
win recognition for the Congressmen elected from the former Confederate 
States. When representative Benjamin Ingersoll, from Illinois, pleaded 
for the admission of Colonel James H. Johnson, of Arkansas, and stated 
that he knew him to be a devoted loyalist and one who had fought for 
three years against the rebellion, Stevens made a reply that brought 
a guffaw across the House, when he said that he felt the only thing 
this proved was that he would not be hanged. 
There were three projects to which Stevens had dedicated himself: 
first the continuation of\the Freedmen's Bureau for another year, 
second, the adoption of Negro suffrage in the District of Columbia, 
and third, the adoption of a fourteenth amendment to the Constitution 
that would guarantee the ~scendency of the party of the Union and to 
render the republic firm and stable forever. 
Stevens was appointed as Chairman of the Congressional Committee 
on Reconstruction. The bitter fight in the years of 1865 and 1866 
between the Congress and President Johnson was a bitter struggle but 
this struggle is not within the scope of this Thesis but I will only 
touch on the part that Thad Stevens had in this struggle and his part 
in the f~urteenth Amendment. 1r' "'--,, 
In his speech @f December 18, 1865, the first he had made in the 
new Congress, Stevens restated his positi@n regarding the status of 
the rebel states, and affirmed the right of Congress to deal with the \ 
question of Reconstruction saying: 
··' 
/ 
~-
-111 -
It matters but little whether you call them States out of 
the Union, and now conquered territories, or assert that 
because the C@~stitution forbids them to do what they did 
do, that they are therefore dead as to all nation@l @nd 
po1itica1 actio~ and wi11 remains~ until the Government 
shall breathe into the~ the bre~th of life a~ew and permit 
them t@ @CCMpy the f@rmer p@siti©~o !~ either case 9 it is 
very plain, thato o o dead states cannot restore their own 
existence, 18as it ""'astao Whose special duty is it to do it. 
There is no difficulty in solving the question.1 
Thus, while claiming for Congress the prime responsibility in 
deciding on what terms the rebel states were to be readmitted to 
participation in the national government, Stevens did not shut out 
the President. Johnson on the other hand made the same mistake Lin-
coln had made in assuming that the only responsibility Congress had 
in the matter was to decide whether or not senators and representatives 
elected by the rebel states were pers@na11y qualified--with this im-
portant difference--the supple Lincoln would n@t have persisted in 
maintaining so untenable a position, while the obstinate Johnson did. 
Johnson's chief biographer could not help remarking that if the Pre-
sident had the right to require the states to abol;sh slavery as a 
\~ condition to readmission 'to the Uni on, why had not Congress the right 
to impose other conditions? The reply of Lincoln and Johnson that 
this was their business was not very convincing to the Congress. 
To ffl@ke it eas;er for Johnson to recede fr~m the position he had 
taken, Stevens pretended to believe that the President's message did 
1 Ra 1 ph Korngol d--"Thaddeus Stevens•• 
Harcourt, Brace i Co., New York, 19SS, P. 312. 
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not aean what it obviously:did. He saids 
After stating with great frankness in his able message his theory, which, however 9 is found to be impracticable and c\ which X believe very few now c@nsider te~ub1e 9 he refers to the whole m~tter to be the j~dgment or the C@ngresso If Congress sh@uUd fail firmiy and wisely to discharge that high duty 9 it is rn@t thca f~Q.n1t of the Prcasident •••• It is time that C@~gress sh©u1d ~ssert its sovereignity, and assume s@~ething of the dig~ity @fa Roman Senate.1 
On February 17, 1886, he h~d moved in the Committee on Recon-
struction that ••until the next congressional election the State of 
Tennessee shall be entitled to eight represent©1tives". This was 
partly a peace offering to the President, partly recognition of the 
fact that among the rebel states Tennessee was in a cl~ss by itself. 
Thousands of men from that s~ate had served in the Union army, and I 
the principal fault to be found with its reconstructed government was 
that its 1@ya1ty was too aggressive and emonstrative. Nevertheless, 
Stevens• motion constituted a retreat from his former position. 
The day .after Johnson's veto message had been read in the House, 
Stevens came to the committee meetiil,~ "'ith fire in his eye. He said 
that since i·n his message the President had questioned the right of 
Congress to decide on what terms the rebel states sh@Y1d be readmitted, 
it was the duty of the Congress to reaffirm its authority. Stevens 
felt th~t the President had misconceived his duties and treated the 
powers of the Congress with too little respect. ·He had as a consequence 
lRalph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 313. · 
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changed h;s m;nd regarding Tennessee and asked that the matter be 
postponed. He then introduced a concurrent resolution to the effect 
that ••to close agitation which is likely to disturb the action of the 
Government ••• no senator or representative shall be admitted into 
either branch of Congress from any of said States until Congress shall 
have dec1airced <e@Ch Sta)te entitled to such representation••.1 
On March 18, 1866, the Civil Rights Bill was submitted to John-
son for his signature. The Bill conferred neither social not political 
privileges upon the freedmen, but pronounced all persons born in the 
United States, (except Indians, not taxed) to be citizens. All 
irrespective of race, color, or previous condition of servitude, 
were to have the equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the 
security of person and property and were to be subject to like punish-
ments ~nd penalties. 
Johnson's veto was overridden, but it had far-reaching results. 
Southern politicians were now firmly convi~ced th~t they had the 
administration in their pockets. They beca~e incre~si~g1y arrogant. 
Southern legislatures continued to pass laws that Johnson 8 s mi1ita~y 
c011111anders pronounced as constituting a rebirth of slavery. Southern 
newspapers kept urging the President to make use of the army to bring 
Congress to heel and heaped abuse·upon Congressional leaders, expec;ally 
upon Stevens. 
1 Ra 1 ph Korngo 1 d--''Thaddeus Stevens'' 
Harcourt, Brace &, Co., New York,- 1955, P. 315. 
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The struggle between President Johnson and the Congress was further 
compl;cated by a personal quarrel between Johnson and Stevens. Stevens 
had always disl;ked and distrusted Johnson even when the latter popu-
larly believed to belong to his ca•p. There are natures that mutually 
repel each other and this seems to have been the case with Stevens and 
Johnson. Stevens tried to m~intain some dignity and respect for John-
son and the office he held but he could not maintain this respect. 
Soon Stevens was referring to Johnson sarcastica11y as ''the high 
authority at the other end of the avenue". Mrs. Jefferson Davis has 
related that once when she called on Johnson, Stevens came limping in 
and ••threatened the President in such a manner as would have been in-
admi ssab 1 e to one of the servants''· 1 
On January 28 9 1866, Johnson gave an interview to Senator James 
Dixon of ConnecticYt, one @f the four Administration Republicans in 
the Upper Mouse. He said pr@p@sitio~s to amend the Constitution were 
becoming as numerous as preambles a~d res@lutions at town meetings. 
Such a procedure, he suggested, tended to diminish the peop1e 1 s respect 
for that docwaent. He did not believe a.ny further ame!rbdm~~t 00at all 
fl 
necessary at the present time••, but if Congress was determined to adopt 
one concerning the basis of representation then he suggested that it • 
read Represe~tatives shall be appointed among the several States which 
may be included within the Union according to the number of qualified 
lRalph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, Harcourt, Brace• Co., New York, 1955, P. 317. 
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voters •1 
Apparently then Johnson and Stevens were not far from being in 
agreement, but @~1y app~rently so. There were but two ways in which t 
such an amendnent could be ratified; the rebel states must not be 
permitted to take part in the ratification=must, therefore, be re-
garded as out of the Union--or the reconstructed st~te governments 
must be dissolved and new elections held with the Negroes partici-
pating. Johnson would not hear of the first method a~d w~s moving 
heaven and earth to get the Southern representatives readmitted to 
Congress so the second could not be employed. He was, therefore, 
merely speaking for political effect, and was blowing hot and cold 
at the same time. This enraged Stevens. On January 31, he referred 
to Jobnson•s statement in these w@rds: 
We are told that no amendm~~t is necessary. I take this to be an authorized Ytter~nce @f @~e ~t the other end of the aven~ec This is the proc1?©m©lti@~ 9 the C©m~nd of thee Pre-side~t @f the United St@tes~ m@de @~d put forth by ~Ythority in adv@nceD @nd ~t ~ time ~~en Con~ress w~s legisl@ti~g on this very q~~s ti@rn, Mide in my j udgmefiilt~ i r\1 vi@ 1 @J ti @n @f the pr i vi 1 eges @f this ~@e..us® 9 film@) de i mi sYch &l t\f~}f thi t cen-lr 
o 
turies ~g@~ h®d it ~e~~ ~~de t@ P~rli~me~tD by~ ®rit1sh K;ng 9 it w@u1d h~ve c@st him his heada But, sir~ we pass that by; we ~re tolerant of usurpation in this tolerant Government of ours.2 
lRalph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, Harcourt, Brace• to., New York, 19SS, P. 317, 318. 
21b;d., P. 318. 
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He was too good a politician to have made such a statement had 
he not been convinced that nothing more could be expected from John-
son and that he must be combated as an enemy. Senator John Sherman 
was then still one of these and rebuked Stevens in this fashion--
111 know him we! I --a man of great i ntel 1 ects with a control Jing wi 11 
{ 
. i\ 
and possessing a dangerous will of sarcasm~ which he wields against 
friend and foe, cutting like a Damascus blade. In a recent debate 
• 
he made use of an expression that would irritate any man, especially 
when coming from a I eader in the House of Congress". 1 
A specific incident that shows the attitude toward Stevens by 
Johnson is expressed in the time when Johnson was to address a 
Washington 1 s'8irthday gathering, Johnson was to speak to a great 
crowd of people in front of the White House. Johnson paid his usual 
tribute to Washington, and then took up his favorite target, the trials 
of Andrew Johnson, champion of the people. He said he could lay his 
hand to his heart and say that he had never deserted his people nor 
did he think that they would ever desert him. He aimed quite a few 
conments of this speech at Stevens. 
I He ignored the real issue between him and.Congress, which was 
whether he and he a 1 one had the right to I ay down the terms upon which 
the rebel states should be readmitted to participation in the national 
lRalph Korngold--Thaddeus Stevens, 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 318 . 
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gover1111er.t. In the manner of Louis XIV, who said, ''I a• the state••, 
he chose to regard the refusa 1 of Congress to submit to his usurpat.i on 
as rebellion agains-t the government, saying ''The rebellion is put down 
by the strong arm of the government •.• and before we fully get from 
the b~tt1efie1d ••• we are now almost inaugurated into another re-
bellion ••• I am opposed to the Oavises,'the Toombses, the S1ide11s, 
and the long list of such. But whe~ I perceive men still opposed to 
• 
the Union ••• I am sti 11 for the preserv@lti@ro of the Union11 • l 
A voice called for the names of the three of those whom he 
accused. Johnson acconmodated the crowd by stating that the three --~. 
men whom he considered as opposed to the fundamental principles of 
the government and now laboring to destroy them werer Thaddeus 
Stevens of Pennsylvania; Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, and Wendell 
In the speech which Stevens made in answer to the speech of Pre-
sident Johnson, Stevens tried as subtly as possible to endeavor to 
make a fool of the President. 
Much more could be said about the personal feud between Johnson 
and Stevens, but we shall turn our attention briefly before coming to 
the close of this section of the Thesis, that of the Impeachment Trial 
of Andrew Johnson and the part which Thaddeus Stevens was to have in 
•. 
the Impeachment Tri a 1 • 
1 Ra 1 ph Korngol d--''Thaddeus Stevens", 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 319. 
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The impeachment of Andrew Johnson was not an inevitable ending to 
the personal vendetta between the Preside~t @~d Thaddeus Stevens. 
Agitation for impeachment swelled and receded, swelled again» and then 
seemed to disappear altogether. Had the President been a little less 
inept, the tr;a1 need never have occurred at all. For Stevens, power-
ful though he was, had no success with impeachment resolutions until 
Johnson blundered in the matter of his firing of the Secretary or War. 
There was, nevertheless a kind of inevitability in the thing. Johnson 
could have preve~ted it easily, but somehow did not. Stevens, who had 
truly enchained the President, and h~d ~@thing further to gain politically 
by impeachment, still relentlessly pursued it to its climax, and thereby 
seriously damaged his party and his own reputation. 
Stevens was aot a member of the House Impeachment Connittee in 
the beginning, but it cannot be said that he was not heretofore 
' 
responsible for the degrading calumny that issued from the hearings, 
since he could pr®bably have stopped them, had he cared to do so. For 
Senat@r William Ashley was not content with aspersions upon Johnson's 
private life, inc1udi~g hints of @d~1tery, but actually tried to prove 
that he had been guilty, along with Jeffers@n Davis and Clement C. Clay 
of complicity in Lincoln's assassination. 
Stevens never attacked Johnson with Butler's and Ashley's insin-
uations and perjured testimony, content rather with his own brand.·Jof 
. ,, 
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11 11 take this man's record, his speeches and his acts 
I 
before arrt1y i mparti a 1 jury you cain get t@gether 9 and I 1 11 
make them pr@0u@n.gnce hiliiffi either ©1 !(u1e1ve @r ©l f@@l.o t:Jithout 
the 1e~st tro~bleo My own impression is that we h~d 
better ~lUlt it @Wb th<a gro6)]ITTJds @f i UilSal ni ty @r t~ i sf,y or 
somethirog @f thcnt kirodo I d@01°t t"J'Gl!nlt> __ ttO h~rt t~e rurt~n•s 
feelings by tel~ing him he is a rasc~1~_ I 0d rather put 
it mi1d1~D ©~d S@Y he h~s~ 0 t got @ff t~~t i~~~gMrQtion 
drunk yet 9 a)fiid jOJst 1 et him r~ti re t@ get s@bered00 0 
When @rbe C@Bilgrress~®ui triced t@ eJtcOJJse J@hns@fnl bec@1o..nse 
he was a se1f=UMde rn~n 9 Stevens qMippedsi 00 G1ad to hear 
it., f©r it relieves God Almighty of a heavy respon- _/ .. 
sibi 1i1ky00 • 1 
On June 1, 1867, the House Impeachment committee decided by a 
vote of five to four that there w~s ~© gr@M~d for acti@~ ~g~inst the 
President, Stevens was much disappointed but he admitted that the 
c011111i ttee should be abandoned and the whole matter ~oned for the 
-present. · · 
Johnson, meanwhile., though fearful of impeachment, and actually 
scrupulous about carrying out the letter~ not the spirit of the 
Reconstruction Acts he so detested, nevertheless, continued unnecessar;ly 
to antag@nize C@ngress despite advice from his cabinet. When Secretary 
tary governors under the ''force bi 11 11 1 sayi reg that ''it wou1 d h~ve a 
good effect and would tend to prevent impeachment, the President "got 
very angry, and swore vehemently, and said they might impeach and be 
d-m-d he was tired of being threatened11 • 2 
1 Fawn M. Brodi e--''Thaddeus Stevens'', 
W.W. Norton & Co~, Inc., New York, 1959, P. 326. 
2Ibid., P. 327. 
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In a final contemptuous gesture toward the President, Congress 
in the last d~ys of the session passed over his veto an amendment 
to the Military Bi11 giving the military coananders in the South the 
power to depose any civil @Ythority subject to the disapproval of 
the General of the Army, Ulysses S. Grant--and virtually denied the 
right of the President to perform this act, even though he was 
c011111ander-i p-chi ef of the army and should have been able to overrule 
his own officers. 
One power he still retained in Reconstruction; he could fire the 
military g@vernors and replace them with men of his own choosing. 
This he shortly proceeded to do. Against the advice of all his ca-
binet, and over General Grant's bitter protest, he replaced each of 
the military governors one by one. 
Angered by these changes~ the Republicans returned to Con-gress in Oecember 9 1867~ determined to shear away the last remnant @f J@hns@n°s p@wer in the s~utho In January~ 1868, they p0ssed @ver his vet@ i bi11 tr~~sf~rring @11 his auth@rity in rec@~structi@n t@ ~e~er@1 Gra~to f~e New York HeraldD ©01 J@&10J©Jry 20 9 ]868 9 c©111ed this bi11 °@ bill to diss~lu@ civil s~~jety and to abolish the executive 0 9 point-ing out th~t 0a·-~e~-]ty is imposed upon the Presidentj ~s upon s@wae @YFW1©1r @rr @'tlh®r vi 1 e crimi lnl@1 $) f@r ©1rf0}? ©lttempt to exec~ te hi s C@fnlS tit~ 'ft: i @h"Di 1 f 0,,0nc ti @b1S @ ~ th<e,_ E ,treC!lJl ti ve and C@mffi1~d®r=in=Chiefo Usurp@ti@n ©~d rev©1Yfi@n cannot go further sh@rt @f @rr~sting @~d dep@sing the President and declaring the @ffic® @bs@iutely abolished•.1 
Arresting and deposi~g t~e President still continued to be 
Thaddeus Stevens• consuming ambition. He was not content to see 
1Fawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 328, 329. 
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Johnson technically impotent during his few remaining months in office; 
he was determined that the President suffer the humiliation of~ trial, 
and be h~rted from the White House. One thing made it possible for at 
least part @f this ambition to be realized, the extraordinary relation-
ship between Andrew J@hnson and his Secretary of War. Hugh McCulloch, 
Secretary of the Treasury, and @ne of Johnson's chief defenders, de.-
scribed this relationship honestly and exactly in his memoirs: 
Stanton attended the cabinet meeti~gs, ~@t as an adviser of the President, but as ~n @pp@~~~t @f the p@1icy to wh i ch he ha.d hi ms e 1 f @eern c©mmi t t~d.? ©1 n,d the Pr es i dent lacked the ~erve t© dismiss himo lhe f@i1ure of the Presidernt t@ exeFcise his ~nd@ubted right t@ rid himself of i ffiinister wh@ differed with hi~ ~p@~ every re~1 im-port@lln)'fc qaJJesti@ns.9 wh@ hiid b~c@me pers@n@1] ty @blnl@,tious to hi~~ i~ whcM he reg@rded @S ~~ e~~~r ~nd spy 9 W@S a blund~r f@r which there w~s ~@ e~c~seo I~ this crisis of his p@1itic@1 1if®9 Mro J@h~s@n exhibited a want of spirit and decisi@~ which ~st@~ished those who were fami 1 i ar with his anteced®~ts 08 o 1 
The President now did a very foolish thing. Instead of firing 
Stanton outright, and justifying his acti@n on the ground that he had 
the Constitutional right and Congress could not deprive him of it, he 
merely sus~ended Stanton under the provisions of the Tenure @f Office 
Act, thereby giving public notice that he recognized its va1idityo He 
appointed General Grant as Secretary of War ''ad interim•• unti 1 Congress 
should meet i~ D~ceerd>er. The New York World on August 13, congratulated 
the President ''that th;s ;nfamous man is no longer in a position·to do 
1 Fawn M. Brodi e--''Thaddeus Stevens'',. W. w. Norton • Co., Inc., New·"York, 19S9, P. 329. 
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mischief••, and there was no spec;a1 outcry ;n the Republican Press, 
Had the rel~tions between Grant and the Pres;dent remained 
am;cable, there still need h~ve been no disaster for Johnson. But 
the President in his characteristic tactless f~shion promptly pro-
ceeded to antagonize the most popular man in the ~@rtho It did not 
help his cause that many Republicans were looking to Grant t@ be the 
next President. And Johnson seemed blind to the fact that he needed 
Grant far~more than Grant needed him. 
The actions and words between President Johnson and General Grant 
became more and more heated and complete break seemed inevitable. 
Stevens believed there was evidence enough in the correspondence be-
tween Grant and Johnson to impe~ch the President, and succeeded in 
getting his own Conmittee of Reconstructio~ t@ take the impeachment 
out of the hands of the Judiciary Committee, which he felt had handled 
the matter very stupidly. By having personal charge of ;mpe~ch~ent 
won him no inmediate advantage, for his con111ittee turned down a re-
"'• n solution to impeach by a vote of six to three. 
''Damn it0; 9 he said to a Correspondent of the New York World, ''don°t b@th the President and General Grant subscribe to this vital f~ct 9 th@t Gr~nt h~d first c@~sidered ~nd th~t J@h~son had insisted ~p@~ th® pr@p@siti@~ th@t Gr@~t w@~1d help J@hn-son ke~p S ic©J rot@rn @a.at @f @f f ice o .. o o 1 ~Jh~r, ttne devi 1 d@ I care ~b@~t t~~ q~~sti@~ @f ~er~city~ @~ they c~i] it 9 b®tween Johns@~ ~~d G~i~t? Th@t 0 s ~@thi~g t@ d@ with t~e 1~Wo Both of th~:ID ~~y C@ 11 e~ch @th<er ] i @rs if trroey t;t&lWDt t@; perhaps they beth d@ lie a little, though the Preside~t ~~s the weight of evidence on his side ••• If they want to settle the 
.•. 
.. 
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· question, they may both go out in my back yard and settle i t a 1 one o El c Grant m.1 y be gu i 1 t y as the Pres i dent . • • but Gr@1011 t i Sfi1l o t @n tr i ©l ~ ; it O s~ JohrbS@§1 68 o A Bid ,r'1ien the . 
rep~rt~~ iSked him if the Preside~t w@~1d ~e impe~ched, 
the old man replied emphatica11y, 00 I sha11 never bring 
up th;s question of impeachment again••. l 
Yet one week later a resolution to impeach Andrew Johnson passed 
the Heuse by a vote of 127 to 47. Sixty-seven Republicans who had 
voted against impeachment only ten weeks earlier had abruptly changed 
their minds. 
One must conclude that Johnson had knowingly violated a law of 
Congress and had m©1de hi rnruse 1 f 1 i ab le to impeachment, but one misses 
the real significance of the case unless one keeps in mind that it was 
not for the violation of the Tenure of Office Act th~t Congress was to 
impeach him. He was tried for the commission of trifling illegality 
because it was impossible under the Constitution to impeach him for 
his serious political offenses. 
After the vote had been taken and it was passed in the House, 
Stevens then moved that two c011111i ttees 
notify the Senate officially of the action taken by the House, and a 
COIJIDittee of seven, to prep~re the Articles of Impeachment. He and 
s;ngham were appointed on both ccmmittees. 
The House chose seven of it~ most capable members to serve as 
managers of the Impeachment. Since Stevens was too ill at this point 
1 Fawn M. a.r.odi e--11Thaddeus Stevens••, 
W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 19S9, P. 333, 334 • 
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to take charge of the prosecut; on, Bingham was se,tected as Chairman 
if this Stevens took 1;ttle active part i~ the trial. 
Once the rumor spread through the city that he had died. Yet he was 
the soul of the proceedings. There is a remarkable description of 
him in the Philadelphia Press, as he appeared at the trial, seated 
at the managers• table: 
He is seated in his cushioned chair~ his elbows resting -~ 
on the @rmsD @~d his long bony fingers, interlaced. His 
voice h@d ~]~@st g@~e~ ~~d there is~ str@nge hYskiness 
abo~t it~ st~rtti~g1y s~ggestive @f t~e r~tt]e i~ the_ thro@t ©f ~ dyi~g ~~o ~is eyes ~re di~~ @~d ~~p@rently the s@ft light @f the ch@mb~r h~rts t~~, f@r th~r ~re kept !h~t ~t 1@~g i~terv~1so ~t ti~es h® 1e@~S his head for~~rd~ ~s if b~ried i~ deep c@~tell1Iflp1@ti@~~ @~d th~s 
raisi~g it, ~~1@ces his rig~t h@~d fr@m the @ther~ ~nd 
wavi~g it ~jestic@11y t®w@rd s~me @f his c@1le~gues 9 makes~ sc~r~c1y ~~dible s~~gesti@no There ~s s©fflething in his ~ppe@r@~Ce w~ich @ttr~cts the g~2e with i str@nge, 
spe11b@Y~d se~s~ti@~p ~~d the ide~ i~v~ri~b1y s~g~ests itself th~t s@m~t~i~g s~per~@tur~] inh@bits his weary fra~eo ~e is b@r~ t@ die 9 @She pr~ys he wi11~ in harnesso ~~ is the emb@di~e~t @f ~11 the pri~cip1es involved i~ this mighty c~sei ~~d w~i1e he d@es not 
abs@1~te]y leIDd @r c@~d~ct the pr@secuti@n~ because he is s@ feeb] e 1 n@ @me imagines that it could be con-ducted t~1i th@ut hi m00 0 1 
In the afternoon of Saturday, May 16, 1868, a solemn and portentous 
scene took place in the Senate Chamber. The Chief Justice occupied tbe 
chair. Below him, on his left, the managers of the impe~chment sat at 
a table. On his right, at another, the President's Counsel. In 'front 
of him, were the Senators and the Con1Dittee of the Whole from the House 
of Representatives, with the conni ttee ch\i rmen, the speaker, the chief' 
1 Ra 1 ph l{orngol d--''Thaddeus Stevens'', 
Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1955, P. 421. .  
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clerk. In the diplomatic gallery sat the foreign ministers and other 
dignitaries. In the public gallery people were packed like sardines, 
and there was a profusi@n of tally sheets. Over 1500 people were 
crowded in a hall with a seating capacity of 1000 to watch the result 
of the trial of the century. 
It had been agreed that Arti c1 e XI would be the first to be sub-
•i tted to a vote. That article--sometimes called the Omnibus Article--
skillfully wove together the most serious charges contained in the 
other ten. The Chief Justice warned the ga 11 ery that any p,erson 
creating a disturbance would be promptly arrested. Then the article 
was r,ead, after which the chief clerk called the roll. As a senator•s 
name was called, he rose and the Chief Justice repeated the formula: 
11Mr. Senator, how say you? Is the respondent, Andrew Johnson, President 
of the United States, guilty or not guilty of~ high misdemeanor, as 
charged in this arti c I e?11 Fina 11 y the name of Ross W©IS cai 11 ed and he 
said "Not Gui I ty11 • It is not recorded that Stevens gave any vis i b 1 e 
sign of disappointment. The final vote stood 35 for conviction, and 
• 
19 for acquittal. Johnson had won his battle by one vote.I 
I Ra I ph Korngo I d--"Thaddeus S tevens11 , 
Harcourt Brace & Co., New York, 1959, P. 426. 
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V. THE LAST DAYS OF THADDEUS STEVENS • 
• 
Stevens was to Jive on1y ten 1tJeel;s after the impeachment trial. 
But it wou1d not be accurate to say that failure had destroyed his 
wi11 to Jive. For in these weeks he gave his full time and waning 
strength to an a_~,tonishing variety of prob1ems--his free-school system 
for the District of Columbia, the greenback controversy, railroad 
bills, the problems @f Reconstruction, and the coming election. He 
even continued to be involved in the Alaska Problem, which should be 
examined briefly here because, as in his railroad legislation, his 
record for statesmanship was damaged by rumors of corruption. 
Although the treaty for the purchase of Alaska successfully passed 
the Senate on June 20, 1867, opposltion mounted to the point where it 
was doubtful if the House would appropriate the money. As months passed 
Baron Edward de Stoeckl, the Russian Minister, became increasingly 
disturbed. Later a Congressional investigation unearthed the fact that 
he had been auth@rized by the Czar to use $165,000 of the $7,200,000 
purchase price, with the understanding that it be spread where it would 
facilitate legislation fastest. Seward passes on to Andrew Johnson 
the gossip that $30,000 had gone to newspaperman John Forney for his 
support, $8,000 to N. P. Banks, chairman of the House COfllllittee on 
Foreign Relations, $20,000 to R.,J. Walker and F. P, Stanton, and 
$10,000 to Thaddeus Stevens. 
Whatever happened to the money, it is clear that Stevens received 
no part of it; for he died before the bribes were distributed. Hore 
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;mportant, the record makes clear that it was unnecessary to bribe 
Stevens, at al 1, since he had championed the purchase from the be-_ 
ginning. Perhaps Seward who had many times felt Stevens• lash, took 
pleasure in spreading these stories without car;ng about their accuracy. 
Stevens felt angry and disappointed about the outcome of the Im-
peachment Trial. Others might co~sider the matter closed, he did not. 
He probably would have agreed that no i~ediate purpose would be served 
by removing Johnson, but he had been pr@f@undly impressed by the ~in-
ability of Congress to deal firmly with a situati@~ that might, had 
a Frank B1air instead of a Johnson been in the White House, have re-
sulted in renewed Civil War. He believed a broader construction was 
put on the constitutional right to impeach the President, the time 
might come when the only source will be found in the dagger of Brutus, 
God grant that it may never be found. 
So, soon after the Senate 0 s adjournment sine die as a court, he 
set to work framing a~ditional articles @f Impeachment. He prepared 
five of them. The President had abused the patronage of the govern-
ment for his personal ends; he had violated the Constitution by 
ursurping legislative power belonging to Congress when he established 
provisional governments in the Southern States; he had resorted to 
corrupt practices when trying to induce senators from Colorado to pledge 
I 
7 
him their support in return for his approval of the act of conferring 
statehood--1ikewise by pard@ning deserters from the United States and 
restoring their right of suffrage on condition that they vote the 
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Democratic ticket; he had, without authority from Congress, taken from 
the contr@l @f the U~ited States Treasury land and money confiscated 
from the rebels under the sec@~d C@nfisc~tion Act and had restored it 
to the former owners; he had sought to govern the F~be1 states by his 
own mere power by forms unknown tO'i~~ Cons ti t~tion and without con-
sulting Congress. 
I 11., • 
In the last weeks of his life, Stevens• pessimism was intensified 
by what was happening to the Democratic Party in the North. The old 
war Democrats shrilly opposed to Reconstruc~ion, were not uniting whole-
heartedly with c@pperhe~ds and ex=C@nfederates. What others looked 
upon as heartening evid~~ce @f ~ retY~~ to national unity and a healing 
of the hideous wounds of war, seemed to Stevens ~cthing but a realign-
_ment of the old pre-war groups. He saw only that the Oem@cr@tic P~rty 
was savagely opposed to Negro suffrage and that it mocked the idea of 
the Negro as a citizen. 1 
This despair did not derive wholly from Stevens• re•listic fears 
that his victories for the Negro people were temporary, there would 
probib1y still have been no steady glow of satisfaction in Stevens• 
breast. Like a11 Utopians, he would not be content with any triumph, 
hewever complete, because his p@iitical visions were largely an escape 
from his own,,1personal hungers. It is quite possi.ble that he did not 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton &Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P. 362. · • 
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really want a happy world. But~ ;t cannot be denied that h;s crusade ' 
for a Promised Land where no one wh@ ~gd been crippled by poverty, i . 
the accident of fortune, or the color of his skin, should be made to 
suffer, was the dominating and sustaining passion of his life. The 
vision never in fact completely deserted him, but served to buoy him 
up, even at the end. 
In his last formal speech the old fire burned brightly for a ~ent 9 1@~9 enough to make a final declaration of po-l it i C@ 1 f@i th g 00 t~r o S peaiker 1) P r@vi derruce h@ls p 1 @)Ced us here in~ p@1itic~1 Ede~o A11 we h@ve t@ d@ is @V@id the forbidd~~ fr~it~ f@r we h@ve ~@t yet re@ched the p~rfection of justic~o While ~~t~re h@s give~ Ys every ~dv@nt@ge of soi 1 i) c] i~te1, @1fiild ge@gr@)pi,i C©li p@si ii@n 9 inn;§n sti 11 is vilec ~Yt such ~~r~e steps h@ve 1ate]y been t@ken in the true directioni that the patriot has a right to take cour~ge 00 o lrurn,i 1n1g t@t;J@ r'd the spe©Iker he c@nt i nued D 00 My sands ~re ne~r1y rY~ 9 ~~d X C@~ @~1y see with the eye of faitho I ®ffl fist descending th~ d@w~hi1] @f life ~t the foot of which st~nds a~ @pe~ gr@veo ~Yt y@~ 9 sire~ are promised length @f days ~nd@ bri11i~~t C@F~ero If you and y@~r c@~peers c~n fling ~w~y ~mbiti@n ~~d recognize that every hum~n being 9 every un@1ie~~b1e right which belongs to y@Y belongs @1S@ t© hi~~ tr~th ~nd righteous-ness wi1] spre~d ©Ver the 1@~d» ~nd y@u will 1ook down from the top of the R@cky M@untainf an empire of one hundred millions @f hGlppy pe@p1e". 
During his illness Steve~s was beseiged with clergymen. Knowing 
his reputation as an infidel, admiring him nevertheless for his cru-
sades, and possibly fascinated by the aura of si~ enveloping his 
private life, they hovered about him, each hoping to sn~tch the 
prize of his confession and baptism. Jonathan Blanchard visited him 
lcong. Globe,~ Cong.,~ Session, July 7, 1868, P. 3790. 
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just before-the ;mpeachment trial, and afterward wrote to him in 
bafflement ~~d ~n~iety: 
I have 9 ~ft~r ~11, a strange hope that you are not*• be losto Th@M~h X would not insult your intelligence by a rgui lftl9 thGl t 00 i~h@rem©rog~r s ©lfi'ld ©.1du 1 terer s00 @l re n~ces sari 1 y 1 ef t @trts i ~e of he©.1 v~rn tr-Ji th 00 do9 s 9 s@rcerer s 9 ©1rild mm.nr .... ders 60 i @rr th@t if you die ilf'O t~ese siU'ls i1her~ Christ is you c~~~@t C@~eo G O s~t if eve~ ~@W f@LI wi11 9~ to Christ, He h@S ~11 t~e power in ~e@Ve~ ~~d e~rth ~~d c~n make your scarlet si~ white! I h~ve 1@v~d and followed you with a stra~ge f@scinatione I have prayed and still pray for you with a terrible earnestness.1 
Stevens met most of these overtures with evasion or good humor, 
though to at least one clergyman who offered to pray for him he said 
thoughtfully, 11 Pray that I may have more faith and rely less upon my-
self''· But when Robert Dale Owen, who had become an ardent spiritualist, 
called upon him with a recital of the views of the spirits of Henry 
Clay, Daniel Webster, and Stephen A. Douglas on Reconstruction, Ste-
vens cut him short: ••wel 1, present my compliments to the defuncts 
and tell them that if they have nothing better to offer on the sub-
ject, I think that since they died they have not done too much and 
they have not been a progressive state. Especially present my compli• 
ments to Douglas, and tell him I think he was the gre•test political 
humbug on the face of the earth''. 2 
lfawn M. Brodie--Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South, W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., New York, 1955, P. 364. 
2Ibid., P. 364, 36S. 
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Thaddeus Stevens died in Washington city at 12:00 midn;ght, 
August 11, 1868, aged 76 years of age, four .months and seven days. 
The closing scenes of his life were of an impressive character. His 
nephew, ThaddeYs Stevens, Jr., and Hrs. Lydia Smith, his colored 
housekeep~rv were ~this bedside, also Sister Loretta and Sister 
Genevieve, colored sisters of charity of the Providence Hospital, 
who had been visiting him daily in his illness and whose benevolent 
and charitable work had been so heartily supported by Stevens in 
personal and legislative efforts. 1 
Among the papers in the court records of Lancaster County may 
be found the last w;11 and testament of Thaddeus Stevens. Many of 
the items of the will are significant and characteristic. The bio-
grapher deciphered from the difficult handwriting of Stevens the 
following bequests: 
To the town of Peacham, Vermont, one thousand dollars at 
six per cent, in aid of the Library association which was founded @t the C~1ed@nia County Academy--if the same is 
S ti 11 i U'u ~}t1 S te~Ceo 
1@ the tr~stees of the graveyard in which my mother 
and br@ther ~r~ @Yried in the town of Pe~cham~ ijermont, five h~~dr~d d@11@rs~ the interest t@ b~ ~~~~@11y p~id to the sexton on condition th~t the gr~ves be kept in good 
order @~d p1@nt r@s~s ~~d @ther che~rf~~ fl@wers at each 
of the fr@~t C@r~ers @f S@id gr@V~S eve~y spri~Qo 
Xf ~iiher @f s~id ]~g~ci~s $~@~id 1@pse the same 
shall g@ t@ the supp@rt @f the ~~ptist Ch~rch~ ©r meeting, 
nearest t@ Di~vi]le Ce~ter, ~y n@tive town i~ ijermont. To h@usekeeper 9 lydi~ Smith, he gave five hundred dollars a year for the rest of her life, or if, she chose 
1 James A 1 bert Woodburn- -••The Life of Thaddeus Stevens••, Bobbs Merrill Co~, Indianapol;s, 1913--P. S84. 
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instead, she might have a lump sum of f;ve thousand 
dollars. She was permitted to occupy his house for 
f;ve ve~FSo , 
f@ his ~ephew, Thaddeus W. Stevens, of Indianapolis, 
he gave tw@ th@usand dollars. He provided, also, that 
if at the e~d @f ~~v five ye@rs Th@dde~s sh@uid sh@w 
that he h~d t@t©lly @~st@ined fr@~ ®11 int@~ic@ti~g 
\~ drinks» he sh@lllld h@ve ~n@ther f@urth @f the pr@~erty, 
and, if he fu1fi11ed the same conditi@~ f@r ~~@ther five 
year period, he was to have the w~ole property in fee sim-
p 1 e••. 1 
Here was a lesson and inducement to temperance for young Thaddeus, 
but he was not able to live up to it. He was not able to qualify for 
his inheritance under the terms of the will, and, as in that case pro-
vided9 the remaining aggregate property was to go to "erect, establish, 
and endow ei h@ll!se of refuge for the relief of homeless orphans". The 
sum of twenty thousand dollars was to be expended in building, and the 
orphans were to be provided a home ti 1 J they reached an age of 15 and 
longer if they were infirm. They were to be carefully educated in the 
English branches and in all industrial pursuits. No preference was to 
be shown on account of race or color in admission or treatment, and no 
one should be excluded on account of the race or religion of his parents, 
and all should be educated alike in the same classes and fed at the s'ame 
tab 1 e. 
In a separate,codicil to his will, Stevens provided that 
one thousand dollars be paid to Pennsylvania College at 
GettysbMrg, f@F the use @f Stevens Hall. Xn ~n@ther
9 
he 
said, 00 I bought John Shertz 0 s pr@perty at sheriff sa1e 
at much below its value. I only want my own. All except 
.,-,.-/' 1 James A 1 bert Woodburn--"The Life of Thaddeus Stevens", 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1913--P. 587,588 . 
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three hundred dollars, the proceeds. of ;t and the interest 9 X direct shal 1 be returned to the estate''· in an@th@r c@dici1 9 he pr@vided th~t @~e th@~s~nd doll~rs ~e ~~id t@ th@ ~~ptist Ch~~ch i~ l@~c~ster for@ Oil®i-J ch~rch b~i1di6ll@o 00 ! d@ i'shi~ 9 h® S©l1d 9 out 
·, 
of res~@cfb t@ ~Im® mmemru@U"')? @f my ~@'8:lhier t@ tJh@m I owe what prosperity I have had on earthp ~~d which 9 small as it is, I desire empha ti ca 11 y to act:<n@t--J1 edge 80 o 1 
The wi 11 is of interest s i nee ; t revea 1 s something· of the character 
of Stevens and the interests and purposes of his life. It was mere than 
20 ye@rs bef@re the estate was finally ''settled up•• by the administrators 
of the estate and then it was found that the proceeds and residue of 
the property amounted to forty thousand dollars. This sum.was supple-
mented by the State ·of Pennsylvania and was devoted to the establishment 
of Stevens Institute, an industrial school for poor boys and girls. Its 
worthy site and buildings in the suburbs are an ornament to the city of 
Lancaster. The work this school has done and will continue to do is ·a 
fitting memorial to the Great Commoner of Pennsylvania. This School 
has done so much wonderful work in the industrial training of many or-
phans of Lancaster and surrounding counties. 
Through th~ years of his greatness, he had little if any actual 
contacts with churches and was rarely seen at any services of the~ 
church. Jeremiah Sullivan Black 9 Attorney-General in Buchanan's I 
I 
ca'binet, who knew him well said that his mind, as far as his sense of 
obligation to God was concerned, was a howling wilderness. 
\ 
1James Albert Woodbura--The Life of Thaddeus Stevens, Bobbs-H!rrill Co., Indianapol;s, 1913, P. 589. 
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Nevertheless, he seemed anxious as death drew near to discuss 
the matters of after-life with all the clergymen who called upon 
him. He was always a substantia.1 contributor to churches of al 1 de-
nominatio~sD ~~din His will, provided for assistance to the building 
of a Baptist Church in Lancaster County, as I have already mentioned, 
in memory of his dear mother. This dedication of money to the Baptist 
Church gives added strength to the testim@~y that Thaddeus Stevens was 
deeply grateful to the help and love .his mother had given to him in 
the formative years of life. 
On one occasion, when two Negro ministers had come from Lancaster 
to ask his financial aid in restoring part of their church that had 
been burned, they found Stevens had left his home to spend the evening 
at the card table in one of the gambl;ng p1aces then so plentiful in 
Washington. They traced him and waited outside until he came. Approach-
ing him, they explained their missiono Without ceremony or comment, 
_ the 01 d Comaoner reached in his pocket and from a profusion of bi 11 s, 
picked and handed them one. They thanked him and turned away, but 
upon inspecting the contribution found that it was a hundred dollar 
bill. Knowing that Stevens was far from a rich man, who was hobbling 
home, catching up with him, they told him that he must have made a 
mistake, for the bill he had given them was of hundred dollar denomin-
ation. The fact was Stevens had intended to give them but $10, and 
in the near dark, had selected the wrong bill. The the cause was a 
worthy one, and the evening had not been entirely unprofitable. He 
·~.,. 
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refused to admit the error, c~enting to the colored churchmen, "God 
moves irro a mysterious way, his wonders to perform••. 
His charity was not confined to his private donat;ons. Hospitals, 
asylums, or houses of refuge,wh;ch cpe~ed their doors to any and all, 
regardless of class, color, or religion, found in him not only a sym-
pathetic friend, but a powerful opponent who would give his time ~nd 
effort unstintingly to their aid. It was due to him more than any 
other Government assistance was extended to the Columbia Hospital, the 
Soldiers• and Sailors• Home, the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, the Providence 
Hospital, ind many ©ther institutions that gave relief to the poor. , ~ 
When the Sisters of Ch@rity of the Roman Catholic Church sought 
his financial aid, for their comme~da~1e w~rk among the poor, they re-
ceived it so lavishly that before long, their estab]ishment, which was 
at first no more than a shack, was soon ra;sed to the status of a real 
hos pi ta 1. 
In dealing with publ;c funds, he was ever alert in assisting those 
in need, and it mattered not whether they were on his side or opposed 
to him. W~1en an amended Freedmen's Bureau Bill, which was aimed pri-1 
marily to give sust~~@~C~ and shelter to the freed negroes, was under 
his direction and under discussion, he showed that he not only knew 
that some_ of the· moneys were being di;rerted f(Q)r the help of white 
people, most of whom were bitterly opposed to him po1itic~11y, but 
tl that he was wholly satisfied with such diversion. When taken to tast 
for the manner in which the appropriations had been used, Stevens 
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I) 
answered that all he could say was that nine out of ten who have been 
freed by the Freedmen.• s Bureau have been dis I oya I men who have be-
come poor. 
During his busy years in Washington, he permitted himself no 
relaxation except an occasional evening at the card tables ~'\there he 
lost hi~self in the fascination of his favorite game of euchre. Honey 
never meant much to him and he was frequently very careless in handling 
it. One record shows that he lost in a single evening two thousand 
dollars, but the same record m@kes mention of the fact that whether 
,;;:-,. 
he won or lost meant nothing to him. ··~ 
There was no one to take the place of the Old Cornnoner left vacant 
in Congress. For the greater part of a decade, and especially the 
lower House had been accustomed to act under the smart of his sharp 
words, and the force of his iron hand. No one seriously rose to 
challenge him. There was therefore no one really prepared to take 
over what many ca1Jed the D'ictatorship of Thaddeus Stevens, 
When he died, seven states had been readmitted to the Union; six 
of them while he was confined in his last illnev, Military recon-
struction coatinued hazardly. Much of what was contemplated in the 
enactments was shamefully abused. But grass was growing on the grave 
of the lancastrian before the Carpetbag Movement really started, 
An impression had gained wide currency that Steve~s
9 
in some 
way, w..is responsible for the wrongs attributed t@ th@t group. 
Even if they were cre~tures @f legisiQti@n p~ssed dMri~g his 
life,~@ @ne c~n deny that they were the products of its 
misapplication, Stevens never would have tolerated the wide 
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debaucheries of State governments that were perpetrated upon the areas in the process of reconstruction& The outst@~~ing lit® rec@rd @f his integrity is c@~clusive assur~~~~ t~@t he w@M1d h@V~ cr~s~ed th~ ~t the very outset @f their ~@~pr~ctic~so Wit~~© ~esp@nsi~]e Con-gressi©~@l ie®d~rsh1pvthe b~ig@~ds w~r~ permitt~d t@ go their trJ©))? -~tr\)c~i@] 1 eruged o lh<e liif9cH1 t"Jh@ w@lll 1 d h©l ve lfil s sured the S@Mth jYstice9 even th@ugh a stern one, was gone and n@ @ne in Congress was strong enough to deal effec-tively with the turmoil. 1 
No imposing shaft of marble marks the spot, but an unobtrusive 
shaf~aised there in the shadow of a willow tree shows through the 
iron fence~J@r~( to th'e~asserby on the quiet street. The inscription 
of the stone was penned by the Old Commoner himself shortly before 
he died: 
I repose in this quiet and secluded spot, Not from any natural preference for solitude, but finding other cemeteries limited by ch@rter r~1es @St@ r@Ce9 I have chosen this th~t I might illustrate in death the prin-ciples which I ~dvocate~ through a long life, Equality of man before his Creator. 
In his public speeches, especially those in Congress, he had, 
occasionally mentioned concerning an epitaph. In addition to Pendle-
ton's att~ci, up@n the proposed 13th amendment in January of 1865, 
Stevens had said, •1he may have his epitaph written, if it be truly 
·.\ written, laere rests the ablest ~nd most pernicious defender of slavery 
(. 
and opponent of slavery, but I will be satisfied if my epitaph shall 
1Thomas Frederick Woodley-- 11Thaddeus Stevens", The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, Pa., 1934, P. 595. . "' 
2Ibid., P. 596, 597. 
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be written thus, 1 here lies one who never rose to eminence; and who 
only courted the low ambition to have it said that he h~d striven to 
ameliorate the cond;tion of the poor, and lowly, the downtrodden of 
• 1 every race and language and color• •11 
Later, he indicated that his mind was made up that if he had an 
epitaph at a 11, it would be written by another. 11 I ask none••, said 
he, "and I~hall have none., But I shall go with pure consciousness 
of havi mg tried tQ serve thf whole human race and never_ having in-
I 
-~, 
Had that been carved on his monument, it would 
have fitted admirably.2 
He seemed, however, to have been upset by his discovery that only 
white persons could be interred in the cemetery where he contem~l@ted 
burial, and reversing himself, he composed the above mentioned in-
scription. That it was done hurriedly or while his faculties were 
waning, is apparent from the writing itself. It stands in pitiable 
contrast to the clear-cut utterances in his prime of life. 
What Stevens advocated through his life was not equality of man 
before His Cre@tor, but equality of man before his fellowmen and the 
law. The fact is, the Commoner @10~~ with many other people, was 
satisfied that all men were equal before their Creator. He was a 
1 Thomas Frederick Wood 1 ey- -"Thaddeus S tevens 11 , 
The Te 1 egraph Press, Harrisburg, Pa., 193Zi, P. S97. \ 
2Ibid., P. 257. 
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pract;cal man and realized the utter futility of arg\lllent in that 
d;rection. His life was to convince men that it was only fair and 
just to legislate civil equality on earth. More than @ftce he had 
said that such is the law of God and should be the law of mano He ' 
expressed himself clearly in his speech supporting a reconstruction 
bi 11 in January, 1867. ''Every man'', said he, "no matter what his 
. 
,' . ',) '\ 
race or color; every earthly thing whb has an immortal soul, has an 
equal right to justice, honesty, and fair play, with every other man 
and the law should secure him those rights11 • 1 
So the princples which he advocated through a long life were not 
appeals to the Supreme Being for equality of me~ bef@re Him, but 
appeals to his fellow beings to establish earthly equality among 
themselves. 
Stevens was the staunch supporter of the Declaration of Inde-
pende.nce, and he be 1 i eved the rea 1 object of the founders of the Re-
pub 1 i c was there accurately expressed. Early in life he concluded 
that the Constitution was the product of a compromise with slavery 
"""' 
and as such, a distorti@~ @f the true purpose of American Government. 
As 8-rly ais 1838 he ~sr@te 9 °0the slaveholder claims his prey by v,rtue of the C@nstitYti~~ 9 whi~h c@ntradicts the vital principles of the Declaration of Independence18 o That con-
victi@~ rem~ined with ~im @~d W@S r~~sserted ~m©~g the last 
of his pu@1ic utter@~ceso ~e W@S studied~ digested @nd 
understood what was said in the discussions and debates at that time the Nation was conceived, and no one of those 
1Thomas Frederick Woodley-- 11Thaddeus Stevens", The ielegraph Press, Harrisburg, Pa., 1934, P. 598. 
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who helped write the original docu~ent, believed more 
strongly than he what they h~d written. His life's 
work w~s t@ bri~g the t@nstitYti@~ ~~d the l@ws Mp to 
the propositions set forth in the Declaration of In-dependenceo Pr@cti <:@11 mi nded 9 he tM0S ttJi 11 i 019 t@ ©Jdvan.ce 
a step @t@ timeo With @n i~te]1ect~~] eq~ip~e~t that knew~@ s~p~ri@r~ 1ivi~g @t@ time whe~ W~r h~d pro-duced@ c@~dition in which these charges could be 1awfM1]y effected, he was the ideal man to assume 1 eadershi po 1 
Today @~endments to the Constitution are thought of as normal 
modific~ti©~s ~ecessarily coupled with the advances and evolvements 
of Government. But in 1860, there was an entirely different attitude. 
For more than a half century the Constitution had not been tampered 
with, and propositions so to do were viewed with suspicion and some-
times alarm. The instrument seemed to have gained some kind of sanctity 
of parchment which made it clearly inviolate. 
To bring the people to the idea of fundamental change of it was 
a considerable task. Of course, the Commoner worker with and among 
the ablest abolitionist agitators. The great names that were coupled 
with that movemerrtt were hfs collaborators. He labored with many other 
i 
great people to bring an end to·A~~rican slavery. 
In the Senate were several men who gave valiant support to the 
cause, Outstanding among these, of course, was Charles s~m~er, but, 
polished orator and ardent worker, was a theorist who lived apart 
from the world of realities. Striking evidence of this is the manner 
lrhomas Frederick Woodley--"Thaddeus Stevens'', The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, 1934, P. 598, 599. 
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in which he at first caused the defeat of the proposed Fourteenth 
Amendme~t in the Upper House. His purpose, undoubtedly was worthy, 
but he showed himself the dreamer and not nearly as able as was Ste-
vens to deal with practicalities. Stevens and Sumner probably aimed 
at the saae goal. But the Senator would insist on~ theory even if 
meant defeat of his object, whi 1 e Stevens, in workmarn1 il<.e and master-
ful fashion would adju·st.theory to practice and achieve his end. 
In Stevens there was the rare combination capable of conceiving 
the theory and then successfully applying and executing it. In his 
fertile and res@urceful brain, the whole theory of the reconstruction 
was born; there @rigi~@ted the substance of the fourteenth Amendment. 
He showed Lincoln the way to em~ncipation and invented the device of 
the Connittee of Fifteen, which gained for him and his group dicta-
\ torial control of the method of reconstruction, relegating the oppo-
sition to utter subserviency. ., 
\ All of these ideas developed while the old man, quite sick of 
body and of soul, sat alone and pondered these great things on the 
lawn of his Lancaster Home. While the gavel fell assembl;ng the 
different sessi@~s @f Congress, he metamorphosed from creator of 
'ideas to la\\411aker. Skillful expert in the handling of th;ngs as 
they were, he was the ••greatest P@r1 iament~rian to whom the Congress 
,. ever bowed its knee'='. His most intensive ~irnd important work was 
done when he was well past seventy years of age; his body racked 
._,. 
• 
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w;th pain and disease, and so weak that for months at a time, he had 
to be carried to and from the House. Fainting frequently in the 
Library and illil the House, he sometimes lay prostrate for a whole day. 
The a1m@st Y~be1iev~b1e ~nner in which he repeatedly spurred his 
worn-out body to ffl©ltchl~ss ~cti@n and his driving power in developing 
theories into realit;es, stand as monume~ts to his indcmit~ble will.1 
Throughout his life, he was the Equalitariano From the very 
earliest record, we have of him down to the date of his death, he was 
always the ardent proponent of the public school system as a great 
leveler. Mass education was to him the more efficient defense the 
people could raise against their own exploitation. Intense and some-
times vehament Anti=Mason, his feeling was but an outcropping of his 
innate hatred of every scheme that would permit preference or create 
inequality among men. He fo~g~t ~11 secret societies and centered 
h;s battle on Free Masonry only because it was the outstanding and 
""''" 
., •• "', , .•.• ,. ,.•", :°• 'I " ' •. \ ;, ~,. s ." I 
by far most powerful one of his day. Its name would not have mattered. 
He was opposed to all such organizations. 
-It was not too far to ·1 eap ~rom Anti -Masonry to Anti -S 1 avery. 
-, The movements were similar in that they were both steps toward 
,-
Democracy. They differed in that the former was an attempt to de-
grade the alleged aristocracy, the latter an effort to elevate the 
1Thomas Frederick Woodley-- 11Thaddeus Stevens'', The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, 1934, P. 600,601. 
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race. The ends were to put both groups on a level with ordinary 
cit;zens. The former gave Stevens his opportunity to enter public 
life, and its decadence forced his political retirement. The latter 
made him a national leader where he wielded might power as a Legis-
lator. 
Advocate of honest, financial measures, he labored to have 
assessed against the poorer classes only their fair part of the 
money burden Qf the War. The rich, who when drafted, could pay a 
substit~te~ were not reluctant to attempt to shift from themselves 
as much of the resulting taxes as possible. Stevens, always on 
guard to protect the mute masses, did valiant service in shielding 
them from debts which the wealthy should help pay. 
His total indifference to fame and high office; his ever-apparent 
determination to speak the truth, no matter how or whom it effected; 
his lack of tact; his bitter wit; his unpleasing personality; and 
his dogged refusal to answer or explain the accusations and anathemas 
that were hurled upon him, all combined against his reputation. 
ThrQugh seven dec~des of history he has been thought of as a ruth-
, 
less, vind;ctive, inmora1 and desolate man, gnarled in mind as well 
,s body. 
But, as long as men deem it noble to defend the weak and 
exploited, to labor to free hu~nity from prejudices 
arisi~g fr@m the @CCide~t @f birth 9 t@ §ive e~ery@ne 
endowed with@ hum~~ s@Y1@ f~ir ~~d ~q~~1 ch@~Ce in life~ j~st s@ l@~g wi11 they c@~ti~~e t@ see the figure 
of a g~u~t 9 bewigged, and stern-visaged, clubfooted Commoner toweringly silhouetted against the background 
,~., . ·~ .. ' 
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of Reconstruction. 1 
/ 
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Many stories @f another kind were told of Stevens in derogation 
of his moral life; the kind that many men like to roll as sweet mor-
sels under their tongue. His personal and politic~l enemies charged 
him with all kinds of misdemeanors with the other sex. According to 
these his old colored housekeeper was his mistress; he was the father 
of mulattoes; and to his latest years he was nothing short of a 
hoary, habitual and beastly debaunchee. 
In this respect Stevens has but suffered the fate of many other 
honored public men. It will not be claimed that his life was above 
reproach, but impartial witnesses who knew him best would not hesitate 
to brand such stories, in their main content, as false and malicious 
slanders, So far as can be learned, but twice in his life did Stevens 
consent even to notice these charges. He was a man of truth. His 
worst enemy never charged him with lying and hypocrisy. His friends 
and neighbors who knew his life wit I generally assert that he would 
rest ~nder the charges and carry them to his grave rather than to 
deny them falsely. But later in his life, while Stevens was at the 
height of his powers and fame, his old friend, Jonathan Blanchard, 
who honored and applauded Stevens in his heated political struggles 
of more than 30 years before, came to him with the report that there 
were circulating about his way of living. Stevens brushed this aside 
-: .... 
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1 Thomas Frederick Woodl ey--11Thatideus Stevens", 
The Telegraph Press, Harrisburg, 1934, P. 603. 
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without too much serious consideration of the matter. 
He was indeed a man of ser;ous shortcomings and ;mperfections, 
after all he was human. His life was,in the limelight and in public 
strife. He could not, therefore, escape reproaches that his fellow-
sinners escaped. As he was great in his virtues, his vices may have 
appeared correspondingly great, but that he was worse in his moral 
life th~~ ~@st men of his time is not believed by those who lived by 
him through a long period of years, to let his denial and the respect 
of his neighbors and friends stand against hateful and irresponsible 
accusation. 11 lt should be remembered, that is always the case, the 
life of public men is a life of calumny and misery. When therefore 
they have retired let their good deeds be inscribed in tables of brass 
and over their errors be thrown the mangle of oblivion". In these 
words Stevens, himself, uttered clearly in his career, pleading in 
the Pen~sy1v@~i~ legis1it~re f@r a School of Liberal Arts for his 
adopted Conmonwealth, here he expressed a fair criteria for dealing 
with the character of public men.1 
It is undQubtedly the verdict of History that Stevens indulged 
too long and too intensely the heat and wrath and hate engendered by 
a bloody Civil War. This aspect of public life, during a divided and 
distressing period of his country's history, has made him appear al-
together implacable and unforgiving. But his hatreds were not personal, 
,-
lJames Albert Woodburn-- 11The Life of Thaddeus Stevens'', 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1913, P. 606. 
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and the enemies whom he faced in the heat and passions were, as he 
thought, not his own enemies~ bYt the e~emies of his country, the 
enemies of a righteous and a nobel cause. It was f@r this sake and 
not for his own that he used the language of denunciation. He must 
' be judged not by the feeling and disposition of these later and happier 
times of peace, reconciliation, and good will between the sections, 
but by the times of strife and passion in which he lived. 1 
There was no doubt of nobility and greatness in Stevens• character. 
He brought to his cou~try 0 s service learning and eloquence, firmness 
of will, directness ~nd tenacity of purpose, the noblest courage, and 
a fine and consuming scorn and contempt for ev~si@~ ind hypocrisy and 
the low arts of political tricksters. He was an unrelenting foe of 
/, 
every form of tyranny over the minds of men. He was a man of great 
mind and clear vision, to a degree quite rare among men, and, what is 
~ rarer still, he had the courage to assert his mind and follow his 
vision. The time-server and the trimmer stepped aside ·to 1 et him 
pass. Amid the greatest changes that ever occurred in any decade of 
our nati@n~1 life, facing the detraction of enemies, the timidity of 
friends, the corruption @~d tyr@~~y @f p@wer» ®nd the cowardice of 
party, he stood with Puritan and Spartan firmness for a definite end, 
the goal of equity and justice that had been fixed for him by his 
1James Albert Woodburn--11The Life of Thaddeus Stevens••, Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1913, P. 606, 607. 
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unwavering democratic faith. Indifferent to praise or blame where 
his cause was at stake; unmoved by c@~sideration of rank, title, 
wealth, or position, self;sh motives did not anim~te his public con-
duct. The selfishness that was in him, as it is in all men, was not 
of the mean and miserly kind. While seeking his own interest and his 
own end in private life he would not defraud and oppress h;s neighbor. 
His se1 fi shness in public 1 i fe a 1 so was of the nobler kind. Whi 1 e he 
freq~e~tly s@ught p1~ce and power, not in honor preferring others, but 
crushing them or p~shing them aside, sometimes with seeming meanness 
sacrificing his friends; a~d while, in natural vanity, he was possessed 
of a strong love of prominence and public praise, yet he pursued his 
ends and sought place and power not chiefly for his own glory but that 
he might elevate his country and life up the mass of downtrodden 
humanity which he saw around him • 
He was not a saint by any means; but like Cromwell, who was in many ways his prototype,he was ready to be painted as he was o O O I aim just ~1Jh©1 t I ©1m~ whether you 1 i ke me or n@t0 0; In spite @f th~ d~f~cts @f his ch~r~cter==@~d they wer~ ~ny--. it se~s c 1 e©lr to th@se wh@ s ta.Ady his 1 i fe th©) t the m@ti ves · and ai~s th~t impe]]~d hi~ t~ spe~k and fight ~nd 1@b@r and spend himself f@r his C@~se wer~ ~@t me@~ ~@r selfish~ His detract@rs were gener@lly little ffi®~ @f c@~ve~ti@n~l @pinion, with@~t visi©~ @r the spirit thit w@~ld le~d thsrro t@ d@ battle ~~d s~crifice f@r ~ C@YSeo Steve~sj @~ the @ther hand, was~ m~~ @f 1~rge m@1dD ~~d @f gre~t p~rp@se 9 wn@ ~~s striving with his ~~@1~ s@~]v t@ c~rve @the~ i~d better chi~ne1s for the life @f s@cie~y» purs~ing ste@di~g 9 with@~t v~~iiti@n er shadow of turning 1 the two great purposes of his public life, the unity of the nation and the freedom of the slave.1 
1 James A 1 bert Woodburn--''The Life of Thaddeus Stevens'', Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1913, P. 606. 
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Thus I come to the close of this Thesis on the Life and Business 
Activities of Thaddeus Stevens. It would seem that he earned his 
fortune rather honestly and fairly, and yet he did lose his fortune, 
.., 
and he was willing to fight back and start from scratch again. I feel 
that here was a man with a real genuine concern for those who were 
less fortunate, particularly the 1@me @nd the cripple, and he did all 
he could to help humanity. Many accusations ~nd charges were br@ught 
against him and yet very few, if any, were ever substanti~ted to the 
point where Stevens was proven guilty of any of these charges. He 
~ertainly had his faults and shortcomings, as does every person, but 
he did a great deal for the poor, unfortunate people in the United ' 
States while he lived and needs to be commended for doing so. 
Wilmer B. Denlinger, 
724 Juniper Street 
Quakertown, Pennsylvania 
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APPENDIX 
(VITA) 
I, Rev. Wilmer B. Denl;nger, was born in Paradise, Lancaster 
County, Pennsylvania, the son of Hr. and Mrs. I. Roy Denlinger, on 
December 2, 1927. I attended the elementary schools in Paradise, and 
also graduated from the Paradise High School in June of 1945. I 
attended Franklin and Marshall C@11ege from 1945 to 1948, graduating 
with the A.B. Degree in June of 1948. I then ittended the Lancaster 
School of the Bible and Theology for one year and then moved to 
Quakertown, Pennsylvania, where I have served the Bethany and Flatland 
Mennonite Churches as their pastor for the past 13 1/2 years. I have 
·also taken approximately one year of Seminary training at the Moravian 
Theological Seminary in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. I am married and am 
the father of three chi1dren: Barry Lee, aged 12; Bonnie Ann, aged 10; 
and Brian Keith, aged 5 1/2. I have done considerable substitute 
teaching in the Quakertown Ca1111unity Junior and Senior High Schools • 
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